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Fellow citizens, we cannot escape history. We ... will be remembered in spite of ourselves. No 
personal significance or insignificance can spare one or another of us. The fiery trial through 
which we pass will light us down in honor or dishonor to the latest generation. 

(Abraham Lincoln, Second A111111a/ Message, December I, 1862.) 

Two-hundred is a nice round number. It is also a milestone. Yet, like any milestone, it is but a stopping place along the road ... a place to rest and reflect on the journey taken 
and the path ahead. Having reached /hat point, we now go on. The bicentennial celebra/lon was duly noted for an all-too-brief period. It received scarcely more notice than a 
sharp dip in the stock market. Hopefully. some of the events spawned by the remembrance will have the residual benefit of stimulating interest in Uncoln and collecting. As 
collectors, we can revisit the past, analyze and speculate on events. What if Lincoln had not received the nomination or been elected? What if he had chosen 'Concession, not 
Secession·? His place In American history is bracketed by tour years, transpiring in the shadow of civil war. The bicentennial was, in essence, a birthday celebration. If any
thing, it connoted a passage of time and survival, not necessarily progress or maturity. We go back to the normal routine on the 

0

day after' which ls just a day like any other. 
As collectors, we can turn back the clock and revisit past events, search for new discoveries and a deeper understanding. Yes, two-hundred is a nice round number. But, two
hundred-one ain't bad, either. 
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From the Publisher 
"But we ourselves must not decline the burden 
of responsibility, nor take counsel of unworthy 
passions. " - Abraham Lincoln, speech at Bloomington, May 29, 1856. 

I
n the last twenty years we have been privileged to examine 
numerous collections. Most specific to Lincoln; others we 
saw consisted of general Americana that included Lincoln. 
Some represented lifetime holdings being prepared for sale. 
Other collections were privately shown for our delight. 
Without exception each possessed a unique and dif

ferent dimension - a personality or its own. And 
each was more than a worthy passion. 

What an individual chose to collect, bow mate
rial was sourced, the rarity of pieces in the collec
tion ... each aspect shaped the personality of what 
we saw. Accompanying stories on where items were 
"discovered," later research to provide historical context, 
documentation on past owners, not to mention how the 
collection was exhibited, rounded out that character. But 
the collections we felt most memorable shared a similar 
trait: they spoke to the owner. 

Fifteen years ago, celebrating our first anniversary, we 
had the honor to exhibit the Lincolniana collection of the 
late Dr. John K. Lattimer. A massive and special assem
blage, this was the first time his collection had been put 
on public display. With an emphasis on relics and assas
sination-related documents, John's pieced-together "story" 
enjoyed tremendous verve. Now it has all been sold - item by 
item - to other collectors. Many pieces from that assemblage 
enjoy significant pedigrees - a chain-of-ownership back to the 
greats: William H. Lambert, A E. Postell, John Burton, John 
Scripps Little, Oliver R. Barrett, William H. Townsend, Justin 
Turner, Philip Sang, and Dorothy Meserve Kunhardt. These are 
names forever linked to the pursuit of collecting. Now, the 
responsibility of new owners is to remember this association 
while adding the name Lattimer to the provenance and patina. 

Lincoln's admonishment that we shouldn't heed the "coun
sel of unworthy passions" doesn't apply here; we know our 
quest is worthy and laudable. But we hope you appreciate the 
corollary burden or responsibility. 

We often discuss the responsibility of conservation. This 
frequently requires reversing what earlier collectors thought 
appropriate. I cannot tell you how many times we have found 
masking tape or acidic Scotch Tape used to "mend" tears on 
documents and silks. Numerous "old-timers" did not hesitate to 
affix non-archival labels with inventory numbers or ink-stamp 
their names to documents forever impacting the integrity of an 
item. Certainly we are far more deliberate. .. more thoughtful on 
such matters today. When a rare print or photograph is found 
in an old frame with non-archival backing, we immediately 
know to "bust it out" and take steps to properly house the 
piece. But our responsibility goes further. We have an obliga
tion to retain records explaining where consequential items 
originate and their significance. Meeting that burden requires 
these records be easy to fathom by those who follow. If a 

detailed history isn't properly kept with an object, such they 
can be "married" together and fully appreciated, it's pointless. 
Sad to say, the number of important relics that passed into 
later hands only to be discarded - the artifact's original history 
having been lost with the passage of time - is heartbreaking. 
We assisted in the dispersion of Dr. Lattimer's collection. John 
kept files on everything; sadly they were not always kept such 
they could be tied to the objects they represented. At the end 
of the day there were numerous relics - pieces of fabric, hunks 
of wood, bullets and nails - that John could have easily told us 
about.'With his passing, unable to find the correct paperwork 
they just became hunks of wood, pieces of labric. They once 
possessed historical significance. We simply could not fathom 

what. (fhis same sensibility should be shared with 
friends who don't collect. Whenever possible, provide 

the simple counsel that they have living relatives 
identify old family photographs - write identification 

information on the verso in pencil. I wish I knew the 
subjects in photos found in grandpa David's effects ... 

particularly one with a rather fashionably-dressed group 
posed in front of a brand-new Model T~ 

So ... the story created by each collector eventually g~ts 
disassembled ... and will travel into different holdings to help 

tell so many more stories. Each item sent to a different collec
tion embellishes a new narrative. With the disbursement of an 
individual's treasures we celebrate the man who was - and the 
provenance that forever remains. Hopefully, there will be an 
accompanying transfer of responsibility ... we know the new 
owners cheerfully accept their burden. 

"Printing is but the other half, and in reality 
the better half, of writing; both together are 
but the assistants of speech in the communica• 
tion of thoughts between man and man." 

-A. Lincoln, on Discoveries and Inventions, Springfield, February 21, 1859. 

The balanced intellect grasps tradition while accepting innova
tion. Neither Luddite nor technophile; modernize as necessary, 
hold to convention when appropriate. Mind you, I've never been 
described as "balanced", but I am fortunate to live a bracketed 
life. I intentionally surround myself with those a great deal older, 
and those quite a bit younger. (Sadly the equilibrium skews as 
the years advance.) From mentors I gain wisdom found in acu
men. From interns I appreciate "that is the way I've always done 
it" doesn't resonate. Change is inevitable and often desirable. 
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Lincoln spoke of printing at a time when it enjoyed one meaning. Paper, ink, type, presses, binding ... one applicable technology. 
In 19th century America, publishing as an industry flourished. An educated, literate populace gave rise to newspapers and printing 
houses across the country. In 1860, the metropolitan area that later unified into New York City supported no less than fourteen daily 
and weekly newspapers - far greater than the number today. Harriet Beecher Stowe redefined the term "best seller" in 1852 with her 
novel Uncle Tom's Cabin - more than 300,000 copies sold in the United States that year alone. Men of means were often judged by 
the libraries they assembled. 

One hundred years later, a librarian by the name of F. W. Lancaster coined the phrase "paperless society." He and other futurists 
envisioned the digital revolution nullifying any need to print on paper. They predicted the paperless society would envelop the new 
millennium. Here we are in 2010 and that reality still seems far off. But what they envisioned has come true in many respects. 
Recently, numerous well-established publications, journals with celebrated historjes, have disappeared. Others have found alternate 
ways to continue their mandate and serve their constituency. At this point, you certainly know where this is heading ... I hear cries 
of anguish from the tactile camp, from collectors and libraries everywhere. 

After fifteen years, this represents our final printed issue of The Rail Splitter. WAJT - hear us out. We will continue to publish, 
continue to serve our community, continue to illuminate. This journal will become an on-line publication. We listened to our Editor
of-reason Timothy Bakken's protest: "printing remains the most durable form for the preservation of human thought." (Mind you, 
Tim still listens to vinyl, has film developed, and refuses to trust email.) But reality and pragmatics re-shapes all. Sure, our on-line 
efforts may not prove lasting or "permanent". But, to quote W. Somerset Maugham, "Nothing in the world is permanent, and we're 
foolish when we ask anything to last, but surely we're still more foolish not to take delight in it while we have it. If change is of the 
essence of existence one would have thought it only sensible to make it the premise of our philosophy." 

Our challenge is to not allow changes to eclipse our goals. When Donald Ackerman and I started this quarterly fifteen years ago, 
the objective was simple: have fun, share knowledge. We found a large community of like-minded collectors and historians, people 
generous with insight willing to share. This passion remains. But new ways to disseminate information provide sizable advantages. 
This journal shall continue - bigger, better, with greater reach. The burden of increasing expenses and dependence on printers and 
the mails prevents reporting news in a timely manner. Not so anymore. Our reports can be immediate, timely, and more relevant. 
Not just more prolific, content can be found from a wider community. An on-line forum enables more interactive discourse - much 
easier for voicing opinions on matters of consequence. And, one distinct advantage: much of the material culture we appreciate 
deserves to be pictured in color - cost prohibitive in our printed format. 

So, please be patient. Our on-line presence will grow and take shape within the next few months. It will be interactive and invite 
your involvement. The entire history of our journal will be made available along with unpublished content we never knew how to han
dle. Instead of this being our obituary, recognize this as transformative. Everything we sought to do will continue ... just differently! 

As Lincoln succinctly put it "Advancement - improvement in condition - is the order of things." 

A personal note. Last year saw a great deal of change at The Rail Splitter. The Lincoln Bicentennial; our hosting the largest Abraham Lin
coln exhibit in the nation; Donald Ackerman's decision to relocate to Texas ... the end of 2009 represents a demarcation point. Rest 
assured Donald's out-of-state move will not impact his commitment to this organization. (Sadly, it just means no more late-night editing 
sessions with take-out lrom King Wok.) But I must note one additional change - one worthy of recognition because of a man deserving 
to be honored. Dr. John Sellers retired lrom the Library of Congress at the end of April - after exactly forty years of service to the 
nation. John was the Historical Specialist, Civil War & Reconstruction, as well as Curator of the Papers of Abraham Lincoln at the 
Library of Congress. A man of infinite knowledge, he was described by President Bush as a 
"national treasure." John remains one of the most generous people we're blessed to know; a 
true "Lincoln scholar" Lincoln himself would appreciate. We express heartfelt congratulations . 
to John and his lovely wife Sylvia - with gratitude for years of friendship that will continue. 

New York entertainment and intellectual property 
lawyer Brian Caplan exhibited a significant portion ol 
his Lincoln and Civil War memorabilia collection at 
Brandeis University in Waltham, MA to celebrate the 
Bicentennial. Scholars, students, area school chil-

dren - as well as local New Englanders - enjoyed see
ing Lincoln and Civil War art.ifacts up close and per

sonal, in a way many hadn't before. 
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OVERLOOKED EVIDENCE: 
Lincoln in Pioneer Chicago 

Timothy H. Bakken 

W 
e will probably never know just when Abraham Lincoln 
first saw the city of Chicago, the great metropolis of the 
Great Lakes which, in 1860, sent the prairie lawyer on 
towards immortality by holding the national conven
tion that nominated him for the Presidency. Some sur

prising new evidence, however, may at last and at least kill the 
persistent but erroneous belief that Lincoln never visited Chica
go until 1847. Fully three generations of authors have recorded 
that belief as "fact", starting with Lincoln biographer and 
researcher, the Rev. Dr. William E. Barton, who first proclaimed it 
to be such in 1922. 

Barton based his assertion solely upon a short, unattrib
uted, and uncorroborated newspaper "item" published in the 
July 6, 1847 issue of the Chicago Daily Journal. Why Dr. Barton 
chose to place his faith in the Journal statement and pass it on 
as gospel can only be surmised; but in doing so be simultane
ously dismissed an extremely credible eyewitness testimony for 
an 1844 visit (given by federal judge Henry W. Blodgett) as well 
as a second-hand story suggesting that Lincoln had passed 
through Chicago as early as 1835 or 1836. A fuller examination 
of this topic, and particularly of the strong reasons to accept 
Judge Blodgett's recollection, may be found i□ my article "Lin
coln's First Visit to Chicago: Reconsidering the Evidence", pub
lished in The Rail Splitter for Winter 2001 (volume 6 nurn. 3, p. 1). 

But any first-visit claim will now have to be viewed in light 
of the aforesaid "surprising new evidence", which consists of a 
letter written to Lincoln himself by noted United States Army 
officer and Civil War General David Hunter (see illustration on 
next page). Dated from Fort Leavenworth, Kansas territory on 
October 20, 1860, the bulk of the letter warns the President-elect 
about an assassination threat, but in a postscript Hunter rein
troduces himself by reminding Lincoln that: "I had the pleasure 
of meeting you in early days al Chicago, and again at the great 
Whig convention at Springfield in 1840." 

This evidence is "surprising" in the sense that Hunter's let
ter has been available for decades at the Library of Congress (as 
part of the Papers of Abraham Lincoln donated by his son 
Robert Todd Lincoln and opened to the public in 1947); and 
"new" in the sense that it has apparently never been publicized 
heretofore. It is especially interesting because of Hunter's 
remark that he met Lincoln "again" in 1840, thus indicating that 
their initial contact in Chicago probably occurred during the 
1830s. 

The letter's mention o[ the "great Whig convention" refers to 
a mass meeting in the state capital on the third and fourth of 
June 1840. Usually called the "Young Men's Whig Convention", it 
was held primarily to whip up enthusiasm for the party's presi
dential candidate William Henry Harrison, then in the midst of 
his "log cabin and hard cider", "Tippecanoe and Tyler Too" cam
paign. Although it didn't occupy even two whole days the event 
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is said to have brought an astonishing 20,000 men, women and 
children to Springfield (a number equivalent to five percent of 
the popul,ation of Illinois), including delegations from 59 of the 
state's 89 counties. In the grand procession which kicked off the 
festivities, Chicago's Cook County "took the lead" with a spec
tacular thirty-foot-long float that consisted of a "government 
yawl. .. rigged up" as a two-masted miniature brig, complete with 
a six-pounder cannon for firing salutes; Hunter was in command, 
and the "the brig" was accompanied by a brass band riding on a 
truck drawn by six bay horses. Aside from Hunter, the Cook 
County delegates included his brother-in-law, John H. Kinzie; pio
neer, fur-trader, pork-packer and for- .-----------, 
mer state representative Gurdon S. 
Hubbard; and prominent attorneys 
John Y. Scammon and Giles Spring. 
Most ii not all of these men were 
already known to Lincoln through 
legal, political, or legislative contact. 

Hunter (1802-1886) had spent 
time at a number of frontier army 
posts following his graduation at 
West Point in 1822, among them his
toric Fort Deerhorn in Chicago, 
where he was stationed from 1828 to 
1831 and briefly held command 
(1830-31). After serving at still other 
posts and rising to a Captaincy in the 
dragoons, he reigned from the army 
in order to settle in Chicago in July 1836. He worked there as a 
real estate agent and speculator, but probably without signal 
success; poor timing found him in the city just as the panic of 
1837 and its ensuing troubles colJapsed the region's fabulous 
land boom. In November 1841 Hunter rejoined the army as an 
Additional Paymaster, and be stayed in the service until 1866 
when he resigned with the rank of Brevet Major General. 

Since Hunter regularly lived in Chicago for only a few years 
alter 1836, his first meeting with Lincoln must have fallen 
between that year and 1840. What could have drawn Lincoln to 
Chicago at so early a day is matter for pure conjecture. Aside 
from legal business, politics, or sheer curiosity (the city was 
rapidly becoming the commercial center of Illinois), an excellent 
candidate is the state's internal improvement scheme, which Lin
coln was whole-heartedly endorsing. Most of the scheme's rail
road, canal, and river projects-meant as a vast economic stimu
lus and public benefit- had Chicago as their locus, and many of 
Lincoln's known Chicago associates were at one time or another 
involved with them in some capacity. Lincoln may well have 
come to view the f11inois and Michigan Canal, a vital waterway 
linking the Great Lakes with the Mississippi River, upon which 
construction had begun just outside of the city in 1836. 

Whatever circumstances first brought the two men together, 
it is clear that David Hunter and Abraham Lincoln renewed their 

continued next page 



acquaintance via the mails in 1860, and they maintained a fairly substantial correspondence until 
at least the late summer of 1864. Hunter must have been well and favorably remembered by the 
President-elect since he was invited to be one of the escorts on board of Lincoln's inaugural train 
for its February 1861 jour
ney to Washington. Hunter 
accepted the honor 
although he did not travel 
the entire distance. This 
very letter of October 1860, 
warning Lincoln, may itself 
explain Hunter's role as an 
inaugural escort, since 
there was pervasive fear 
that assassination would 
be attempted en route. 

While Hunter's early 
years, including his first 
contacts with Lincoln are 
poorly documented, there 

-.-, -,,,t--.::;,.. ., .... •. .,,h ~l .. ,.J' ... ., 

..,., -f-e /~,-: ___ .. ·?-
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is an abundant record for his often notorious Civil War career. A man of strong anti-slavery convictions, while Commanding General 
of the Department of the South in 1862, Hunter blindsided the President by emancipating all of the slaves within his command, orders 
which Lincoln annulled because Hunter had thereby exceeded his authority. Undaunted, the general went on to authorize the Army's 
first black regiment, the First South Carolina, an action which was upheld by Congress. In June 1864 he torched Virginia Military lnsti
tute and the home of Gov. John Letcher and was outlawed by the Confederacy £or his trouble, being declared, "a felon to be executed 
if captured." That same month Hunter was repulsed at the Battle of Lynchburg by rebel Gen. Jubal Early and retreated, which enabled 
the latter's frightening and potentially devastating attack on Washington, D.C. Eventually, Hunter resigned active command in favor of 
"Little Phil" Sheridan. 

Following the assassination of Abraham Lincoln, Hunter reprised his role as a military escort, this time on the funeral train which 
carried the President's remains back to Illinois for entombment in May 1865. Later that same month General Hunter began presiding 
over the military commission which tried the co-conspirators of assassin John Wilkes Booth, a task which proved to be the "last full 
measure of devotion" which Hunter actively rendered to his departed friend and Commander-in-Chief. &) 

[Note: The main sources for this article were the Abraham Li11coln Papers at the Library of Congress (available online), a superb resource which combines dig
ital images of original documents, many combined with annotated transcripts by Doug Wilson and the Lincoln Studies Cen1cr of Knox College. Also William E. 
Barton, The Influence of Chicago Upon Abraham Li11coln, published in 1922; also the transactions of the Illinois Stale Historical Society for 1914.I 

I ronically, there are few known images of the preeminent American photographer, 
Mathew Brady. The discovery ol an unknown and unpublished portrait is therefore 
a propitious event. Brady (1823-1896) started out in the jewelry trade but, under 
the influence and tutelage of Samuel F. B. Morse, opened a daguerreotype gallery 

in New York City in 1844. Foresight and marketing acumen prompted him to inaugurate 
an ambitious project, the Gallery of Illustrious Americans. His goal was to photograph the 
notables of the day and, to this end, he also opened a Washington, D.C. gallery. The out
break of the Civil War presented Brady with a challenge and an opportunity to record his
tory as it transpired. He hired eighteen photographers and equipped them with portable 
"studios" with which to travel to the seat of war and document the battles. The resulting 
images, ten thousand in all, constituted a unique record, establishing Brady as the father 
of photo journalism and documentary photography. Unfortunately, the balance of Brady's 
life was characterized by failing eyesight and failing finances. Rail Splitter Brian Caplan 
recently discovered this Brady carte-de-visite of Brady himself! The CDV shows the entre
preneur posed with the standard table and chair props found in many Civil War-era 
Images of Lincoln and others. It appears to be an unknown portrait and, thanks to Brian, 
we are pleased to be able to share it with our readers. 
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"THE UNION IS DISSOLVED" 

The Charleston Mercury Broadside: Points of Authenticity and Variations 

Alan H Jaffee, M.D. Convention" is broken at the bottom. The 
"d" of "United" in "United States of Ameri

P erhaps the most iconic Civil War 
broadside is the Charleston Mer
rnry's December 20th 1860, "The 

Union is Dissolved" issue. South Caroli
na was a leader in states' rights. ln the 
1832 Nullification Crisis over tariffs, 
South Carolina started to raise military 
forces when President Jackson threat
ened the state with war if it defied feder
al authority. Fortunately, Congress low
ered the tariff and aborted the crisis. 
However with the election of Abraham 
Lincoln in 1860, South Carolina feared 
the federal government interfering with 
the "peculiar institution" of slavery. It 
unanimously voted, in convention, for 
an ordinance to secede from the Union. 
This dramatic broadside announced 
that decision to the world. Although 
greeted in celebration it would soon be 
the death invitation for 650,000 soldiers. 
I will illustrate a number of flaws in the 
type that are consistent amongst all 
copies and should be looked for in any 
authentic piece and also the discovery of 
two distinct editions of this broadside. 

UHA.RLESTON 
ca was ratified, and also, all Acts" is 
incomplete at the top of the "d". In the 
part that says "ratify- .------~ 
in~ amendi:ne~ts of the I by \18 iu•1 

MERCURY said Const1tut1on" one .... __,_.__ ___ __,_ 

will see the "g" of "ratifying" I . I 
is incomplete at the bottom. Umtect 
Look at the "d" in "under" EXTRA: 
where it says "under the I ratifying I 
name of 'The United States of ';::==::::::: 

AN ORDL"i,UrnE 

America' is hereby dis- I under I 
solved." to see a slash in the .... ----'· 
upper part of the loop and look at the 
most left of the above quotation marks 
around "The United States Of America" to 
see a thicker, darker imprint. These flaws 
are not due to differences in inking but are 
present in all copies of this broadside I 
have examined and thus I believe to be 

... ,.,..,,,,..,._..t( ..... 0,,,...,..,-0.- --W,4, .................. 

..... -..~--...,, 
fit.It-. 0.-..- ...... li,-•111"-""..._•._.-~r-\llH•r.flh,1,I•"" 

r,,,1J-i.. - Gaalall .. - ..a.,i ... .ii,tt>elf.ld.. ........ , 0. o..ia..11.- ~ U.. 

t'IU11o1 ~ rl 1-n. •u"'11W.wli ~ ..... 1'11 ... P""•" ... ,,i_,~ 

--'-'"Wfrl \M.-.WJ "'~----flf Ult ....tC-JldN,,Ut.....,.,.,,..WI 
_.IMl.~..a..-......,w-s.a~"""'~fttww..--""-..
•n..r .... ~or,_,..., • .,......,'V._.~.,. 

pre-~ent in all authentic editions. 
'.l.'Illll And just to add more interest to this 

UNION 
broadside, there are two distinct varia
tions. The rarer of the two has no"," after 
"P.M." At least two examples of this edition 
are known. One recently sold at Heritage 
Auctions in June 2009, and the other is in 

The overall size of the broadside is 
12 by 24 inches. For comparison purpos
es I have measured several letters in two 
of the broadsides. The "T" in 
"CHARLESTON" is 25mm high. The "T" 

DISSOtfED! 
the Library of Congress. The more preva
lent editions have a comma after "P.M." in 
"1.15 o'clock, P.M." Examples of this type 
can be found in National Museum of Amer-

in "EXTRA" is 16mm high. The "I" in "An ORDINANCE" measures 
6mm in height. The "I" in "UNION" is 19 by 50mm and the "I" in 
"DISSOLVED" is 48mm high, 

It has been previously stated that there are three errors in 
this broadside that should be present. These are the printing of 
"l.15", instead of the proper "1:15" time. The "is" in the "Union ls 

EXTRA: 

l'im,,,,t 11111111/,iw11llly al 1.1.-. o'dodt, P. .1£ 
!10/h,1880, 

Dissolved" has a halo around it and there is a defect i] 
in the uppermost part of the "E" in dissolved. Careful 
examination of existing broadsides also reveals the 
following Daws in the type. The "d" in "Passed unani-
mously at 1. 15" has a flaw in the bottom ~-------~ 
of the loop in "d". In the "u" of "us" in 
"That the Ordinance adopted by us in !Passed I 
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ican History, the Gilder Lehrman Institute 
of American History, the Chicago History 
Museum, and the New York Public Library. ~--~--.jt-l'--De-1 
(Additional numbers were sold by Gary l~ i:-• ~- _ 
Hendershott in 1991; Riba Auctions, 1992; I Et _. lhl 
and Christie's auction of Oct. 9, 2002.) My _ .IL• atr..a., _ 
personal belief is that the broadside was 
first printed without the comma and then corrected with the 
comma which is grammatically correct. However, they both were 
printed at about the same time as they both have all the flaws 
mentioned above. 

Although it has been said that there are many reproductions 
of this broadside, I have not seen a suspicious example offered 
for sale in twenty-five years and would be interested to see such 
examples for comparison. This article is short but it presents 
new observations on a very historic part of our history. -&, 

[Please feel free to e-mail me with your comments.jaHee@frontiemet.net. My 

thanks to Caroline Jaffee, my wife, who wishes it known she was the one who 

noticed Lhe two editions of this broadside. I want to thank Ken Ritchey who 

o!fered his suggestions and comments on Lhis article.) 
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BEHIND THE SCENFS 

AT FEDERAL HALL 
Donald Ackerman 

I t's been almost a year since "Abraham Lincoln in 
New York", the Rail Splitter's bicentennial exhibit 
at Federal Hall in Manhattan closed. Besides a 
sense of RELIEF, there continues to be an ongo

ing sense of DISBELIEF. I still can't believe we pulled 
it off. We should have known better. The obstacles 
were daunting. Yet, this was the bicentennial year, a 
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to share our passion 
with the general public. So, contrary to common 
sense, we accepted the challenge. After a five-month 
run and approximately 150,000 visitors, we can look 
back with satisfaction on a job well done, evidenced -
by the glowing comments inscribed in our guest book. 

Individual collectors sometimes display portions of 
their collections at local libraries or schools, typically dur
ing an election year. This usually involves "slapping togeth
er" a few frames of items with some caption cards. Collec
tors attending national hobby conventions may also partic
·ipate in exhibits which tend to highlight their specialized 
fields of interest. Rarely are hobby organizations called 
upon to mount sur.h rlisplays. 

In our inaugural year of operation, 1995, The Rail Split
ter did just that, in conjunction with "Lincoln in New York". 
The scheduled events included a live auction, a guided tour 
of Lincoln-related sites in Manhattan, a roundtable discus
sion by noted scholars, and an exhibit of the entire Dr. John 
D. Lattimer Collection. The task entailed placement of 
objects in glass showcases (provided by the proprietors of 

---------
----- -

the venue) and the mounting of a series of Lincoln canvases by a local artist. The amount of work involved was not overwhelming. 
Making sure that everything ran smoothly and on-time did prove both challenging and stressful. "Lincoln in New York" was a big suc
cess. Once completed, our satisfaction was fortified with the conviction that it was a "one shot deal" we had no plans to revisit. 

Then, in 1997, we were contacted by Charles Markis of the National Park Service with a request. Grant's Tomb at Riverside Drive 
was closed for a much-needed cleanup and restoration. With the repair work completed, the National Park Service planned a rededi
cation ceremony and grand reopening to coincide with the Tomb's centennial. They wanted us to produce an exhibit on U. S. Grant to 

We didn't just "curate" a show ... 
we built it from the ground up! 

be shown on opening day. The exhibit, modest as it was, was popular with the viewing public. Our 
days of staging exhibits had come to an end ... or so we thought! 

Ten years later, disappointed no plans to celebrate the Lincoln Bicentennial in New York City were 
scheduled, we decided once again to "throw our hats in the ring." (fhe only other event in New York 
wasn't scheduled to open until October, eight months after Lincoln's birthday! Something had to be 
doneO So, in 2008, we put out the call: let's put on another show! And, once again, let's call it "Lincoln in 
New York." (Not to be catty ... we were actually accused of "stealing" the title ... the same one we used 
more than a decade earlier.) 

This was no rinky-dink display involving a few showcases. Besides the logistics, there was the 
issue of financing. Exhibits of this scope and magnitude typically require a two-year lead-time to line 
up sponsors. Six months wasn't going to cut it. Plus, as we pondered the proposal, the financial foun
dation was giving-way beneath our feet. The economic meltdown would rear its ugly head two months 
later, unbeknownst to us and the so-called experts. That would transform the task from "fugedda
boutit" to "no way!" 

Undaunted, Jonathan Mann made an executive decision ... the exhibit would proceed no matter 
what. Calling upon a network of colleagues that included dealers, collectors, computer geeks, gener
al contractors and carpenters, "Abraham Lincoln in New York" got the green light and became priori
ty number one. Everyone that could make a contribution was expected to do so, under the unrelent
ing purview of that hard taskmaster, the "Mann". Charles Markis, who had installed decoration and 

continued page 8 
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----------------- THE RAIL SPLITTER---------------
Lincoln & Federal Hall, cont. 

All throughout the venue, we built entire walls to exhibit material. Here I am (at left) working with master carpenter Frank Curran to install a display on the role of the New 
York Press in the elections. With help from Charles Markis, we added spotlights (meeting with LO.C. requirements to be under 15-candles in brightness) and bunting. 

lighting at a previous Theodore Roosevelt exhibit at Federal Hall, promised to reprise his role for the Lincoln show (great job, ChuckyQ 
Federal Hall is an imposing stone & marble structure located at 26 Wall Street (corner of Wall & Nassau), catty-corner from the 

New York Stock Exchange. Fraunces Tavern is a few blocks' walk and Trinity Church (burial site of Alexander Hamilton and Captain 
James Lawrence) is one block away. The site was originally occupied by a two-story building where George Washington took the oath 
of office on April 30, 1789. That building burned down around 1812. The present edifice was built in 1841 and served as the New York 
Custom House and later a sub-treasury. A large bronze statue of George Washington by noted sculptor John Quincy Adams Ward, 
standing on the front steps, was dedicated in 1889, marking the centennial of Washington's first inauguration. The first floor rotunda 
houses an exhibit on that historic event that includes the Bible used by Washington in taking the oath of office, and a large marble slab 
that he stood on during the swearing-in ceremony. The building has three main levels: a lower rotunda, the first floor rotunda, and a 
mezzanine level comprised of four rooms, connecting walkways, conference rooms and offices. There are additonal private offices on 
the fourth level, unaccessible to the public. The stairway leading up to the second floor, and the walkways, have the original decora
tive cast-iron railings with caryatids and eagles. 

An initial step was "casing the joint" for possible exhibit space. We were offered and ac:c:epted the mezzanine area. The space was 
huge making the lighting problematic. Park Ranger Markis assured us that this issue would be resolved. 

Since Federal Hall had no showcases, we thought we'd have to rent them, or, in the true "The Great 
Escape" tradition, "scrounge" some up. To gain exhibition inspiration, a group of us visited the Museum •---=-====:::""1 
of the City of New York which was hosting an exhibit of presidential campaign items from the collection 
of the late Jordan Wright. The show, which cost $300,000 to stage, was slated to close shortly alter Elec
tion Day 2008. One of our group, master home builder Jimmy Olinkiewicz, had the good sense to ask what 
they were planning to do with the showcases and standing display walls alter the show. "We'll be throw
ing those out." "Don't trouble yoursell any. We'll be glad to taken them off your hands," Jimmy replied. A 
stroke of brilliance! We were also fortunate to be able to borrow a few additional showcases. Rail Splitter 
Wynn Kintz, a plastics manufacturer, donated some lucite showcase tops which he had trucked to the 
city. Prior to the installation, we secured the donation of 10,000 square feet of empty office space from 
G.S.A. to begin staging the exhibit. There, with an army of volunteer interns, kids from area high schools 
and universities, we painted the showcases, stapled dark blue velvet to the inner shelves, built plat
forms, and decided the placement both of items and showcases. The exhibit would take form in this area 
and see its first incarnation prior to the actual setup at Federal Hall. 

All during this time, we were working intensively on numerous aspects of the project, juggling a "mil
lion" balls in the air. The most central of these was obtaining "loan" artifacts 
for the display. Contrary to many museum exhibits, we wanted original 
objects only. No facsimiles, if you please! Since the Rail Splitter is primarily 
an organization for colJectors, we felt that the vast majority of items should Editor Martin Carlino (a.k.a. "the 
come from that segment of our readership. In that respect, we succeeded Sauceman") and Martin, Jr. loved 
admirably. Some collectors loaned a single, "key" item, others a handful, still the colorful jugate broadside that 

others a hundred pieces or more. greeted visitors to the upper 

Sellers at the Library of Congress, for New York State. What makes l 
We were especially blessed in the gallery. It is the only three-sheet 
offer from our dear friend, Dr. John known listing coat-tail candidates 

.__ ______________ __, of access to items in their collec- the poster really special is the 
tlon. Amazingly, we were able to provenance: it adorned NYC's 

obtain thirty priceless objects from Republican headquarters in 1864! 
L.O.C. for the display. These includ- Frank Curran custom built the ten
ed a report and map signed by Lin- foot frame that houses the piece 

We drafted ENTIRE families to help in the all volunteer effort! Then 15-year-old Phil 
Curran, son of our master carpenter (with mom Carol), a fan of the show "Ace of 

Gakes", took it upon himself to make a special cake for the opening reception: a huge 
Iced almond cake using Mary Lincoln's favorite recipe. 

-------------------------
8 

coin and fellow surveyors assigned just for the exhibit. 
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to survey a road in Sangamon County, the letter Lincoln wrote 
to his "second''. Dr. Merryman, in the James Shields "Rebecca 
Letters" duel affair, the letter Lincoln wrote to Mary Speed in 
1841 describing his trip down the Mississippi seeing a group of 
Negro slaves strung together "like so many trout upon a line", 
the invitation Lincoln received to speak for the Young Men's 
Republican Union in February 1860, the letter transmitting his 
$200 fee for the Cooper Union speech, a letter (with tousled hair 
photo attached) commenting on campaign photographs and the 
Leonard Volk bust (Lincoln claiming that his opinion on the pho
tograph meant nothing since his wife didn't like it), Greeley's let
ter to Lincoln commenting that he should let the Southern states We borrowed material from eighty(BD!} collections 
secede even though secession was like a "stave seceding from a around the country for this once-in-a-lifetime display. 

Attendees to the exhibit were barrer, a letter from Jefferson Davis to Lincoln on the trial of Rail Splitter Bob Melton loaned us a treasure: the pro
also treated to speakers and Southern privateers cha.rged as pirates in New York City (the gram from the dedication of the Gettysburg Cemetery 
presentations over the course only letter known between the two rival presidents), a Jetter where Lincoln delivered his famous oration. It was 

of the show. These included: Or. transmitting the original copy of the Emancipation Proclamation fun showing it to groups of school children who then 
Ed Sullivan (above] discussing to the ladies of the Northwestern Sanitary Fair to be auctioned proudly rectted the Address they had memorized. 

the full spectrum of Lincoln col- off, and a letter to the Governor of reconstructed Louisiana com-
lectibles; James McPherson and menting on the proposed state constitution and advising that black soldiers and "educated" Negroes be 
Michael Burlingame summariz-allowed to vote ... just to name a few!! 
ing and fielding questions on In the run-up to the show, we had to decide on themes, storylines, etc. Being staged in New York, we 

their latest books; and Dr. Blaine wanted to highlight Lincoln's 
Houmes, a medical examiner interaction in that city (the 

who flew in from Iowa, enlight• Cooper Union Address, the 
ening the public wtth insight on pre-inaugural tour, the Draft 
medical aspects of Lincoln and Riots of 1863 and the fune.ral 

the assassination. obsequies). As New York was 
the publishing and financial 

center of the country, we thought it appropriate to cover 
the newspapers, editors and financiers that influenced 
events. The development of Lincoln's image through 
photography (Mathew Brady's gallery at Broadway & 
Bleeker) and his marketing as a presidential candidate 
through books, Currier & Ives cartoons, pamphlets and 
periodicals, was also covered. Interspersed throughout 
the exhibit were prime examples of Lincoln's enduring 
words. Hopefully, visitors came to realize the profound 
effect that Lincoln, as well as other notable contempo
raries, had on American history. While Lincoln was the 
central focus of the exhibit, as befits a bicentennial pre
sentation, other key players were featured. These peo
ple, who did much to bring about the Civil War, included 
Harriet Beecher Stowe, Roger Taney, Dred Scott, Stephen 
Douglas, and John Brown. Once the general outline of 
the show was conceived, text had to be written for the 
story boards and captions. In all, seventy pages were 
written ... later edited down to a more concise forty. 

The team effort involved in this undertaking cannot 
be stressed enough. A large group of volunteers were 
recruited from local schools. They helped with writing 
and printing captions, painting, errands, and miscella
neous tasks during the installation. Peter Klarnet was 
our resident computer, internet, editing, design, etc. 
expert, doing a myriad of tasks, including designing ban
ners, story boards and othe.r promotional material. 
Jimmy Olinkiewicz was our general contractor who 
made numerous trips from the far end of Long Island, 
supervising all aspects of the display elements, hanging 
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$$•VERY HIGH DOLLAR AMOUNTS PAID FOR•$$ 

Lincoln Medals 
Newly revised want list for Abraham Lincoln med,1ls by Charles Calverley 
{with right-facing portrait) that have been struck by Meda/lie Ari Compa11y 

in New York City and later In O,111/Jury, Connecticut. 

The smklog 01 these Lincoln medals began in 1909 ttho centennial or llncoln'S, birth), conlinuing through 
1986. There .. ,c J 7 different v,uledcs, wllh mJ:O)' mc<f.ll.s iuut:'d In two sita, struck for v,mous o,;.-cnb over 
IMC )'-.:,us. E:ich ha.$ df((ercnl l<"gcnd-\ rcprcscnIing w..--..1.'t,,I in~Iilutlons ,ndlotcompanies: .ind one indi\liduiJI 
.1s his pt!rton,1I mecf.1I ttok~J. ,1.II orwhkh ha.ve bct:!.o isl,udc in brnn1.~ ~neJ-'OnJC irt fine sllvor. 

I am willing to pay VERY HIGH, UNPRECEDENl ED DOLlAR AMOUNTS for wve,JI ut 111<',o Calvorlcy· 
Lincoln medals r desper.itcl)' s.tilf need. There are sc,,cr.il varieties or these Lincoln mecl,il~ I need ro help 
Ulus1~te..1 TAMS #Jum.:il ,1r1it.:lt I am wriung In ihc nc~r future o1bou1 Abrah:im Lincoln medallions, galvano 
plaque, and medals 1ha1 use !he Lincoln Image work of tho IJte Jr!l,t Charles Calvc,ley 083)•1914), 

9 

Contact me if you have any of the following Calverley-Lincoln medals: 

I 1 2 ~,-inch medal with revO<S<> th,i reads 'THE CRIP TH1\T SWUNC THE AX IN 
ILLINOtS WAS ON THE PEN THAT SIT 1\ PEOPLE FREE." 

2J 21'J...-fnch ml'd.tl wlfh rcwr~ th.JI re,1d.~ •WJTI t ,\1ALIC.:E TO\.YARO NONE ... , 
C$1)C('lJlly :rny stlll in Ihcir original boxes and also any Iha1 slfuck in fin, sih,cr. 

JI I ••nch gulcl-pl,11<,J rncllal with pendant loop and necklace r,ng. 

41 J, x J '/. lnclu~ plaquettc with nine lines beginning 'WITH MIILICC TOWARD 
NONE .. :• All arc struck In bmnz~ and in One sllvc-r. 

St 2•Inch o1warc1 Okd.al whh m'> ubvct~<.• ltigcnd and rC\·crsc showing only Ihc HghtNI 
lmnp c,f knowlt>dgc ,1bovc an 0,11,. .1nd l.1u1cl Wf(!dlh. My offor price doubles 11 your 
specimen has been engraved 10 ,m ,11.'Ja1dee. 

6J I ,-..lnth mc:d.11 v.-ith oh1,crsr legend tha1 reads .. 1865-1965 2ND INAUOURJil 
CENTENNIAL - ABRAI-IM\ • LINCOLN'" AU .m~ struck in brunz~ :1nd In strrling silver, 
plus ;, fow in 1-1-k,"Uolt gold 

711 ,,-lnth rm:dal "ilh rc,,erse that read; "MAX M. SCHWARTZ NCWYORK CITY' 
In Ihc ce11cc,. 

8) 2'b-mch med,1I (unsigned 111 the '!ihoutd<.>r, bu1 C. Cllwrley's \'t'Ork}. with tC\·crse 
showing the 19Ih-cenIury f.iy1rff' of Ford'.slhc.\lre. Struck 1n bron,e and rn Orn! $ilvt'f, 

CONTACT ME FOR A HIGH $ OFFER: 
Wm. Hallam Webber (TAMS Member 8142) 

1\0. Box •l267, Rochille, MD 20849 
Phone JO I-869-?F/17 {daily unt/1 midnight) 
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story boards, securing backboards and 
plexiglas. Our good friend Frank Curran -
a master woodworker, carpenter, and 
artist - likewise effected numerous trips 
from the Albany area, making a crucial 
contribution. Jonathan's friends Patty 
Rout and Eleanor Flach were "roped" into 
giving up many weekends to sand and 
paint display cases. Shortly before open
ing day, three 30-foot trucks were rented 
to transport the showcases to Federal 
Hall. As luck would have it, ii was the 
coldest day of the year ... 6 degrees! (Yes, 
it tums out plexi will shatter when it gets 
that cold0 Curtis Lindner volunteered to 
act as one of the drivers, but he hadn't 
driven a truck since college, and you can 
probably guess the outcome. In trying to 
negotiate a sharp turn in the narrow 
streets of lower Manhattan, with an unse
cured heavy showcase shifting around in 
the back of the truck, he cut it tight and 
wound up on top of a little, parked sports 
car. No contact was made, but he was 
unable to extricate himself. The car fol
lowing him was occupied by two under
cover policemen, who got out and 
stopped traffic. Fortunately, Jimmy 
Olinkiewicz came along and took control 
of the wheel, easily completing the turn 
and proceeding on. Hey, you get what 
you pay for! During the installation, all 
hands were on deck ... it was organized 
chaos for five days. People did whatever 
was necessary: sweeping, cleaning plexi
glas covers, removing lint from the vel
vet, vacuuming, caption placement, some 
last minute proofreading (one story 
board had to be hastily redone when 
a major mistake was spotted), etc. 
Autograph dealer Seth Kaller 

A VERY special guest at the exhibit was Abraham 
Lincoln himself, in the form of Lincoln imperson
ator Robert Costello of New Jersey. The soft-spo
ken Costello was the "splitting" image of Honest 
Abe, of the correct height ("legs long enough to 

reach the ground," as Old Abe once quipped), and 
dressed for the part. He graciously made lime from 
his work schedule to travel frequently to Wall Street 
attending our special events, appearing in and lend-
ing voice-over narration to our documentary, and, 
most important, accompanying groups of school 

children on tours. He certainly made a lasting 
"impression" on all who met him - including the 
adorable children of exhibit co-host Seth Kaller. 

sent two of his employees, Will Steere 
and Rob Dorfman, to help - both proved 
invaluable demonstrating a talent for dis
playing artifacts in a creative and easy-to
view manner. 

For those unable to view the 
exhibit in person, a brief outline 

is in order. The first floor 
rotunda housed a large, plate 

glass showcase that had Civil War arti
facts, a photo of Lincoln with McClellan 
at Antietam, and the Fort Pillow Mas
sacre letter that Lincoln wrote, but never 
sent to Secretary of War Stanton (one 
Southern visitor to the show commented 
that the events at Fort Pillow did not con
stitute a massacre). Since the Civil War 
has been documented at great depth and 
was not the central theme of the exhibit, 
we covered it in this manner. Proceeding 
to the mezzanine level, visitors were 
greeted (or, shall I say, overwhelmed) by 
a seven-foot talJ Lincoln and Johnson 
poster printed at a shop on William 
Street in Manhattan (one block from Fed
eral Hall) and a copy of the official pro
gram for the consecration ceremonies at 
the National Cemetery at Gettysburg. As 
visitors proceeded around the walkways 
and exhibit rooms, they could view the 
panorama of Lincoln's life chronological
ly in close to fifty showcases. These 
included: objects related to Lincoln's pre
presidential careers as surveyor and 
lawyer, Lincoln's early attempts to win 
political oflice, the Lincoln-Douglas 
debates, the trip to New York to speak at 
the Cooper Institute, the role of photog
raphy in marketing Lincoln, the election 
of 1860, the pre-inaugural tour, the Seces
sion Crisis, the formation of the Confed
erate States of America and Jefferson 
Davis, the Lincoln family homes in 
Springfield and Washington, Lincoln fam
ily members, Cabinet members (the so
called "Team of Rivals") and personal 
secretaries, Lincoln as shown in decora
tive objects and works of art, the Draft 
Riots of 1863, the Emancipation Procla
mation and the call for black soldiers to 
be used in the war effort, the election of 

1864, the soldiers' vote in 1864, Lin
coln's love of the theater, the Booth 
Family, the assassination, the pur
suit of the con- ------

To celebrate the exhibit, we were invited to have Mr. Lincoln ring the closing bell at the NY Stock Exchange. (The market 
closed up that day!) Laura Madera!, in charge of our N.Y.U. interns, stands in front of our group on the Exchange floor. 

Both the Mayor and Governor signed procla· 
mations recognizing "Lincoln In New York, A 

Rail Splitter Bicentennial Celebration.• 

----------------------- 10 
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spirators, and funeral observances. After viewing a magnificent 
Leland-Boker signed copy of the Emancipation Proclamation, vis
itors passed by the show's "coda", an exhibit showing how Lin
coln and Washington were canonized after the assassination as 
the Savior and Father of the Country. Included were two signifi
cant, period objects related to Washington's swearing-in at Fed
eral Hall, appropriate of the venue, bringing things fuJI circle. As 
can be expected, the show contained a high concentration of 
political memorabilia, including the finest and most extensive 
collection of-campaign ribbons, torches and lanterns ever seen in 
one place. 

Prior to the show's opening, The Rail Splitter hosted a preA much-deserved celebratory meal after tearing-down the exhibit. Jimmy 0linkiewicz 
gets credit for building most of the show ... and justifiably building his appetite! view party for workers and for collectors who loaned items. Bill 

------------------------- Panagopolous of Alexander Autographs was most generous in 
sponsoring this event which included an abundance of champagne. New York "c0-0p sales specialist" Catherine (a.k.a. Bunny) Hard
ing picked up the edibles and arranged them with great flair. 

During the course of the show, both myself and Jonathan conducted private tours for various groups, including school children 
and seniors. Several college interns volunteered as docents all through the run. As a matter of fact, the show was extended to the end 

j 
,,, 

of June to accommodate more area visitors. We also bad several presentations. Dr. Blaine 
Houmes came from Iowa to discuss medical aspects of the Lincoln assassination. Dr. 
Edmund Sullivan, noted author and museum curator, gave a slide show on Lincoln col
lectibles. Finally, authors James McPherson and Michael Burlingame gave talks and did 
book signings. Near the show's end, collector and real estate investor Robert Benenson 
hosted a private cocktail party for show participants and guests. 

The show was advertised in the "Museum Exhibition" section of the Sunday New York 
Times. It also made the CBS Evening News with Katie Courie. Jonathan Mann appeared as 
a guest in a show-and-tell segment of the Martha Stewart Show. (Unlike every member of 
the audience that day, Jonathan was unable to obtain a food processor. He will have to 
recuse himself from the jury pool the next time Martha is on trial!) 

It took two full days to dismantle the exhibit, clean up and truck everything away. A 
special courier from the L.O.C. came up from D.C., verified that all items were present and 
accounted for, none the worse for wear, and took them back to Washington for safe keep
ing. All other loaned items were returned to their owners. Nothing was damaged or "went 
missing" (fortunately, a baseless concern!) "Abraham Lincoln in New York" is a fond mem
ory. To "memorialize" the event, I assembled a photo album of 125 images (yes, an old-fash
ioned album, not viewable, at the present, on a laptop). We also commissioned a video 
documentary to memorialize the show, made by friends at BBQ Productions. (DVD copies 
remain available through The Rail Splitter for $24.95.) 

We were able to mount the largest exhibition of Lincoln memorabilia in the nation's 
history through the combined efforts of the collecting community, idealistic students, 
friends who "humor" our eccentric behavior, Dr. John Sellers and the L.O.C., and fellow Lin
coln buffs who did all within their means to make this dream happen. We couldn't have 
realized this ambition if it weren't for these individual contributions, each a critical com

Dr. John Sellers hosted a behind-the-scenes tour at ponent. Taken as a whole, with each link in the chain holding firm, success was assured. 
the Library of Congress for some of the kids who 

helped with the show. Our greatest source of pride is 
found in the young volunteers who made this a reali
ty. Without substantial funding, without "Advisors" 

and committees, without corporate sponsors, without 
we/I-compensated curators to "lend their name" to 

the effort, this acclaimed event remains memorable. 
Completely ignored by the Abraham Lincoln Bicenten-
nial Commission - not to mention most of the self
proclaimed "luminaries" in the field (published sum

maries of bicentennial events list small shows in 
every rural community; we take ii as a point of honor 
to have been snubbed without a single mention!), we 

put on one heck of a show! Remember ... 
just 49 years until the 250th anniversary I 

Still, to my dying day, I will marvel that we were able to pull it off. And, if the National Park 
Service calls, tell them I'm out and take their number!! 'ct> 

Abraham Lincoln In New York: A Rail Splitter Bicentennial 
Celebration could never have taken place without help from 
so many - including Patty Rout and Dr. Dean Rudoy. When 
our funding was withdrawn with the demise of our only cor
porate sponsor (a certain Wall Street bank that failed ... leav
ing us hanging in the wind!), these two championed the 
cause and donated th.eir time, labor, counsel, resources, and 
support. Commitment to non-profit efforts is far from new 
for them; here they are pietured at the White House cele
brating the Robert F. Kennedy Human Rights Award. 

11 
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The Sanitary Fair's Gifts to President Lincoln 
"Please accept my sincere thanks ... " 

Martin C. Carlino 

S anitary Fairs (1863-65), organized by the United States San
itary Commission, a precursor of the Red Cross, offered an 
entertaining and patriotic diversion from the agonies of the 
Civil War. These grand events raised more revenue than 

any comparable source, enabling sponsors to buy medical sup
plies, improve sanitary conditions, establish field hospitals and 
care for wounded Union soldiers during and alter the war. Their 
immense success was aided by generous gifts Lincoln donated. 
He was one of the single largest contributors - and Lincoln's con
tributions and appearances guaranteed success. Lincoln 
received dose to 100 requests from var
ious sanitary lairs for either a donation 
or to attend openings. Due to war con- ~ ... 
straints and security concerns, ;F.======~====~ t: 

the President only attended ~ 

three fairs: Washington, Balti- - ~. 4..:~•, 
more, and Philadelphia. To ,,.,,.. •-./c ){. 

h . d ~ ...z -<,.. .. express t e1r gratitu e, a num-
ber of sanitary fairs presented • /1/ r-;Y •• 
Lincoln with gifts. ,e, • 4:.. 

1 

In the spring of 1861, Rev. ·~ ' ✓,,,/,r:< • 
• ~l',l 

Henry Whitney Bellows, minis- ,,.,,,.,., .. ,£ r,.-o/ 
ter of the "fashionable" Old ,,. ,._,...._ b'" 
Souls Church in New York • 
City's Gramercy Park and a , ✓,."7-:,: ;,..-
founder of the Union League of b.___ /1, ,.., ,, 
New York, was outraged by the / , ·/, ,,. ,,.,::-< j• 
deplorable sanitary conditions and ✓.,. 1.- .''·• if, < ;;-;::.;t I 
lack of medical supplies Union 1 ,,,,,, ~ ~::;,. :•~•L-·•~~q 
troops enjoyed. He reflected on L __ # '/) /.:I,'/,,:.. 
the British Sanitary Commission's 
model and the work of Florence Henry Whitney Bellows, Minster of 
Nightingale during the Crimean the "fashionable" Old Souls Church 
War (1854-6). While improving san- in New York City, was upset and 
itary conditions, they lowered the angry at the deplorable sanitary con
mortality rate by over 75%. Along ditions and lack of medical supplies 
with Frederick Law Olmsted Union troops were experiencing. In 
(famed architect of New York's this letter to Mississippi Senator 
Central Park, and no partisan of Henry Foote, he writes on starting an 
Lincoln), Bellows and others trav- ambulance corps. 
eled to Washington to convince 
lawmakers that the Sanitary Commission was desperately need
ed. He wrote a letter to Secretary of War Simon Cameron asking 
for a "Commission of inquiry and Advice in respect of the Sani
tary Interests of the United States Forces." With Cameron's sup
port, the order was written and submitted to Lincoln. 

Lincoln signed the order on June 8 establishing the United 
States Sanitary Commission. Three days later, Bellows was elect
ed president. Fellow Reverend Edward Everett Hall would write 
of his oldest friend "untiring In the prosecution of his life-work, 
he knew no fatigue in his labor of doing good." Frederick Olmst
ed was elected Secretary General, with Bellows commenting 
years later,"Without Olmsted, who gave vitality and organization 
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to the commission; it would have died from inception." To 
increase public financial support, Olmstead wrote to Lincoln on 
September 30, 1861 requesting " ... a line from the President rec
ommending the purpose of the Commission to the confidence of 
the public." Alter reading Olmsted's letter, Lincoln immediately 
corresponded with General Winfield Scott expressing his posi
tive views of the Commission. The President declared: "The San
itary Commission is doing a work of great humanity, and of 
direct practical value to the nation, in this time of its trial. It is 
entitled to the gratitude and confidence of the people, and I trust 
it will be generously supported. There is no agency through 
which voluntary offerings of patriotism can be more effectively 
made." This letter appeared in numerous publications. With the 
President's public support, donations commenced. 

The commission set up a temporary home in the Treasury 
building, with branches established throughout major northern 
cities. In October they moved into the Adams House on 244 F 
Street, making it their permanent headquarters. While the 

This extraordinary California silver presentation grouping was given to Sanitary 
Commission President Bellows in 1863 as a tribute from the people of San Fran

cisco. The service weighed over 30 pounds (the tray alone in excess of 10 
pounds) and features engravings of famous California scenes. At one time in the 

museum collection of the National Red Cross, it was sold in March 2010 by 
James Julia Auctions for $46,000. 

majority of officers were men, women labored unselfishly to col
lect and distribute medical supplies, food, clothing, and provid
ed nurses for Union troops. Secretary Cameron gave the Sanitary 
Commission a semi-official status without resources, therefore 
the Commission struggled during 1861-63 to raise funds. In 1863, 
two Chicago women, Mary A. Livermore (the only woman jour
nalist in attendance at Lincoln's nomination during the 1860 
Republican National convention in Chicago) and Jane C. Hoge 
would emerge as leaders of Chicago's Northwestern Sanitary 
Commission. Their idea of raising revenue would forever change 
the commission. 

By the summer of 1863, with war casualties mounting, the 
Northwestern Sanitary Commission had exhausted all means of 
raising money. With this in mind, Livermore and Hoge planned a 
great sanitary fair. "At last, Mrs. Hoge and myself proposed a 
great Northwestern Fair (October 27- November 10). We were 
sure that a grand fair, in which the whole Northwestern [region) 
would unite, would replenish the treasury of the Commission," 
Livermore mused. She continued, "We knew also that it would 
develop a grateful demonstration of the loyalty of the North
western [region) to our beloved but struggling country." The 
ladies presented the gentlemen of the commission with their 
idea, but they laughed at Livermore and Hoge's proposition to 
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raise $25,000 from the event. On September l, the ladies hosted a convention in Chicago where the date and location were decided. 
This lair would be produced by women. 

After arrangements were completed, Livermore and Hoge turned to President Lincoln. The ladies were no strangers to the Presi
dent. ln November 1862, they met him on two occasions with the sanitary commission's council of women. On October 11, sixteen days 
before the fair's grand opening, Livermore wrote to Lincoln requesting a donation. After explaining the purpose of the commission and 
their expectations of raising between twenty-five and fifty thousand dollars, Livermore broached the commission's request: "It has 
been suggested to us from various quarters that the most acceptable donation you could possibly make, would be the original manu
script of the Proclamation of Emancipation and I have been instructed to ask for this, if it is at all consistent with what is proper, for 
you to donate." Livermore concluded by reminding the President of his origins, "There would seem great appropriateness in this gift 

to Chicago, or IUinois, for the benefit of our Western soldiers, coming as it would from a Western Presi-
dent." They informed Lincoln that the fair would open on Tuesday, October 27. 

Two days after writing to the President, the commission enlisted Isaac N. Arnold, radical Ulinois Con
gressman and personal friend of Lincoln, to "second our prayers in person." Unable to deliver the Com
mission's request in person, Arnold telegraphed Lincoln on October 13: "At their suggestion I ask, that 
you would send them, the original of your proclamation of Freedom, to be disposed of for the benefit 
of the Soldiers, and then deposited in the Historical Society of Chicago, where it even would be regard
ed as a relic of great interest. .. " Not to leave any stones unturned, Livermore contacted Owen Lovejoy, 

----- .... abolitionist minister, Congressman from Northern Illinois, and defender of Lincoln's 
policies, to remind him of their request. One day after Arnold wrote to Lincoln, Lovejoy 

e:m■llwr m....... wrote: "Mrs. Mary A. Livermore of the Chicago Sanitary Com. made me promise to write 
b "h"..,_.-&.c.u. ,NJ to you urging her request for the original copy of the Proclamation of Freedom, to be 

6-,,,..,,, K-.,- .,,-ui:.~1>.""-•"- "·• sold to the Chicago His. Society I told her I would write but that if you sent it at all you ,r,. if. ,I:, ut.:.. ,,,,-~"JJ.;,,., 
/ would send it to her at her own request." 
~~r -~✓--

, Lincofo wrote to the ladies in charge of the fair on October 26: "According to the v'P-,...#1•~ f".;. ,..,,.,_...,.. 

,~.,_ _ r- ~ 1,,:., .,,.,.~ --<·-r ,1'°':'-~~ re_quest made in your behalf, the original draft of the Emancipa_tion proclamatio~ is here
;-r- 1 ..,._ _ _.,,_,.: t:.__.,,,, ---- -!zf::==--with enclosed. The formal words at the top, and the conclusion, except the signature, 
..,. 1;!. r.r,. ~ ...... ~.'.!;-.....,...,.~ •• ,,..-&.G 7 -~--.r- you perceive are not in my handwriting. They were written at the State Department by 
f--• - ...., .__ ._, .G.-. •--=;• vt:.;, .... .,,,.,,,_, whom I know not. The printed part was cut from a copy of the preliminary proclama
..;: u. ,1;_~ J-,.r--•~·-" 71 w/.,~ .//,~ ,-. tion, and pasted on merely to save writing. I had some desire to --------
_.rt.. ;,;..c •• I#•,:;•-~ c...,; /'~ - r,I', _,,~ r- retain the paper; but if it shall contribute to the relief or comfort 

'- 7 /---4-~ -~t---=-"' , ___ > ,. J- of the soldiers that will be better." This document, principally in 
... 4J-,,, . 4 _ ~- .... ~ -y Lincoln's handwriting, was the final draft of the final version. Lin-,.__. .J-,,~ ~ ... ..,..., __, ~ .1'-1'-,· ~'. 

..,:-~- ,., ~ ,;-~ ~..,. "/..., -=--J"--'"--/ coin had photographic copies made prior to relinquishing his 
l4.. .,,..<., ... , u::= . -"-c Lo, hr= Proclamation of Freedom. 

"1/••·..,.. ,,.q 4-~ On the second day of the lair, Livermore recalled what 
-~---r.:, occurred: "On unlocking my post - office drawer that morning I 

found the precious document, and carried it triumphantly to 
Bryan Hall (partitioned as a sales & exhibition room and dining 

Mary A. Livermore to President Lincoln, October 11, area), one of the six halls occupied by the fair, where the package 
1863, requesting the donation of the original manu- was opened. The manuscript of the Proclamation was accompa-

script of the Emancipation Proclamation to the North- nied by a characteristic letter, which I have given elsewhere." The _______ .., 
Western Sanitary Fair. Below, Lincoln's response to the arrival of Lincoln's document was announced with "immense 

"Ladies In Charge of North-Western Sanitary Fair," throngs crowding the building, who welcomed it with deafening 
October 26th, "According to the request made in your cheers." Livermore framed the document "in an elegant black wal
behalf, the original draft of the Emancipation praclama-nut frame, so arranged that it could be read entirely through the 
flan Is herewith enclosed --A few The formal wards at plate glass that protected it from touch, and hung where it could 
the tap, and those at the conclusion, except the signa- be seen and read by al I." 

ture, you perceive are not in my hand-writing. They On November 11th Hoge and Livermore wrote to Lincoln 

Mary A. Livermore. 
" The mast acceptable 

donation you could make, 
would be the original man
uscript of the Proclama
tion of emancipation ... " 

were written at the State Department by wham I know expressing their deepest gratitude for such a generous gift: "We -------
not. The printed part was cut from a copy of the pre/im-profoundly thank you, for your gift to our North Western Fair, of the original draft of the 
/nary proclamation, and pasted on merely to save writ- 'Proclamation of Emancipation'. It came to us in the midst of the wonderful outpouring 

ing - I had same desire to retain the paper; but if it of loyalty & liberality, from the great throbbing heart of the North West, nay, almost of 
shall contribute to the relief or comfort of the soldiers the nation; for all seemed ready to respond and give. Your proclamation is the star of 
that will be better." Lincoln parted with ii very reluc- hope, the rainbow of promise, that has risen above the din and carnage of this unholy 

tantly, and took the precaution of having photographic rebellion, and wiU fill the brightest page in the history of our struggle for national exis
copies made before relinquishing it. At the fair the doc- tence; while it has become the anchor of hope, the rainbow of promise, to the oppressed 

ument was sold to Thomas B. Bryan, who then pre- of every land, at home and abroad." 
sented it to the Soldiers Home in Chicago, where it was Thomas 8. Bryan, Chicago lawyer, businessman and Lincoln supporter paid $3,000 

destroyed in the Chicago Fire of October, 1871. for the document (destroyed in the October 1871 Chicago flre), and donated it to the 

conffnued, next page 
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Lincoln 's Sanitary Gifts, cont. 
Chicago Soldiers' Home. During the fair, James H. ~ 
Hoes, Chicago jeweler and loyal Union supporter, / 
proposed through a column in the Tribune that the ' 
fair's largest contributor would receive a gold watch. J ,,. 
With Lincoln's Proclamation selling for three thou- Ji ,, 
sand dollars, Lincoln was named the winner. 

He received the news from Livermore and Hoge 
on November 26 : "Among the many remarkable inci

~ 
numerous lairs incorporated a children's 
department. With articles such as socks, dolls, 
toys, and Afghans, the children's departments 
were one of the most endearing attractions at 
the fairs. So when the president received this 
special gift from his "little friends" at the Buffa
lo Central Fair - he was delighted. 

dents of our recent Fair, not one has been more 
pleasant, than the duty that devolves upon us of con- l , 
signing to you, on this National Thanksgiving Day, ~ 1 

the accompanying watch; by asking you to accept it .. --
as a memorial of the Ladies N. Western Fair." After ·' --;r.~._..-0'- -

Twelve days later Lincoln acknowledged 
the gift and photographs: "The afghan you sent 
is received, and gratefully accepted. 1 especial
ly like my little friends; and although you have 
never seen me, I am glad you remember me for 
the country's sake, and even more, that you 
remember, and try to help, the poor soldiers." explaining Chicago jeweler Hoes's generous propos

al in the Chicago Tribune, Livermore and Hoge 
declared "Thou art the man ... Your glorious Emanci- U.S. Sanitary Commission Office, 

FolJowing the success of Chicago's North
western Fair, and Lincoln's incredible donation, 
Northern cities were blanketed in fair-mania. A 
Brooklyn newspaper reported "By the middle of 

pation Proclamation, world wide in its interests and Chicago, IL 1864. 
results, was sold for $3000, the largest benefaction of 
any individual." Within three weeks the President responded to 
this generous offering. 

On December 17, Lincoln wrote to James H. Hoes expressing 
his gratitude: "I have received from the Sanitary Commission of 
Chicago, the Watch which you placed at their disposal, and 1 take 
the liberty of conveying to you my high appreciation of your 
humanity and generosity, of which I have unexpectedly become 
the beneficiary." In Livermore's 1884 Civil War memoiil' My Story 
of The War, she suggested the inscribed gold watch "has fallen 
into the hands of his son, Robert Lincoln, our late Secretary of 
War, who holds it sacred as a memen- r.::=======~=i 
to of a touching incident in his 
father's history." [I contacted Brian 
Knight, curator of Hildene, Robert 
Todd Lincoln's family home in Man
chester, Vermont, and he informed 
me that the neither the pocket watch 
nor any other gift from the sanitary 
lairs was in their possession.] 

During the planning phase of the 
February 22 • March 2, 1864 Buffalo 
Central Fair, F.A. Allberger wrote to 
Lincoln requesting "an autograph 
note from you to the ladies of Buffalo, 
assuring them of your appreciation of 
their efforts and wishing them suc
cess." She concluded the letter by 
informing the President that his auto- l=============::=..I 
graphed letter would add five hun
dred dollars to the cause. FolJowing 
the fair's closing, Clara and Julia 

CDV of the Children's Department at 
the Baltimore Fair, "one of the most 
endearing attractions at the fairs." 

Brown, eleven and thirteen-years-old ---------
respectively, expressed their admiration and love for the Presi
dent by forwarding an afghan and CDVs of themselves. They 
wrote: "Please accept this 'Afghan' from your little friends, who 
desire to express their regard for you in these terrible days of 
war-The aighan was exhibited at the 'Central Fair' recently held 
here, and now we are very happy in sending it to our Dear Pres
ident. Please remember that you have little friends in Buffalo 
who pray for you, that you may be cheerful, strong and wise." 
Children contributed immensely to the sanitary fairs, and 

December, Boston was in the agony of a fair. Brooklyn went 
'crazy' and raised the battle cry, 'Let us beat Boston!'" The New 
York Times reported that "Boston is mad about the Great Metro
politan Sanitary Fair. We expected it. For what sort of an affair 
was the Boston Fair when compared with ours." William W. 
Goodrich on behalf of the Ladies of Brooklyn wrote to Lincoln on 
February 6, 1864 inviting him to attend the Brooklyn Sanitary 
Fair being held February 22 - March 8, 1864. (Numerous lairs 
opened on February 22, Washington's birthday.) Prior to the invi
tation, Lincoln received three creditable requests, including one 
from Gordon L. Ford, chairman of the autograph committee, who 
wrote Lincoln on January 19: " Can you send us for our 
approaching fair, some autograph document of your own that 
will enable us to rival ii possible even the Chicago fair." 

On March 2, Lincoln wrote to the "New England Kitchen" of 
the Brooklyn Sanitary Fair: "It is represented to me that my auto
graph, appended to this note, may somewhat augment, through 
the means you are so patriotically employing, the contribution 
for the benefit of our gallant and suffering soldiers, and for such 
an object I am glad to give it." Brooklyn's Drum Beat reported 
that C. H. Mallory of Connecticut purchased Lincoln's auto
graphed letter at the fair for $100. Two days later, Lincoln 
received a gilt from the fair. 

On March 7, Corresponding Secretary of the lair Reverend 
Frederick A. Farley wrote to Lincoln with the news: ''A few of 
your fellow - citizens have the honor of offering ... a silk 'Bed -
Spread,' formed of the National colors, and emblazoned with the 
Stars and Stripes and the National Eagle." Lincoln responded to 
this gift: "Permit me to return my cordial thanks for the beautiful 
present transmitted by you, and for the kind and graceful man
ner in which it was conveyed." The gilt was profiled in the book 
History of the Brooklyn and Long Island Fair. 

The fairs Lincoln visited received the greatest amount of 
attention. And none more so than Philadelphia's Great Central 
Fair held June 7-28 (this would be the last sanitary fair Lincoln 
would honor with his presence). Of alJ the fairs Lincoln attend
ed, Philadelphia's occupied the greatest amount of his time 
(4: lSpm - 12am) with endless toasts, speeches, and a torch-light 
parade to the Union League. The guest of honor was nearly 
crunched by throngs of supporters. Needless to say, it was 
touch-and-go as to whether Lincoln would even attend. But alter 
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GREAT SANITAl1 FAIR! 
A MAOND"ICENT 

$2500 Sword 
Wlhl, II►, l'ffft.$H.STlm TO 

Tho ll1!neral receiving the highest number or Votes. 

-··-··•-11111, ........ , ....... _-eo 

VOTE FOR YOUR FAVORITE GENERAL. 

"Great Sanitary Fairl A Magnificent $2500 Sword." 
Broadside announcing presentation by the Sanitary 

Commission at the 1864 Great Central Fair of an ornate 
Tiffany & Co. sword (pictured in stereoview) to General 

U.S. Grant. He donated it back to the Fair to be sold. 

numerous letters and the President initially declining, a committee composed of James 
A. Stevens, W.H. Ashurst, Thomas Webster, and N.B. Brown journeyed to Washington to 
urge him and Mrs. Lincoln to attend. On June 16 at 7:00 am, Lincoln, his wife, son Tad 
and various politicians boarded a train for Philadelphia. Unable to attend the opening 
ceremony, Lincoln endorsed Bishop Simpson of the Methodist Episcopal Church to 
deliver the opening address. 

Philadelphia's Union League chairman George H. Boker wrote to Presidential Secre
tary John Nicolay on June 1, 1864: "Some days ago I sent about twenty copies of the 
Proclamation of Emancipation to Mr. Lincoln with the request that he would sign the 
papers and obtain Mr. Seward's signature also. These things were intended to be sold at 
the approaching Sanitary Fair, for the benefit of the Commission. I have not heard any
thing ... since I sent them, and I begin to feel anxious for the matter, as the time for hold
ing the fair is close at hand. Will you be so good as to look into the affair; and, if there is 
no objection, to obtain the President's and Mr. Seward's Signatures to the documents. It 
is a small thing to ask; but we can make it of great pecuniary value to the fair." Now iden
tified as the "Boker - Leland Emancipation Proclamations," these "souvenirstt were 
offered for sale at the fair for ten dollars each. (An example from the Forbes Collection 
of Americana sold five years ago for $688,000.) Five to eight unsold copies were subse
quently sold at Boston's Sailor's Fair. Additional unsold copies were distributed to a few 
libraries in the northeast. The President also donated a copy of the Act to Suppress 
Insurrection. In addition, Lincoln signed a number of books including one presented to 
the Fair by F. J. Dreer with "an autographic letter of every President", bound In leather. 

During the night of June 16, while the President attended a banquet held at the fair, 
he received two gifts. Following Lincoln's speech, former Governor of Pennsylvania 
James Pollock presented him a silver medal on behalf of the Ladies of the Fair. Lincoln 

conYnued, next page 

Lincoln Honored 
Lincoln Portrait 
Copper Galvano 

by Salal/rielE/lis 

Salathiel Ellio deolgned muny of the Prooidcntlel Peace Medalo. 
and Lhie po11.rait ur AbrahB..111 Lincoh1 Is t.h(; bash~ for lhc 

det"iga of the Lincoln Pca_ce Medal Thia ga.lvano ia t\ 
collector's. item for Llu) Abraham Lincoln Bic~nlenniol. 

mo.de by the same technology - eloctrogalvnnic 
costing-employed by th~ U.S. Mint in 1861 to 
make the die ror Lincoln~ portrait on the lndi.a.n 
Peace Medal Serles. St.aning with 11 tttm11tingly 
detailed original plaster mold made by Ellis. the 
result is o high relier hnnge cloc:l.rolytfoa.lly cast at 
Greco Industries for 3 weeks in Bethel, CT. Thi:-i 
<X!pper galvano is 71/," by 6°/.." $549 + $15.95 oh 

My Mind Was Full of Ll.ncob1 
Struck Bronze Medal Signature Art Medals creates 

historically rclc11a11t and prestigious 
art, ,;ig11ecl by the original artist 

by Victor Bre1111er and Doti Everhart 

Honori1lg the Bicentennial of l,i:ucoln"s Birtl1 ,md the Cea1cunial of 1.he 
Li11ooln Cc11I, I.his bro11~.c medal was created by two lop America ruedallist,i: 

Victor David Brenner, Lile original designer of the Lincoln CenL and 
Don E11erharl, o current anist very active in the cola and medal field. 

1'his is the largest medal tbnt Mcdallic Art Com p,my ~vuld ma.kc from 
Brcancl's origiaal galvano design, and still required 12 strikes from a 

l2SO ton press. Measures 4¼'x 3½" & weighs 19 oz. $229 + SJ 2.95 sh. 

3 ways to pay: 

Products Soon To Be Released 

fasplmtion or the Lincoln Cent 
Lithograph 
by Joel lskowilz 

,- PayPa/" ____ ...., 

~ VISA - F~ jBANKI 

• Pay online using PayPal or any major credit card Abraham Lf,~ln as 1;1 C'Oin port.ralt courept ts born <Jurtng diecuHiona bolween arti1t 
Victor O. BrNincr and Ptttident Theodora Roosevelt. while the e.ldcl' at.atcsman aha fOI' 

his portrait destioed for the Panrunn Cana! service Meda.I. In this stunninJt poru"a.yn.l 
by Joel lakowitz, Brenner Is framed by his fomoua L.tnc:oln Plaque at hia light elbow, 

• Send a check 
• Ca II and use Visa. MC. or Discover 

ef~A✓/ff«M, 
Knowledgeable Numismatists • Master Medalists • Creative Artists 

www.signatureartmedals.com 
PO Box 920 • Groton, MA 01450 

888-263-0663 

nnd a photo of Lincoln. over hi& left ahoulder on this 2sv .. • x 32y.,· lithogrnph on a 
very llght creAm colored hcovy l~ lb. paper, 

Cooper Union Address Sesqui~nt<>nninl 
Cast Bronze medal 
by Do11 Everhm·t & Joel lslum,itz 

I SOlh Anniversary Mcdru o( u,o Coope, Union AddreH which 
holpod propel Llncoln 'a Rcpubltcon nomination (or tlic 
PregidentfaJ cltcliou of 1860. Very large fonnat medal approx. 
7y; 1))'4Y/" To berele<l-$dd l•<Jl>ruary 2010. 
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Great Central Sanitary Fair's Art and Photography Gallery. 

responded: "l have only to say that I accept this present of the 
ladies as an additional token ot your confidence, but I do not 
need any further evidence of the loyalty and devotion of the 
women of America to the cause of the Union and the cause of 
Christian humility." Lincoln was then presented a cane with "hal
lowed associations" on behalf of the Loyal Ladies of Trenton. 
The presenter read a speech from the Loyal Ladies, who identi
fied themselves as .. ." descendants of those 'Matrons and Maid
ens' who scattered flowers in the path of Washington when pass
ing through the triumphal arch which her sons had erected in 
1789. • Washington passed through this arch on his way to be 
inaugurated. The cane was made from the same arch. At the con
clusion of the speech, the ladies declared: "we trust that you find 
in the staff now presented to you, as an 'heir loom' of the old 
Arch where the 'gratulating song' was sung by the patriotic 
young ladies of Trenton, similar gratification as that which was 

felt by Washington." 
On July 25, Lincoln wrote to the 

Loyal Ladies of Trenton - and communi
cated his "sincere thanks" for a "very 
pretty Cane, with hallowed associa
tions." Due to Lincoln's "many 
duties,• he excused himsell for not 
responding sooner. Before the Presi

dent had an opportunity to respond to 
the Loyal Ladies of Trenton, another gilt 

arrived from the Great Central Fair. On 
July 8, L. J. Leberman, Chairman of the 
Clothing Department, wrote to Lin
coln on behalf of Messrs. Rockhill & 
Wilson, and explained why an "ele
gant suit" would be arriving by 
Adams Express. "Among the Contribu

tions to the Clothing department of the 
'Great Central Fair' for the benefit of the 

United States Sanitary Commission, 
Philadelphia's Great Central there was presented by Messrs Rock-

Sanitary Fair medal. hiil & Wilson of this city, an elegant 
Suit of Garments made to your mea

sures. The fair Treasury having been fully compensated, I am 
desired by the donors to forward the same to yow." Lincoln 
replied seven days later: "The suit of garments sent by you, on 
behalf of Messrs Rockhill & Wilson, came duly to hand; and for 
which you and they will please accept my thanks." 

Following the Great Central Fair, committee member Alfred 
8. Justice forwarded a pocket knife representing American work

continued, next page 

Presidential Gifts: 

T 
Never Look a Gift House In the Mouth. 

hroughout history, presidents have always been the 
recipient of gifts from citizens and beads of state. Fol

lowing Lincoln's election, gifts started pouring in. Prior to 
departing from Springfield for Washington, Lincoln is said to 
have remarked to his wife: " ... there is one thing likely to come 
out of this scrape, any how. We are going to have some new 
clothes." President Lincoln received a number suits, includ
ing on January 1, 1861 an "elegant and valuable" overcoat 
from supporter Isaac Fennoa, wholesale clothing dealer in 
Boston. Apparel comprised a small percentage of gifts Lin
coln received during his presidency. From the King of Siam, 
Lincoln received "a sword of costly materials and exquisjte 
workmanship" and two huge elephant tusks. The King also 
offered a herd of elephants, but the President declined. Other 
Presidents would also enjoy the largesse of well-wishers. 
President Grant received a house from his loyal supporters. 
President Wilson accepted a White J--1.ouse limousine. Presi
dent Nixon's friend Charles "Bebe" Rebozo provided him 
with a Presidential retreat in Key Biscayne, Florida. President 
Reagan accepted a $2.5 million dollar house in Bel Air (Rea
gan paid rent on the property that 20 friends bought for him). 
After friends bought him a house in Sacramento- he was pub
licly questioned concerning the gift, he responded as only 
Reagan could: "Never look a gift house in the mouth." Presi
dent George H.W. Bush accepted 39 fishing rods; President 
Clinton retained gilts valued at $190,037 in 2000. 

Presidents are permitted to retain any gift received from 
U.S. citizens and foreign heads of state. Under the govern
ment ethics rules, if a president receives domestic gifts that 
are valued over $285, it must be disclosed annually. Presi
dents are exempt from paying any taxes on domestic gifts. 
The President does not have to report a gift that is given by 
a close relative. The White House Gift Unit processes all gifts 
received at the White House for the First Family. Domestic 
gifts that are not retained by the President, and not trans
ferred to the National Archives Presidential Library System -
are given to charitable organizations by the Gift Unit of the 
White House. 

The Constitution (Article I. Section 9) prohibits any 
president from accepting "gifts from a foreign head of state to 
any Federal Governmental employee, including the President 
without consent of Congress." Today, a President is allowed 
to retain any gift from a foreign government as long as the 
value, which is established by the General Services Adminis
tration (GSA), does not exceed approximately $285. II a for
eign official gift exceeds that "valuet and the President 
decides to retain the gift, he must purchase the item trom the 
GSA at fair market value. This may explain why Presidents do 
not retain many of the gifts they receive from foreign heads 
of state. Foreign gifts that the President decide not to retain 
are transferred to the Presidential Library System at the 
National Archives by the White House Gift Unit. Yes Mr. Pres
ident, you can have your domestic gifts and keep them too. 
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SOMEONE RIGGED THE CONTE.ST! 

As detailed by Martin Carlino, Lincoln often contributed bis autograph 
to be sold at Sanitary Fairs. For the great Chicago Sanitary Fair, be donat-

- ! 
AllllY B.llLIEP BAZUll BUILD!ll~;,:~~!~,~,.:~,,_,.] 

C>R.::CG-X'Z:J'.A.L DR...ll..:t:-T 

DATED tflllM'&Jitlh:tt U, l&tnl. 

ed bis final draft of the Emancipation Proclamation, signed New Year's , 
Day 1863. He also donated for sale the "Preliminary" Emancipation ilirhrt ~o. / 1 Js.;a,d 1H ·, , • , r~ / l 
Proclamation. Lincoln had read this four-page draft to his Cabinet on Th• ::;:a::~-::i:::,:;~~::11-:.i::,~::::t!! ;_:•~~";:s:_~ or 

September 22, 1862. Our friend, Americana dealer Rex Stark, recently I 
d• d th" LI ti k t th t k t th al f th t • I tr J,-/7 t t:, E• " .rd&.,....,,,,,,;,..,._ 1scovere 1s sma c e a spea s o es e o a pnce ess ea- , ... , K. ,....... ..,.,.,. ••• """""·! 
sure, owned by the New York State Museum in Albany, and a possible ;:;::~\~•~~T~t ~.'.:~'~::,.w~-~:1~.r•:=:;.J 
scandal in bow the sale took place! Apparently tickets were sold to win L_------=====----=====~----'-1 
a chance in a raffle ... the prize, the Lincoln document. The ticket pic-
tured here had been purchased by Benson J. Lossing (1813-91), a prolific and popular American historian known for bis illustrat
ed books on the American Revolution and Civil War. Lossing's estate was auctioned by Anderson Auction Galleries of New York 
City io a series of seven sales from 1912-14. (fhe catalogs make GREAT reading ... the man was a studious pack-rat, bibliophile, and 
collector!) In February and March of 1864, the Army Relief Bazaar was held to raise money for the U.S. Sanitary Commission. To 
assist the Bazaar in its fund drive, Lincoln donated the Preliminary Proclamation, sending it to Emily Weed Barnes through Fred
erick W. Seward, son of the Secretary of State. A document signed by William Cullen Bryant describes the lottery to be held for the 
"original draft of [the President's] First Emancipation Proclamation'': [T]he said Proclamarion will be sold by issuing a series of Tick
ets duly numbered from One to Five Thousand, at One Dollar for each Ticket. The number of Tickets issued not to exceed Five Thousand, 
but the issue may be limited to any less number in the discretion of the Committee. The drawing to be made by putting the various num
bers or names of the purchasers of Tickets sold in the same wheel used by the Provost Marshal of the 14th congressional district of the 
State of New York in making the draft of soldiers for said district. The holder of the first Ticket drawn will be entitled to the Proclamation." 

On the last day of the Bazaar, the manuscript was won in a lottery by well-known abolitionist Gerrit Smith. Smith generously 
gave the Proclamation to the U.S. Sanitary Commission to be sold ONCE AGAIN to raise more money. That second raffle apparen
ly never took place and on April 25, 1865, the New York State Legislature purchased the proclamation from the Commission for 
$1,000 and gave it to the New York State Library. Now ... we have one simple question: what is the likJihood that one of the Com
mittee members would have won the drawing?!? Remember - the rules only stated that the number of tickets issued will not exceed 
Five Thousand but says nothing as to how many would be sold! We think the fix was in! 

Lincoln's Gifts, cont. ::-.¥1ult.1RP__. that these articles be disposed of, in such a 
manship - and four pages of signatures of visi- manner as may contribute most effectually to 
tors who attended the lair. Justice asked Lin- --.1.b ""'"""-"''--c...- the object which he, no less than you, has at 
coin's "acceptance of the Pocket Knife accom- heart, the relief ot the sulfering soldiers of the 
panying this note as a specimen of the handi- Union." 
craft of American workmen, and a slight Testi- In preparation for the National Sailors' Fair 
monial of their regard for yourself." In Septem- in Boston (November 9-22), Alexander H. Rice, 
ber, Lincoln responded: "I have received at the Chairman of the Managing Committee, wrote 
hands of Judge Kelley a very handsome and Lincoln on October 15 that the committee 
ingenious pocket knife, for which I am indebted ••--i "Unanimously voted that the President of the 
to the liberality of yourself and others. I shall United States be invited to be present and open 
value it no less, as a fine specimen of American Alexander Gardner photo of the Sanitary Com-the fair." Unable to attend, Lincoln wrote to the 
mechanism, than as a testimonial of the kind mission's permanent headquarters at the fair committee "With the old fame of the Navy, 
approval of the donors." Lincoln's letter was Adams House, 244 F Street, Washington, D.C. made brighter in the present war, you can not 
handwritten by Secretary Edward D. Neill who fail. I name none, lest I wrong others by omis-
apparently forgot that he wrote the Jetter, so he wrote another sion. To all, from Rear Admiral to honest Jack I tender the 
one on October 17 with similar content. Nation's admiration and gratitude." This letter was sold during 

There were two gifts Lincoln did not personally accept. the fair. On the same day, Lincoln received a strange telegram 
Charles E. Aile□ from the Western Hlinois Sanitary Fair wrote to from the Sailors' Fair. Chairman Rice wrote: "The mammoth Ox, 
Lincoln on October 26, 1864, and explained that during the fair a General Grant, is presented to you today. Will you pass bim over 
chair and liquor case were donated to the fair "with the under- to the Sailors' Fair as a contribution?" Unaware of such a gift, Lin-
standing that they were to be given to the Presidential Candidate coin responded immediately: "Yours received. I have no other 
receiving the maximum number of votes." Allen concluded by notice that the ox is mine. If it be really so I present it to the 
asking the President if the furniture should be sent to Washing- Sailors' Fair, as a contribution." During the fair, Carlos Pierce 
ton or Springfield. On November 1, Lincoln's secretary John Hay donated the ox in Lincoln's name. Rice informed the President 
wrote to Allen on behalf of the President expressing bis gratitude on November 22 that his donation yielded the sum of $3,500 with 
and appreciation, however (he) "begs the privilege of requesting the proceeds used to help establish a home for disabled seamen. 

continued, next page 
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Twelve weeks before that dreadful day in April, Livermore and 
Hoge journeyed to Washington to convince Lincoln and his family to 
attend Chicago's second sanitary fair in May. Being aware of the upcoming 
fair, after receiving a request for a donation by a lair official, the President 

._..,. __ _...., laughingly knew why the ladies were visiting. Alter the ladies confessed, 

The Grea1 Hall pictured above is from Chicago's 
2nd Sanitary Fair, an early 1865 gathering. CDVs 
of Old Abe, the eagle mascot carried by the 8th 

WI, were sold here to raise money. 

Lincoln voiced his trepidations ol attending another "Big Fair." "I was near
ly pulled to pieces before I reached Philadelphia ... When we reached the 
fair it was worse yet. The police tried to open a way through the crowds 
for me, but they had to give up; and I didn't know as I was going to get in _,, ... rn.,~ ·•~•-w" , 
at all. The people were everywhere; and, if they saw me starting for a __ • __ ...wi, .. 

place, they rushed there first, and stood shouting, hurrahing, and trying to Albany Sanitary Fair 
shake my hand." The President complained that he could not tolerate Military Trophy Booth. 
another large fair. Livermore and Hoge were determined to succeed. They 
informed their President that, if necessary, "ten thousand women from Chicago would descend 
on the White House to convince him to attend." Meeting with the First Lady early in the day, 
Mrs. Lincoln remarked that she would like to attend the fair. To seal the deal, Livermore and 
Hoge told Lincoln: "We will charter a boat to take you out on Lake Michigan for a trip to Mack-

-------------- inaw, where the affectionate desire of the crowd to shake hands with you cannot be 
realized." Admiring Livermore and Hoge, and the ladies of the Sanitary Commission -
the President accepted their invitation. The New York Times reported on February 26, 
1865 that President Lincoln would attend Chicago's second fair and deliver the open
ing address. This would be the last time they would see their beloved President. 

When Chicago's second sanitary fair opened on May 30, an important element was 
missing, their most generous supporter -Abraham Lincoln. And although the fair was 
a success in the aftermath of Lincoln's assassination, the atmosphere was subdued -
with mourning ribbons worn throughout. The sanitary fairs were the embodiment of 
Lincoln, both in symbolizing the Union and admiration for the soldiers. Gifts they 
bestowed on President Lincoln were a testament of their unwavering support. 'c?o 

L......:...:.a~..:_..:...:......::....:....a:a::.._-=. ______ _____J [Editor's Note: Alter contacting numerous Institutions with Lincoln collections, we are still unable to 

U.S. Sanitary Commission, Richmond, Va., 1865 locate any of the gifts presented to President Lincoln by the Sanitary fairs. Our search will continue 

and we will post on our website any of the aforementioned gilts when located. There Is the possibility 

these gilts were given away by Mary Lincoln following the assassination or were taken as souvenirs during the period before Mary and Tad left tbe White House.] 

PUBUSHER'S PREROGATIVE 

Zachary Dylan Hand, 
born January 3, 

2010, son of Bryan 
and Alison Hand, 
grandson of Rail 

Splitters Chuck and 
Karen Hand. He lives 
with his older sister, 

Karena. in Santa Rosa 
Beach, Florida. 

What youngster doesn't 
love toy cars? There must 

be a Lincoln In he re 
somewhere since this 

photo shows Martin, god
son of Editor llm Bakken. 

He recently turned five 
(Martin, we mean, not Tim 
- he should be so lucky~. 

Honorary Rail Splftters Tony & 
AmartdaJo Greep welcomed 
the arrival of Penelope, Octo
ber 20, 2009. (Penny Isn't yet 

a collector ... wait a few years~ 

At four, Aaron Kintz 
not only knows the 
names of EVERY 

president (we are try
ing to convince him 

Lincoln was the best!) 
but he has a killer 
swing. The kid can 

drive a ball like a pro! 
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The Coopersmith 
girls: Emma Patrice 

(pictured a few 
years ago In this 
journal) joined by 

her new sister Julia 
Claire. Rail Splitter 

Jeffrey definitely has 
his hands fulll 

I 
CHUCK HAND 

P.O.BOX5 
PARlS, IL 6)9,14 

Phone: (217) 4.63-4655 

email; butch8tlgerpnw.com 
www.tlger_paw.com/£Llinoo1n 

Speclatia,ing in Book,,, 
Pamphlets, Prinl8, 
Autographs, and 
Ephemera about 

Abra.ham Lincoln and 
His Time 

Jnterested In purchasing 
single items or collections 

Cotolog• Issued 
Inquiries Invited 



----------------- THE RAIL SPLITTER---------------

Linco/n Letter Fraud on Ebay 
James M. Cornelius 

version anyway, since copyright restrictions prevent those sup
plements from being included online. Most people would not 
know that, and thus would miss the roughly five percent of Lin-

o n 27 February 2010 a letter sold on eBay for a winning bid of coin's writings that were printed in those Lwo supplements - and 
$4,550. There were a total of 48 bids. The seller was in Hong the other sparkles, gems, and ephemera from his pen discovered 
Kong, and it was the seller's first appearance on eBay. (ln since 1990. So the seller in Hong Kong had done some home-

other words, "zero feedback.") The item? An interesting 1860 Jet- work: the Lincoln to McClure letter was not in the online Basler, 
ter by Lincoln to A.K. McClure of Philadelphia. The problem? The not in either of the printed supplements, and cited only in a cou-
letter reposes in the vault of the Abraham Lincoln Presidential pie of out-of-the-way journal articles or books. It was viewable on 
Library, in Springfield, lllinois. I am the curator .--------------- a publicly supported website, though, and thus 
of that collection, and I went right to the vault ripe for the picking. There is one other possi-
on Monday morning to see that the letter was ~ bility at work here: the owner before 1990 had 
still there, twenty years after we acquired it. I a professionally made reproduction of the let-
was not worried. It was and is in the vault. So eff~-u''t/,u,!,,, .t.8? • ./41' Ju. /Ff;p ter, and that is what the Hong Kong seller sold, 
what did this first-time seller, from an .A A/ l);.,ct&,.....,_ C~ thinking it an original. Indeed, R. R. Donnelley /2, v-~ ,& . .; 
untouchable place, sell? It seems to have been 1tn,,.J '7 a,:., .2-;.!" and other fine printers did some excellent 
a mocked up reproduction of whatever he or {.n<,, ~_, ~ ..,.,... . = .,....,,. reproductions in the 1940s and 1950s, just to 
she printed off of a website that this institu- ,..,.. ,,,.._, ~ .,,, if:--;,.~___,_ show that they could. A professional would not 
tion operates. At that website, used mainly by .,'1;;..id.., 1" t.-~ ~ 1;,-.,r; ru be fooled, but an attentive amateur could be. 
schools in the U.S. and likely around the 1',,/~ "" ;;,.:., &½ r /,___, But for $4,550? Alternatively, a prospective 
world, one can view scanned originals dealing ~- 11,t,...., r "'; r .,.__, buyer can make a couple of phone calls to 
with lllinois history, the Civil War, slavery, and ~ ~ ~= ,., -;;., l major institutions and ask about a document. 
Lincoln. Are these documents watermarked? ~ ~ ~ ~'7, The McClure letter had been posted on eBay on 
They weren't at the time the fraudulent seller -• ~ /N-=.1• a Sunday, and we were open the entire week of 
downloaded the letter in question. But neither ./ a,,-~ ,,.,,._., ,µ- ,-..> ;:-- its offer. I received no calls or emails about it 
are those on the Library of Congress website. ~- 'f/,.,.., ,,..P'. ~ till after the bidding closed. Should public insti-
Should they be watermarked? Yes, of course, ~ tutions monitor what is being offered on such 
now that the horse is out of the barn, they merchants' sites? Absolutely not. ln Springfield 
should have been. Who is to blame that they it is all we can do to manage our collection, put 
were not - understaffed (and increasingly so) interesting (real) things into the museum, host 
state-operated do-gooders trying to make author readings, answer calls and emails, hope 
originals and lesson plans available for The seller wrote that the Item had been authenU-that our state can find a way out of debt, etc. 
researchers, teachers, and students? Perhaps. cated and told ii was worth $20,000, but he was Should potential buyers monitor what is being 
Or is the buyer (said to be in Florida) really to going to start the bidding at 99-cents. Should offered with more care? You betcha. A low-
blame? Emptors who do not caveat - buyers that have aroused suspicions? level auction of 450 bits of Lincolniana in Vird-
who do not beware - often get swindled. For en, Illinois, held the day before the McClure let-
Lincolnists, they should always check the free, online Collected ter appeared on eBay, drew a crowd of about 50. The one real 
Works of Abraham Lincoln which notes where the original Lincoln letter sold for an expected price. Half a dozen non-Lin-
resides, whether private or public hands. Had this letter been in coln letters - but touted by the cowboy-hatted auctioneer as 
private hands in 1953, well, probably it could be sold today. But being in Lincoln's hand - sold for much less. At the sale itseH or 
in this case, a simple check there was not so simple. The Basler on the Monday following, four people who had bought things 
edition of 1953, upon which the online version is based, stated in asked me if what they had just bought ''is real." I admire their 
an appendix to Volume 8 that the original of this letter to caveat-seeking. But not their timing. 
McClure was thought not to be extant. Had the text of the origi
nal appeared in either of the two printed supplements to Basler, 
published in 1974 and 1990, it would not appear in today's online 

NOTICE: Stolen Property 

(The Author is Curator, Lincoln Collection, Abraham Lincoln 
Presidential Library & Museum.] 

A great deal of Lincolniana was stolen from the U.S. Postal system en route to a Rail Splitter in Modesto, CA. 
Insurance claims have been settled, however the property has not been recovered. Remember: "good title" 
never passes with stolen merchandise. Should you encounter anyone trying to sell any of the 
items detailed below, a fraction of what was taken, please notify us so we can contact U.S. 
Postal Inspectors and the police. 
• R.T.L. check, 2/5/09. • Wm. Seward ALS, 11/18/65. 
• Edwin Booth 1879 ALS to William Wallace. 
• Edwin Booth inscribed portrait to Fannie Brown. I 

j • l'Jmd~Sllt~~ ,, r. 
- -~., 4 

J. • ,fd.;~ .,._: I 
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---------------- THE RAIL SPLITTER----------------

LETTERS 
i~EDITOR 

Dear Rail Splitter. 

This past April, my wife and I we.re vacationing on Edisto 
Island in So. Carolina. On our second to last day, on our way into 
Charleston, we decided to stop at an antique store in Hollyv;ood, 
So. Carolina. As I began to rummage around I noticed the 
Charleston Mercury banner on what turned out to be a broadside. 
The subject of the broadside had to do with the inauguration of 
Abraham Lincoln. Quoting from the broadside: 
CHARLESTON MERCURY EXTRA - Monday, March 4, 1861 THE 
INAUGURATION Our Exclusive Despatches. FROM OUR 
REPORTERS IN WASHINGTON Washington, March 4-10 a.m.
The city is all astir and excited concerning the Inauguration of 
Abraham Lincoln, to come off this morning. The scene is a very dif
ferent one from that presented at all former inaugurations. A deep 
and general gloom Hangs over the city. The volunteers seem to feel 
that they are ordered out to join in the funeral procession of the 
Union. There are over twelve hundred of Scott's hireling troops 
under arms, with shotted cannon, closely watching every move
ment The citizens are completely overawed. Quarter Past Eleven 
O'clock-The procession has begun to moue from the City Hall. 
The military escort is a powerful one. Scott has hit upon a new 
coup de guerre. At all the principal points along Pennsylvania 
Avenue the housetops are covered with Federal soldiers, with their 
muskets pointing at the crowd. This is a Mexican idea. One 

,.,.._,,......_ O'clock-The proces-

CHARLESTON MERCURY 

l,l'il'OLN'S INAUlHIHAL ADfll\l>'>S. 

sion has reached the 
Capital, and the inau-
gural ceremonies 
have begun. The 
broadside then con
tinues with Lincoln's 
lnaugural address. 
The last paragraph 
reads: The remainder 
of the Inaugural is of 
less interest. To gratify 
the anxiety of our 
readers, we give it as 

i___;;,;;a:;..;.;;.;__,;;;;;.;:;.=:£~--'--c..:.:..~~;.;;;..==:.,_,;,__.:J far as it has come over 
the wires. The full inaugural will appear in to-morrow's Mercury. 
The size of the broadside is 8 15/16" wide by 23 ¾" in height. The 
paper is browned by all those hot summers in So. Carolina and 
the bugs have enjoyed snacking on it a bit. 1 have emailed pho
tos to some of the Lincoln experts and no one has seen this 
broadside before (have you?). The current Charleston Mercury is 
a relatively new version of the name and there are no archives to 
investigate. Any bit of knowledge would be appreciated. 

Chuck Bechtloff 
Huntington Beach, CA 

Fellow Rail Splitters, 

I own an automobile dealership in NJ but my real passion is 
collecting history in many forms. Obviously you can relate to my 
passion. l have been a subscriber to your fabulous journal for 
many years. 1 have never written to you but I have a very large 
collection of autographs and other collectibles. I have even seen 
an item in your journal that I had sold many years ago that some
one else brought to your attention and you guys printed a pic
ture of· it in your "Marketplace" section. To give you an idea Ol 

the variety o[ items I collect and sometimes get tired of and sell 
(usually after many years). 1 had sold (with legitimate prove
nance) the inkwell (with signed Photo) Woodrow Wilson used to 
sign the Treaty Of Versailles ending WWI. 

AT ANY RATE, I found this amazing collection from a gun 
dealer and I thought you would be interested in hearing about il 
With all the handwritten original documents that I own, includ
ing Lincolns, I was nabbergasted that I was able to buy this co~ 
lection at all. It should be in a museum ... but then again a lot ol 
items should be in a museum! Here is the description: 

ONLY TEN DAYS AFTER LINCOLN'S ASSASSINATION THE U.S. ARMY 
SENDS HIS PERSONAL PAPERS UNDER ARMED GUARD AND SPECIAL 
ORDERS TO ILLINOIS! An almost unknown, yet significant detail directly 
related to the events immediately following that tragedy, this unique 
group of historic documents includes: (1) the original penned two page 
letter on the printed letterhead "WAR DEPARTMENT, WASHINGTON CITY 
APRIL 26, 1865" with autograph signature of Brig. General James A. 
Hardie, Inspector General U.S. Army, ordering Lieut. Gilbert N. Carpenter, 
1 B'th U.S. Infantry: "the Sec'y of War directs that you proceed to Bloom
ington, Illinois IN CHARGE OF THREE BOXES OF VALUABLE DOCU
MENTS BELONGING TO THE LATE PRESIDENT LINCOLN and deliver 
same Into the custody of the National Bank at that place ... the receipts of 
the Cashier being your voucher. .. the boxes will be forwarded this 
evening and you will accompany them by Adams Express Co. Four enlist
ed men will accompany you and you are directed to keep two of these 
men constantly [Hardie underlined that phrase] on guard over the 
boxes ... during 
their transit and 
until their final 
delivery. Having 
executed these 
instructions you _.,,. ... :;:-
will at once ..-
return ... and 
report perfor
mance of the 
duty assigned to 
you." Exe. con
dition. Some 
minor short partial tears on two folds; original stamped surcharges on 
top by railway stations where Carpenter stopped along the way, taken as 
proof of his travel. (2) "ADAMS EXPRESS COMPANY ... SUP'T OFFICE, 
EASTERN MILITARY DIVISION ... WASHINGTON." Fancy printed letter
head; single sheet letter boldly penned both sides April 26, 1865 from the 
Adams Division Chief " ... To the Adams Express Company Express 
Agents ... the bearer, Lieut. Carpenter and guard are under instructions 
from the Sec'y of War to accompany certain boxes belonging to our late 
president to their designation at Bloomington ... the [railroad] car fur
nished here will be retained in this service ... consistent with arrange
ments (with) connecting Railroads. When a traJ1sfer becomes neces-
sary ... see that at least equal facilities are furnished and every attention 
given to the lieutenaJ1t in furtherance of his sad mission. Telegraph in 
advance ... providlng against delays or obstruction ... see that an Express 
messenger accompanies the train with the lieutenant...should it become 
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necessary to enter the territory of the American Express Co. I request the 
same attention as though the service were to be performed by this com
pany. Any expense will be paid by this company. THE KNOWN PATRIO
TISM OF ALL EXPRESS MEN IS INVOKED to see that the service is 
promptly performed." Top blank margin only a bit ragged, but not obscur
ing it in any way. (3) "THE NATIONAL BANK OF BLOOMINGTON" fancy 
letterhead. Neat penned note with signature of bank's cashier to Lieu
tenant Carpenter. Acknowledges receipt from him of " ... three boxes of 
contents to us, unmarked ... " (4) "WAR DEPT., ADJ. GEN'L's OFFICE 
WASHINGTON" printed letterhead May 4, 1865. Penned letter to Gen'I 
Hardie entirely in the hand of and signed by Lieut. Carpenter. Two pages 
(each blank on reverse) with details of the trip and delivery while " ... in 
charge of three boxes of valuable papers belonging to the late President 
Lincoln." Describes his arrival time at the bank, and to whom he delivered 
the papers: " ... having seen them safely stored in the vault I telegraphed 
you of their delivery." Requests Hardie to commend the attention given to 
him by the employees of the express companies " ... in providing against 
any contingencies that could place at hazard the safe delivery of the prop
erty .. ." Describes return to Washington and sends along the original 
bank receipt. (5) The original leather fold-up, russet colored three section 
wallet {8 x 14 overall with fastening strap) in which Carpenter kept the 
original orders and receipts for Lincoln's papers. Shows wear; leather 
supple and has authentic neat penned inscription inside "G. S. CARPEN
TER/18'TH U.S. INFANTRY" with his name similarly inscribed on the out
side. (6) Original fancy printed 10 x 14 Presidential Commission appoint
ing Carpenter as "Captain ... for Gallant and Meritorious Service at the Bat
tle of Murfreesboro, Tenn." with signature of Stanton as Sec'y of War and 
the usual stamped signature of President Johnson. Dated Sept.10, 1866. 
(7) Carpenter's earlier appointment as "Sergeant" in 18'th U.S. Infantry, 
Feb. 1862. Printed parchment document. (8) Fancy parchment printed 
document 12 x 17 "Society of the Army of the Cumberland" membership 
to Carpenter. (9) Two piece, large brass G. A. R. anniversary medal for 
"Lafayette Post 140 I Dept. of N.Y." engraved with Carpenter's name. The 
officer's distinguished record indicates he remained in the Army through 
the Spanish-American War, retiring as a General in 1899. 

I hope you can appreciate my excitement with this collection. 

Kenny Schwartz 
Tinton Falls, NJ 

[Editor: Can we ever! Congratulations ... what a wonderful find.] 

+ 
Dear Rail Splitter. 

I noticed a recent Scott Winslow auction catalog in which Lincoln 
autographs were offered in an unusual format which was remi
niscent of coin "slabbing" and grading. The items are "encapsu
lated" and accompanied by a certificate of authenticity issued by 
PASS-CO. The catalog refers to these certificates as "Certified Sil
ver Pass[ es]." Is this a trend? 

Robert Chandler 
San Francisco, CA 

[Editor: Authenticity is a major concern in all fields of collecting, 
but especially so in autographs. Certificates of Authenticity are 
typically informed opinions of experts which may or may not be 
accurate. They are sometimes as worthless as the items they 
seek to authenticate and do not usually constitute a guarantee of 
authenticity. PASS-CO is located in Bedford, NH. Their advertise
ments promote authentication and grading services for "auto-

graphs, letters, manuscripts, documents, photographs, colonjal 
and continental currency, fiscal paper, vintage sports and rare 
signed books." They also offer "encapsulation, scoring and grad
ing services" for similar collectibles, as well as a "financial guar
antee, unqiue to the industry." If viewed by collectors with 
respect and trust, such a service is no doubt a helpful marketing 
tool for such items. It behooves each collector to view customer 
testimonials and speak to past clients in order to determine their 
level of trust. We suspect that these autographs, like slabbed 
coins, are viewed as investments and squirrelled away in a safe 
deposit box. This approach may be most appropriate in the case 
of incomplete, rragments of documents. Most of my co-hobbyists 
perter a hands-on approach with each acting as their own 
authenticator/expert. It takes the fun out ot it if you can't handle 
these things, but "to each his own."] 

To Whom It May Concern: 

The piece of wood in the photo is just under 20" long, 4.5" 
high and 3/8" thick ... It came from the Titusville area of Pennsyl
vania where John Wilkes Booth and some partners briefly operat
ed the Dramatic Oil Company in 1863. It was allegedJy found by 
some men who are in the scrap and demolition business ... The ink 
on the wood was tested and confirmed to be the kind of ink that 
was used in the mid I800s. The wood is slightly dry rotted in one 
area and there are small holes in it possibly [rom powder post bee
tles. lt has nail holes in it indicating that other boards were nailed 
to it from the left and right sides and bottom as viewed in the photo 
with the printing at the lower right comer. I have done some 
research ... and as near as I can tell there is only one other J. W. 
Booth who either frequented the northwest area of Pennsylvania 
or lived there for some time. His name was also John Wilkes Booth 
and be is supposed to have been a river boat captain who is buried 
in a cemetery in Pittsburgh. Anyway, I was wondering if this item 
would be of interest to 
anyone and, if so, just 
how much interest? 

Andrew Wilt 
Hellertown, PA 

[Editor: I am totally "board" by this inquiry and am ready to walk 
the plank. I hear that Booth "walked the boards" and that, like his 
riverboat captain namesake, is also buried in a cemetery. Joking 
aside, this one leaves us flat.] 

+ 
Dear Rail Splitters, 

On my recent trip to Alaska, I visited Saxman Totem Park 
near Ketchikan where I happened upon the Abraham Lincoln and 
William Seward totem poles. In an attempt to preserve the art 
and culture of the Tlingit people, Saxman Park was created to 
protect the totem poles gathered from abandoned villages of the 
Tlingit people. 

The Tlingits belong to either of two lineage clans: the 

continued, next page 
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Raven or Eagle phratries. ln 1868, the 
Raven and Eagle phratries were at war 
with each other. The Ravens were 
entrenched on an island without food 
or lresh water. Word arrived of the 
nearby presence of the cutter Lincoln, 

~-----~ and the Raven people 
escaped to the beach 
under the shelter of 
the guns of the Lin
coln. With the 
Ravens under the 
protection of the Lin
coln, the two groups 
made peace and 
never fought again. 

The Lincoln 
totem pole was creat
ed in the I870s by 
the Ravens to com
memorate the protec

tion they received. The pole carver 
was a Tsimshian artist from British 

Columbia who carved the image from a photograph he was 
given of Abraham Lincoln. Because he is wearing a stovepipe 
hat, I believe this 
was likely one of 
the Antietam pho
tographs of Lin
coln. At the bot
tom of the pole is 
the Raven figure, 
and the pole is 
referred to as the 
Proud Raven Pole. 
The pole was 
moved to Saxman 
Park in 1938. Due 
to weather-related 
deterioration, the 
pole was reproduced, and the original was sent to the Territori
al Museum in Juneau. 

Also in Saxman Park is the William Seward pole. In 1869, 
Seward visited the territory and was entertained by Tlingit 
Chief Ebbits. The chief presented Seward with a spruce root 
hat and a carved chest covered with furs as a seat of honor. 
The totem pole, which shows Seward sitting on the carved 
chest wearing the spruce hat, was carved in 1885 to commemo
rate the visit. The totem pole lacks any other carvings as a 
reminder to the people that Seward never reciprocated the gen
erosity of the chief. 

Howard Mishoulam, M.D. 
Class of 1978, Abraham Lincoln School of Medicine 
at the University of lllinois 
Schererville, IN 

To Whom lt May Concern: 

My name is Tina Glessner ... I am sub
mitting to you for review a photo I 
believe to be a death portrait of 
President Lincoln. I purchased this 
some years ago at a local nea mar
ket. I have been a photographer for 
over 25 years and collect photos and 
cameras. I have never seen another like 
this. The photo of the open case is about 
the same size as the original. It is an early 
paper photo that has been mounted on some type of leather ... 
did not see any markings on the front or back. It is an origina' 
photo. I would appreciate any help you can provide. 

Tina Glessner, 
Martinsburg, WV 

[Editor: When we get inquires such as this, we know our 
response is not what the correspondent wants to hear and will 
likely be ignored. Yet we persist. Apparently, Tina was inter
viewed by the local newspaper and photos taken of her find. This 
article has yet to appear. She compared her image to the Clark 
Mills life mask done shortly before Lincoln died and feels they 
are similar. She also contacted a "forensic facial recognition spe
cialist" who pointed out numerous similarities between the 
photo and the mask. Besides the possibility that she may have a 
photograph on leather (as against a paper photo mounted on 
leather), there is no way this is Lincoln. So, consult as many "spe
cialists" as you want, as they say, the result is the same. NEXT!] 

Dear Rail Splitter, 

I am seeking help regarding a relic I obtained. This piece, what I 
call the American Eagle Drapery Decoration, has dimensions as 
follows: the wingspan is 12" from tip to tip. From the top of the 
head to the bottom of the shield is 9''. The branch is 9 1/2" from 
end to end. The shield is approximately 3" wide and 4" center 
length. The letter I received from the dealer when I purchased 
the eagle reads as follows: "The embroidery which you pur
chased was salvaged from the draperies in the Executive Office 
at the White House during President Lincoln's term. The work is 
all hand made. It was purchased in Washington, D.C. by Mr. John 
Kenney of Charlotte. In some of the old portraits of Lincoln you 
will find embroidery like this on the draperies in the back
ground." Unfortunately, the antique dealer has since died of can• 
cer so this trail ends 
there. This was in Octo
ber of 1977. Sometime in 
1978 or 1979, an elderly 
gentleman had a traveling 
Lincoln exhibit and was 
at a shopping mall in Con
cord, NC, just a few miles 
from Charlotte. I went to 
the mall to see it and I 
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told him about the eagle. He asked if he could see the eagle so I 
went home, got it and went back to the mall. Upon seeing the eagle 
and looking at it carefully, he said that he felt he was correct and it 
appeared to be a drapery decoration from the Lincoln White House. 
He said he had seen a photograph of Lincoln, made in the White 
House, and the eagles could be seen on the drapes in the back
ground. He said he thought there could only be maybe 12 or so or 
the eagles and mine was the first one he had seen in real life. He 
also told me (and 1 later learned for myselQ that during those times, 
people would just walk into the White House when one President's 
term was over and another was about to take over, and take all 
kinds or things as souvenirs. He was so sure the eagle was what he 
said it was that he offered me $500 on the spot for it. 1 told him it 
was not for sale and he said to please let him know if I ever did 
decide to sell it. Needless to say, I have long since lost his name and 
address. At that time, he was probably in his late 60s or 70s. A lit
tle later 1 had the eagle professionally framed and it has been hang
ing in my home since then. A few years ago I had some textile 
experts look at it and they also said it was indeed made by hand by 
a very talented person and made in the 1840s to 1860s. That is all 
the information 1 have about the eagle. Any information you can 
give me is greatly appreciated. 

Ray Greene 
Charlotte, NC 

Hi Rail Splitter, 

I have been trying to identify a Lincoln sculptural work for sev
eral years. It is a 2/3 scale (54') standing statue of a bearded Abe 
delivering what looks like his 2nd inaugural speech based on the 
goatee-style beard he is wearing. He holds a rolled parchment in 
his left hand leaning against a pulpit and extends his right arm in 
gesticulary fashion. The only refer-
ence to it was found in the Univer
sity of Chicago Barton Collection 
files. They have an unmarked 8 X 
10 black and white photo of the 
original with no identification on it. 
1 purchased the statue several 
years ago at the Wills House Lin
coln Room auction in Gettysburg. 
They were vacating the premises 
in preparation for a complete vin
tage restoration of the house. The 
work was part of the Lippy Collec
tion but noth.ing is known about 
the sculptor or timing. My guess 
would be either a centennial or a 
Lincoln Memorial submission. 

I would appreciate any infor
mation the Railsplitter member
ship can yield regarding this work. 
Thanks so much, 

Steve Coon 
Bartlett, IL 
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WHAT HE REALLY THOUGHT OF LINCOLN 
The Discovery of an Unpublished Letter by William F. Herndon 

L incoln's skill as a politician was not immediately appreciated: J~ 
even his law partner and later biographer once questioned ,_✓,, ,.,~ / ..,, ,m . ..,.;, ,,. -✓ __ , 

his political savvy. Last year, when we contacted Rail Splitter ..,,o,~ .~ .. ..;;_ .. _ . ./ /_ ,._ 
members to borrow material for _ ----~ ---~ •✓-. , •·· ,,. ✓--~, .,.,....,.., ~· ···• ,,-£ _.__ 

our Bicentennial exhibit, we were told 'll-/4';;";-.<:. ✓- ,c ✓c. ••• - ~- --·· A".'.:. .:,~ 
r .. " ~,...,., - :;.,_..~..,,; ~ ..... _.c"'· -4 "· 1 

of an unpublished archive of corre- \/. - •vn, ,,. ,,,,n. ,,__ ,, ,, ~ ,.__ 
spondence to Illinois politician I 7 ?/,, ~ .i; .:, // (, ; ~41 .... - 4 17 ___ .,,.M~ •• , ..... -~ z...-.--'.'/;".'°,,,.,.,-✓ ,,. t'C ✓I'✓~ ~ \"' ...... 

Richard Yates. The holding consisted ·/ • "' - _.,_, ,,d- d .I~ ~ , ;w 

of Yates' retained correspondence - let- s:..... ?,.,.;(;; J .,,'J(, P-·-<. --~ 17---~ «•-··«-
ters written to him that he intentional- ./ ~ _:,,,7-,,, ::;; • ;:,: i-:: t, ,, /,<, .• /. __ /£. L, ~- ",.. .. ,,..{7:;.::_7 

;... 
_,___ 7•-·· / ,,. ,. ., ,. ,,,, 

ly kept. And, within this group were .r/ ~ . ";:;<'. ,<L .. .,,,e J _.,,~, - ' -. 4G- • <- r. ,.~- ,,,.,, '--··• ~ ., __ ·-' 
several letters referencing Lincoln. Nat- I , , :,"';=~ •~., ,{. "'-/ f!,.- / '~ ,¥,v 'I· A;;... ~ .,;. •• ''7 - ,,,., -~ .(Z. -- ,e.. 

I , -~ ~ ,,_ 
urally, we were intrigued. ~ r,, /,,'·hf./ ~• ... ~#~ /'k✓'- .c. ,_ _ _,. 1·, ,('1_ ~,-- :,,.,< =·- t ... x 4., 7 

Yates (1815-73) served in the House '1 _.v . """'-"-f' ;...,, . ✓-:. _.,,,.c .-.-.. '.o/~ ..,, __ ,,,_ r.✓/d.GL ~-P-""'- ,,,~,._a--~<f-. 

r R G d 
• Y/~CA-,,,,.«,1 .,. /'- ✓ L ... / .,,,, r;,.-., 11..r. :,__,.,,, _.,_ ., ~ , ..r:::::~ 

o epresentatives, was ovemor ur- •· ~_,.7.1,,..,.,r .,:.-,IVH..._ ,e _.., "7- '~· .~- ·-~· 'o/-· -·- .. ,,. __ •• ·•-«--

ing the Civil War (a Republican), and I :1 J ~~ ,..c , • ....,,,. 4 ,(-.,.,_,,: /~ "':;:_ i 1 .#£ ,,,_;I( ✓-<.- .... ·-:,--- ~-' ... ,(. ,( - .. -=--- ;~ Al:' ✓• .... -
later served in the Senate. We knew th~t ~, 7_ :--:-."' · ~,.. c-£-:_ .;,,.. ~-_;;-::; f '4 4- ~ I,, • ~.d<. ./,<'M..::... • ✓•• •• , ~-uh, ., .; -
the family sold off lette.rs to Yates writ- ✓/., _ r..u--- ..t-,..., ;,c - -~- a-- i P,:.....c'. £, ,.__,r, .,::;,_ ... • ..?.. • =-
ten by Lincoln many decades back. We h✓,- /.,,.,_,~ ./ _,,,,,,,,,.-;-- - L •✓_,..6-;, .~\am, /.. ✓t✓.~-' ,__··;..,.,_,✓-, °15 ~ '7'~ 

I 
, 'l, -~ ,r""'""' ~ll-/,rl '-l"kM<>,,,,,.,.,_ ~-w,~.;--., ,,,¢,.., ...... _, __ .. ..,.;,t;,.,,., 

also learned that the large body of his fa., .. _,_ ::;·, ~ ,. ·•- .J ,.,;:.,,.e ,J..,,. .,,,,.. ,.__ .1/ ,... __ "' ..., ""-·L~ ..:«....,-,-

/2 A:,,,_,._, .,.,,.. • ~ fr-- ~ F 

Pe·rs got d"vi'd d among th e b anch ~ '/" ✓L /. ,,,..,.~ ,,..,, ✓ ,,.,..-_;( ?-•..c:.,, ... 4.,,_;,f ... _ pa I e re r •

1 
~, . :;r>• _,J..-t:'..,:--,_~ "'.r •,,,-., -· 

es of his family; the State of Illinois 6 , _ _:=;_.,._k_=·-"".ef·-a. -,. ,~.,-~--.-. 
., -- 7 ~ /.-? .A..-1"4-

acquired one large grouping, others made ,_;,;;. "'-~~- _..,;e.,,,._ _,, -~ • ..< /. 'I' _f ~ b-,d 7 .,,,_,., • ,. 
their way into the market appearing at 'J:#✓!.,;"' ..., ________ _,. ·-✓-/ .1 .. :,,. ,.-; 

\liked by the K.N.'s or Fillmore men. These 
are curious boys; - honesty I suppose is the 

I ruling power: "honesty my lord": precisely 
so friend Yates. This is a great world. The 

vice of my political life is, and has been, unsuspiciousness; 
and my political virtue hereafter shall be a steady watchfulness to 
the end of things. It is not too late to commence is it? I hope not 

various auctions over the years. But, the -
letters in this small trove had never been L 
reviewed ... until we got our hands on them-' 

Most of the correspondence attended to routine matters: 
political appointments; "favors" for more "favored" constituents 
(the life-blood of 19th century politicsQ; and letters written dur
ing the War on troop quotas and supplies. Yates distinguished 
himself as the greatest wartime governor sending more troops to 
fight in the Union Army than any other. 

Of all the missives, one really stood out - which we were 
proud to display in our exhibit. The letter was written to Yates 
July 28, 1856 by his good friend William Herndon. At the time of 
this letter, Yates, who fervently opposed slavery, had Just been 
defeated on hls third bid for Congress. Herndon was in his law 
practice with Lincoln, a partnership which began in 1841. While 
Herndon held Lincoln in esteem, he took issue with him as polit
ically naive. Herndon had been a staunch opponent of slavery -
he thought the Rail Splitter too slow to form a decisive opinion. 
(In fact Herndon later claimed that he helped change Lincoln's 
views on the subject.) In this wonderful missive, now at the 
Library of Congress, Herndon writes of his own political abilities 
and the limitations of his partner's. 

Friend Yates -

I this day arrived at home, finding yours of 24th inst. You know 
I am punctual in this matter; and absense must be my excuse to 
you. Will you take that excuse? 

Mr. Palmer has not officially, or publicly, declined the nomina
tion; but suppose he will before long. I think it would be prudent for 
him to do so, when it is remembered, that his nomination is not 

You ask me if I would not run: I answer, Never, Never. / have 
seen Lincoln; and have talked over the matter; but he knows no 
more than you & I do - not so much. He is not, & never was, & 
never can be, a wire puller; he can drive a nail with power, if a 
man will hold the head and give its point the cunning direction. 

They say Mr, Thornton - the Gen, made a Buchanan speech a few 
days since. This came to town on Sunday - do not know how this is. 

Can you not run? The boys say you must & shall run, yet -
unalterable - Eh. Dick you did not write that word Who put that in 
your letter? 

We have had a small split here; but it seems to draw together 
- ligaments have reached over their nerve hooks; and drew on 
together the lips of the wound - Easily done this. I made a speech at 
Middletown in Logan Co. on Saturday - tolerably good one I think. 

We think we shall have no trouble here - all will agree to all 
things except the Presidency - disagree in this badly. 

The K.N.'s referenced were, of course, the Know Nothings, 
aligned with Millard Fillmore. "Mr. Palmer" was John McAuley 
Palmer, later a Civil War General and Governor of lllinois. The 
"Mr, Thornton" was Anthony Thornton, judge, lawyer, Democra
tic politician, militia officer, who once debated Lincoln. 

So, there you gal What Herndon really thought of Old Abe! A 
political boob, if you will! Fortunate for history, Billy Herndon's 
assessment wasn't exactly accurate. Lincoln could both drive a 
nail with power and guide a Ship of State! ,a, 
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"The 
Lincolnphile" 
[Note: Many of these reviews were written during our Lincoln Bicentennial 
hiatus in the last two years.] 

Edward Steers, Jr. Lincoln Legends: Myths, 
Hoaxes, and Confabulations Associated With 
Our Greatest President. The University Press of 
Kentucky, Lexington, KY, 2007, 264p., $24.95. 

E d Steers, Jr. is an expert on the Lincoln assassination and its 
aftermath, including the pursuit and capture of John Wilkes 
Booth, as well as the trial and execution of the conspirators. 

He occasionally appears on C-SPAN and The History Channel and 
has written two books: Blood on the Moon: The 
Assassination of Abraham Lincoln and The Trial: The 
Assassination of President Lincoln and the Trial of the 
Conspirators. (I think the title "The Trial" was 
already taken.) He is well-known for his position on 
the case of Dr. Samuel Mudd and has not endeared 
himself to Mudd partisans. He is fond of saying the 
doctor's name is still MUDD. 

This original work contains fourteen chapters 
dealing with popular theories and questions related 
to Lincoln. The press release states: "The perva
siveness of these tales attests not only to Lincoln's 
continued popularity but also to the public's ongo
ing desire to embrace myths in spite of their false 
origins. In light of the people's propensity to idolize L--

Lincoln, Steers insists that his greatness must tran
scend attempts to mythologize him and suggests one may see a 
clearer, more human Lincoln by stepping away from false histo
ry. Lincoln Legends is an invaluable contribution to the myth
plagued debates over the president's life and career as well as an 
insightful read for those seeking to eschew hearsay and histori
cal inaccuracy to learn about Lincoln as he would have liked to 
be remembered." 

First off, I don't think the word "confabulations" in the title 
makes any contextual sense, but who am I... William l:3uckley? 
(Rest in Peace, Bill!) This is a fairly short book and, as such, just 
"touches the surface" of Lincoln legends and myths. Such tales 
are legion. Most, if not all, post-date the assassination, likely 
beginning with William Herndon's lecture series to promote his 
bio of Lincoln. Indeed, the assassination spawned many conspir
acy theories, many propounded by later-day authors and "schol
ars". There were hoaxes perpetrated on the public for financial 
gain or notoriety. Spurious documents were "discovered" and, 
more often than not, readily accepted by the public and acade
mic community. Many individuals offered reminiscences that fea
tured them as "players" in the Lincoln saga. In many cases, there 
was no one to refute such claims, and they persisted far beyond 
their "natural We." 

Some of the topics covered include: the authenticity of the 
birthplace log cabin, contradictory claims regarding Lincoln's 
paternity, Ann Rutledge and the Wilma Frances Minor letters, 

quotes that Lincoln DIDN'T say, the circumstances regarding the 
writing of the Gettysburg Address and the number of different 
drafts extant, whether Lincoln was gay, Stanton's role in the 
assassination, Dr. Mudd's guilt or innocence, and the "missing 
pages" from Booth's diary. Each topic is thoroughly discussed by 
Steers, usually resulting in another popularly-held belief or the
ory being shot to pieces. Still, Steers is resigned to the reality 
that many of these beliefs will persist despite the overwhelming 
evidence against them. In some cases, he is willing to assign 
some residual benefit to such delusions, as they serve a need in 
the public psyche. Steers' project is made somewhat easier by 
the fact that most myths or theories arose many years alter Lin
coln's death which, in itseli, makes them suspect. Eyewitness 
accounts are given many years after-the-fact - "original" docu
ments no longer exist (replaced by photostats or typescripts). 
Stories and documentation are riddled with inconsistencies and 
are easily debunked using primary source material. 

Of course, some topics can never be resolved -
their "chapters" have no end. These topics (the 
romance with Ann Rutledge, Lincoln's sexuality) will 
always generate diverse points-of-view. For the most 
part, however, Steers is able to provide closure for 
many of these. Sometimes, he is willing to "leave the 
door open." In the case of Lincoln being gay, there is 
ample evidence to the contrary. Regarding the claim 
that John Hays wrote the Bixby Letter, Steers falters 
in his objectivity and claims he has proof that the 
claim is false. He quotes a Jetter that Robert Todd 
Lincoln wrote to researcher Isaac Markens in 1917, to 
the effect that John Hay admitted to him that Hay 
had no knowledge of the Bixby Letter prior to it 
being published. First off, the primary evidence that 
Hays wrote the Bixby Letter revolves around the use 

of certain words and phrases that Lincoln normally did not use. 
Steers fails to mention this at all. Secondly, there is no way that 
John Hay would have told Robert Todd Lincoln that he, not Pres
ident Lincoln, had written the letter, unless he totally lacked sen
sitivity. After writing an entire book about people who lie about 
Abraham Lincoln, did it not occur to Steers that John Hay was 
capable of doing the same under the proper conditions? Appar
ently not, as this would have weakened his argument. 

All in all, the book is well-written and concise. The author 
has a pleasant writing style punctuated with humor and irony. As 
stated, it is not all-inclusive, which may lead to follow-up volumes. 
It should appeal to both the general public and Lincoln buffs. 

+++ 
Frank van der Linden. The Dark Intrigue: The 
True Story of a Civil War Conspiracy. Fulcrum 
Publishing, Golden, CO, 2007, 308p., $35. 

"Amid all his troubles in the depressing days of early 1863, 
President Lincoln most dreaded 'the fire in the rear. 'Sena
tor Charles Sumner of Massachusetts, after a visit with him, 
wrote to Professor Francis Lieber: 'These are dark hours ... 

The President tells me he now fears 'the fire in the rear' - meaning 
the Democracy, especially at the Northwest - more than our mili-

continued, next page 
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Lincolnphile, cont. 
tary chances ... Republican Governor Morton warned the Lincoln 
administration, in a frantic letter to Secretary Stanton, February 9: 
'The Democratic scheme may be briefly stated thus: End the war by 
any means whatever at the earliest possible moment This, of 
course, lets the Rebel states go, and acknowledges the Southern Con
federacy. They will then propose to the Rebels a reunion and recon
struction, upon condition of leaving out the New England states. This 
they believe the Southern states will accept, and so do I. It would 
withdraw twelve votes from the Senate, and leave the slave states in 
a permanent majority. .. Seymour and the leading Democratic politi
cians of New York and Pennsylvania are in the scheme.'" 

The years of the Civil War were years of mistrust and vitu
peration. In 1860, the Democratic Party split over the issue of 
slavery. After secession and the outbreak of hostilities, they 

became a distinct minority in 
Congress with poor prospects for 
a return to power. The Northern 
states rallied behind President 
Lincoln in his decision to use 
force against the states in rebel
lion, yet many had reservations. 
As long as the war was fought to 
restore the Union, they remained 
passive in their opposition. Bat
tlefield reverses, incompetence 
and corruption in the military 
and federal administration and 
the decision to adopt emancipa
tion as a key policy unleashed 
widespread opposition. The gov
ernment had to contend with the 

rebel army, unstable border states ravaged by marauding mili
tias, the threat of foreign intervention and recognition of the 
Confederacy, and "disloyal" politicians and journalists whose 
harsh rhetoric was undermining the War effort. The severity of 
the crisis prompted Lincoln to assume unprecedented executive 
powers, including suspension of the writ of habeas corpus, tem
porary closures of opposition newspapers, and arrests of politi
cians sharply critical of the War and those charged in its con
duct. The Civil War marked the origins of the U.S. Secret Service, 
with a proliferation of spies and government informers. Military 
commanders in the field were given much leeway in ordering 
arrests and conducting military tribunals when or, even if, they 
chose to. Election fraud was suspected on both sides, but the 
Federal government was in a position to use soldiers to patrol 
polling places, preventing disloyal and nonresident voters from 
exercising the franchise and likely intimidating many would-be 
voters in the process. The army was also able to furlough sol
diers prior to key elections, so that votes could be registered for 
administration candidates. Conversely, they had the power to 
withhold furloughs from those who might vote for the opposi
tion. These excesses, real or imagined, limited in scope or far
flung, did much to energize the anti-Lincoln peace movement. 

ln addition, this was a period of secret societies with politi
cal agendas. The progenitor of these was the Know Nothing 
Party, or Native Americans. They spawned the Knights of the 
Golden Circle, the Sons of Liberty, and the Order of American 
Knights. Then there were the Copperheads and the Butternuts 
who opposed the War. The newspapers of the period were high-

ly partisan, intentionally so, which fostered readership. Speaken 
at political rallies were expected to throw caution and reticence 
to the wind, lambasting their opponents unmercifully. Suspicior, 
and rumor were part-and-parcel of such oratory. 

It is within this context that author Frank van der Lindei: 
tells his tale of efforts to overthrow the Lincoln administration 
and/or end, rather than win, the War. Mr. van der Linden is cur
rently a Civil War historian, but spent nearly fifty years as 1 

Washington newspaper correspondent covering Congress ant 
the White House. He began this career in 1945, interviewing Pres 
ident Truman at a poker party and closed it during the tenure o 
George H. W. Bush. He was a frequent panelist on "Meet th1 
Press." He has written six books, including a biography of Ronalc 
Reagan and one on Lincoln: The Road to War. 

The subject matter of this book are two related historical 
occurrences. The first deals with the effort by Rebel agent! 
residing in Montreal to foment unrest in the North and promote 
secession by Illinois, Indiana and Ohio. This combination o! 
states, with Democratic politicians in control, would align them 
selves with the Southern Confederacy, thereby isolating the Ne11 
England States and insuring preeminence of the slave-holding 
states in national affairs. Supplied with vast amounts of capital 
by Je.fferson Davis, the Canadian agents were able to purchase 
guns for the Sons of Liberty who, they wrongly anticipated, 
would fight alongside Confederate partisans. They also financed 
an operation to liberate Confederate P.O.W.'s from camps in the 
three states mentioned, neutralize state militias in those areas by 
arresting or killing the Republican governors, and open up a "sec• 
ond front» in the Northeast. After accomplishing this mission, 
they planned to reinforce Southern troops in the border states ol 
Tennessee and Kentucky and bring those states back into the 
Rebel lold. The second subject deals with efforts to prevent the 
reelection of President Lincoln. The agents financed the election 
campaigns of Democratic politicians (notably James Robinson. 
defeated by Richard Oglesby for Illinois governor) and met with 
Democrats in Montreal where they wrote the key planks of the 
Chicago Platform. The Confederate agents promoted a "cessation 
of hostilities" and a "convention of the states" as a means to 
achieve a success that eluded them on the battlefield and were 
aided in that goal by Vallandigham and like-minded "peace' 
Democrats. A plan to incite an 1864 Election Day riot in Chicago 
and burn down the city was but one of many plots that failed. 

The book is exhaustively researched and is replete with pri
mary source material, including letters, newspaper editorials, 
reminiscences, statistical data from post-war references, diary 
entries, speeches, reports of mass meetings and rallies, etc. Van 
der Linden certainly has a reporter's eye and sensibility. Many ol 
the descriptions of the "characters» are rather colorful and fla
vored with the idiom of the period. The book starts out with 
what seems like criticism of Lincoln's abuse of constitutional lib
erties and rights. Yet, in the end, the story is what takes center 
stage. There is no effort, occult or overt, to glorify Lincoln or 
defend his actions. If any point-of-view exists, It relates to the 
effort by Northern Democrats to simply end the War by whatev
er means necessary, unconcerned with winning the conflict. The 
forty chapters that comprise the work are uniformly brief and 
succinct. The situation or subject is enunciated and "fleshed 
out" with the details from primary source material. With few 
exceptions, the author does not quote other scholars or "stand 
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on the shoulders" of their research which should constitute an 
exemplar, in our mind. 

The writing is straightforward and direct. We can generally 
find no fault with the facts or conclusions of the book. We would 
debate his contention that Lincoln was duped by the Confeder
ate agents in the Greeley-Niagara Falls "peace conference." In 
chapter 33, he reprints an interview with captured Rebel sol
diers that appeared in the Chicago Tribune in 1864 that is patent
ly a work of fiction, or highly embellished. Overall, we consider 
this a terrific work and one of the best Lincoln books we have 
read in a long time. It includes many quotes and facts unfamiliar 
to us, such as the Democratic Convention in 1864 being held at 
the same Wigwam Building that the Republicans used in 1860 
and that VaJJandigham was promised the post of Secretary of 
War had McClellan been elected (how about that great piece of 
1863 election doggerel: "O, won't Old Abe be furious and won't 
Burnside look blue, when they find out we've elected Val
landigham and Pugh.") I was unaware that August Belmont, 
chairman of the Democratic National Committee in 1864, was an 
Austrian Jew and was subjected to a great deal of anti-semitism 
in the campaign. People interested in the politicians and war
time history of JJlinois, Ohio and Indiana should definitely buy 
this volume. The story of Indiana Governor Oliver Morton is 
especially compelling. In order to prevent the Democratic legis
lature from taking control of the state militia from him, the 
Republican lawmakers absented themselves from the State
house, preventing a quorum. Accordingly, no budget was passed 
and Morton had to run the state for two years on the $250,000 
given to him as a loan by the Lincoln administration. You'U find 
stories like this throughout the book. Read and enjoy! 

+++ 
Barrus M. Carnahan. Act of Justice: Lincoln's 
Emancipation Proclamation and the Law of 
War, The University Press of Kentucky, 
Louisville, KY, 2007, 202p. 

Barrus M. Carnahan is a professional lecturer at George Wash
ington Law School, as well as a foreign affairs officer in the U. 
S. Department of State. Parts of this, his first book, were pre

viously published in issues of The Lincoln Herald in 2001 and 2006. 
The subject matter of this brief work deals with the events 

and thought processes leading up to the issuance of the Eman
cipation Proclamation. The President answered some of his crit
ics in a letter sent to James C. Conkling, read at a Grand Union 
RaJJy in Springfield, IL on September 3, 1863. Lincoln basically 
cited the "law of war" and the principle that "property, both of 
enemies and friends, may be taken when needed." In the book's 
introduction, Carnahan hints at his purpose in responding to 
Lincoln's statement: "What was the president trying to commu
nicate when he invoked the 'law of war', and what reason did he 
have to believe that this would satisfy the critics, or at least 
some of them? What events led him to use this justification for 
the proclamation, and what were the legal and policy implica
tions of this choice? ... In Lincoln's era, the principal way to chal
lenge the legality of an official act was to sue individual govern
ment officers for money damages. This practice, which the Unit
ed States had inherited from the English common law, meant 

that if the courts rejected the Emancipation Proclamation, every 
U. S. Army offlcer who sheltered a refugee from slavery would be 
liable to pay aggrieved slave owners the value of their property." 

At the very outset of the Civil War, Lincoln was urged by 
members of his own party to invoke the laws o[ war and "free" 
the slaves of the rebels. There was ample precedent for his doing 
so, including efforts by the Spanish to recruit slaves in North 
America in the 1740s, Simon Bolivar in South America and the 
British both in the Revolutionary War and the War of 1812. Basi
cally, you promised freedom to the slaves of your enemy if they 
would cross lines and fight on your side. There was also a prece
dent from the Second Seminole War where former slaves who 
fought with the Seminoles were treated as prisoners-of-war and 
not sold to or returned to slavery. 

In providing context and legal 
precedents, this book answers 
much of the criticism directed 
towards Lincoln regarding the 
Emancipation Proclamation. This 
criticism involves Lincoln's pro
crastination and the fact that the 
Proclamation was not legally bind
ing because it dealt with areas not 
under Union control. As the book 
progresses, we get a clearer pic
ture of how the Proclamation 
evolved. lnitialJy, Lincoln hoped 
that the crisis, like the Whiskey 
Rebellion during Washington's 
presidency, would fizzle out. This 
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was caused by his unrealistic view of popular sentiment in the 
South. Perhaps the fact that he had no correspondents from that 
region prevented him from accurately feeling the pulse of public 
opinion there. ln September 1861, he countermanded John Fr& 
mont's emancipation proclamation in Missouri. Yet, it appears 
that Lincoln had already made up his mind to issue his own 
proclamation in due course. He corresponded with his Illinois col
league, Orville H. Browning, on the subject and received a fifteen
page missive from Browning that enunciated the legal justifica
tions for not only Fremont's proclamation, but any similar one 
that might be promulgated later. Lincoln held on to Browning's let
ter and even "borrowed~ some of his phrases the following year. 

Lincoln was concerned with a myriad of issues that impact
ed his course or action. Keeping the border states within the 
Union was certainly a key concern. Lincoln had also promised 
not to interfere with slavery in the states where it was constitu
tionally permitted. In upholding the standard of "military neces
sity", he felt compelled to avoid emancipation until all military 
options had been played out. This was partly due to his knowl
edge of legal decisions which, as a lawyer, he was keenly aware 
of. Roger Taney's Supreme Court had made one such decision 
regarding an incident of the Mexican War (Mitchell v. Harmony) 
which permitted the seizure of private property where "the dan
ger is immediate, and impending; or the necessity urgent [or the 
public service, such as will not admit of delay." Lincoln did not 
feel that point had been reached in 1861 and early 1862. Lincoln 
also felt that his actions should be underpinned by laws enacted 
by Congress. In 186 l and 1862, Congress passed the F'irst and 
Second Confiscation Acts. The Confederates responded with a 
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Don's Reviews, cont. 
measured response that authorized sequestering of Union
owned property held within their territory or under their con
trol. Lincoln knew that an Emancipation Proclamation would not 
only have to overcome the "political and legal qualms of conser
vative politicians, but also the financial interests of businessmen 
and investors with sequestered property subject to Confederate 
forfeiture proceedings." 

The book discusses the international "rule of law", "natural 
law", the military code of conduct and different regulations that 
were published for the benefit of the military in the United 
States. In many instances, Union commanders were presented 
with new situations and demanded guidance from the War 
Department on how to deal with them. There is also the question 
of the use of military tribunals or commissions and the suspen
sion of habeas corpus. When did the civil authority defer to the 
military or executive branch? It deals with the proclamations 
issued by generals Fremont and Hunter, military matters (pris
oner exchanges, treatment of prisoners, nags of truce, letters of 
marque), etc. We learn that Ben Butler, although he initiated the 
use of contraband labor to maintain Fortress Monroe, turned 
away black slaves who tried to enter his lines in Louisiana. In Vir
ginia, he needed their help. In Loulsiana, they were just a burden 
on his men and supplies. 

The subject matter of this work is quite focused and limited. 
The author sticks to the subject and avoids the temptation to 
bring In tangential or rehashed material. Although somewhat 
"dry" in nature, he manages to keep it interesting. Readers 
should come away with a far-greater understanding of the issues 
surrounding the Emancipation Proclamation and no doubt see ii 
in a new, insightful light. 

+++ 
Drew Gilpin Faust. This Republic of Suffering: 
Death and the American Civil War. Alfred A. 
Knopf, New York, 2008, 346p., $27.95. 

D rew Gilpin Faust is currently president of Harvard Universi
ty and has a background as a professor of American history 
and civilization. She has previously written five books, all 

dealing with various aspects of Southern life from 1840 through 
the Civil War. 

In her current effort, she expands her scope and includes 
the United States as a whole, both North and South, during the 
Civil War and its immediate aftermath. Her subject matter, to say 
the least, is unconventional and may put off many readers. That 
subject is death - how Americans viewed it and dealt with its all
pervasive and overwhelming onslaught during the bloodbath of 
the Civil War. 

The book Is organized into eight chapters with a brief epi
logue, summarizing some of the work's findings and insights. 
These are interspersed with 56 illustrations, drawing upon 
engravings from Harper's Weekly and period photographs, espe
cially the battlefield images of Alexander Gardner and Timothy 
O'Sullivan. 

The initial chapter deals with the concept of the "good 
death." People on the verge or death were expected to yield 
gracefully to their fate, profess their sincere religious beliefs (or 
adopt them belatedly) and, hopefully, utter some "last words" 

that both reflected their acceptance of death and indicated their 
imminent and likely transition to a heavenly afterlife. The ideal 
scenario included a deathbed scene, surrounded by family mem 
hers and loved ones. The survivors could satisfy themselves thal 
a good death was achieved, taking heart from the last words and 
countenance of the soon-to-be departed that he or she was going 
to a better place. The deceased could then be given a proper 
burial, their identity preserved and family members given a 
physical locality to come to terms with the death. 

Much of U1is ideal was disrupted during the War. Deaths 
were often instantaneous or unwitnessed. Relatives were usually 
"in the dark" as to whether their loved ones still lived or were 
prisoners or patients in hospital wards. Identification and 
retrieval of bodies was often problematic. The need to determine 
the late of each solider, the circumstances of death and the dispo
sition of the mortal remains, if any, were pressing, ongoing issues. 

The chapters deal with these and many other topics, includ
ing: attitudes towards killing, identification and burial of casual
ties, the work of the Christian and Sanitary Commissions, the emer
gence of the embalming and undertaking trade, protocols involving 
mourning, the carnage's effect on religious beliefs, the sense of 
obligation towards the fallen, literary interpretations (Herman 
Melville, Ambroise Bierce and Emily Dickinson), establishing 
national cemeteries, and efforts, mostly post-war, to render an 
accurate accounting of the numbers of participants and casualties. 

The author's style of writing, generally, is lucid and direct. 
The subject of each chapter is clearly stated, typically followed 
and amplified by a series of poignant excerpts from letters of sol• 
diers and family members. The only misstep occurs in the chap
ter dealing with literary interpretations when the discussion 
degrades into an academic labyrinth. An example: " ... Dickinson 
decries the incommensurability of victory and its human cost. 
Sentenced, Like Bierce, to both sur- .------------, 
vivor's guilt and survivor's glory, she 
cannot escape either. Irony rests in 'r·H IS REP U B LI c OF 
death's destruction of the innocence SUFFERING 
and ignorance of prospect, as well as 
in the very notion of loss itself as 
irremediable annihilation rather than ' 
the redemptive sacrifice of Christian 
promise." Fortunately, this example 
is an exception, rather than the rule, 
of the book's prose. 

We will excerpt another, more 
lucid example Crom the book's epi
logue which constitutes a more accu
rate reflection of the author's talent 
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and style. "Individuals found themselves in a new and different 
moral universe, one in which unimaginable destruction had 
become daily experience. Where did God belong in such a 
world? How could a benevolent deity countenance such cruelty 
and such destruction? Doubt threatened to overpower faith -
faith in the Christian narrative of a compassionate divinity and a 
hope of life beyond the grave, faith in the intelligibility and pur• 
pose of life on Earth. Language seemed powerless to explain, 
humans unable to comprehend what their deaths - and thus 
their lives - could mean. Man had been at once agent and victim 
of war's destruction. Both as butcher and butchered, he had 
shown himself far closer to the beasts than to the angels. The 
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vaunted human soul had seemed to count for little in the face of 
war's fearsome physicality, its fundamental economy of bodies, 
of losses and casualties, of wounding and killing. Mutilated and 
nameless corpses challenged notions of the unity and integrity 
of the human selves they once housed, for by the tens of thou
sands these selves had fragmented and disappeared. Death with
out dignity, without decency, without identity imperiled the 
meaning of the Ufe that preceded it. Americans had not just lost 
the dead; they had lost their own lives as they had understood 
them before the war." 

Although the subject matter is not one that I personally find 
alluring, the narrative held my attention throughout. The 
author's "take" is quite insightful. Readers interested in this peri
od of our history wiU no doubt come away with a greater under
standing of the times by exploring some of the "undercurrents" 
and their implications. This is a discussion not likely to be found 
in the vast bibliography of the Civil War, past or current. 

+++ 
William Lee Miller. President Lincoln: the Duty 
of a Statesman. Alfred A. Knopf, New York, 
2008, 497p., $30. 

The subject of this new work is described by its author: "State
craft at the highest level is a most exacting human activity, 
one that presents distinctive moral dilemmas. This book 

examines the moral performances of Abraham Lincoln in the 
office of president of the United States. It is therefore indirectly 
a book about statesmanship and moral choice in the American 
presidency, through an examination of the conduct of the most 
remarkable occupant of that office. I wrote an earlier book, lin
coln 's Virtue: An Ethical Biography, which dealt primarily with 
Lincoln before he became president. Of course a wit said the 
next book should be Lincolns Vices. I offer this instead." 

Besides the above mentioned "prequel" published in 2002, 
Mr. Miller has written Arguing About Slavery: John Quincy Adams 
and the Great Battle in the American Congress (1996), The First lib
erty: America's Foundation in Religious liberty (1986), The Fif
teenth Ward and the Great Society (1966) and Piety Along the 
Potomac (1964). He has worked as a magazine writer and editor, 
a speecbwriter for Adlai Stevenson in 1956, a three-term New 
Haven alderman, and a professor at Yale, the University of Vir
ginia, Smith College and Indiana University. He is currently 
"Scholar in Ethics and Institutions" at the Miller Center for Pub
lic Affairs at the University of Virginia. He is on the boards of the 
Abraham Lincoln Institute, the Lincoln Studies Group and the 
Abraham Lincoln Bicentennial Commission. 

Miller did not write a book on Lincoln's vices apparently 
because he feels he didn't have any. II he had written it, it would 
have been like those clever antebellum campaign biographies 
("The Lile and Services of the [opposition candidate)") with 
blank pages Inside. He feels that Lincoln was, to quote another 
Civil War era usage, "The Right Man in the Right Place." He 
emphasizes Lincoln's meager qualifications and the negative 
image he projected, in stark contrast to his performance in 
office. The qualifications of previous presidents are briefly dis
cussed, as well as their accomplishments, or lack thereof. MiJler 
sees Lincoln as a man who had a moral anchor, prudence in the 

execution of his duties, an abiding belief in the United States and 
the ideals of its founding, an ability to discern priorities and act 
on them, and a tenacious adherence to maintaining both the 
Union and the oath of office he took to uphold it. 

Various aspects of the Lincoln presidency are presented 
chronologically. How he dealt with these issues, as well as the 
multiple crises that surfaced from the outset, is explored in 
depth. Each episode tends to reinforce the author's admiration 
for Lincoln and his executive abilities. The subjects presented 
include: the decision to reinforce Forts Sumter and Pickens, Bull 
Run and other Union defeats, dealing with Fremont and Hunter's 
unauthorized emancipation proclamations, keeping border 
states within the Union, the suspension of the writ of habeas cor
pus, the "Trent" Affair and its ramifications, McClellan's check
ered career as commander, the slavery issue, finding moral 
meaning to the War and significance beyond-the-moment, deal
ing with the opposition, the use of pardons in courts-martial 
under review, and dealing with issues of reconstruction. 

The challenges for Lincoln were unprecedented. "Could he 
discern objectively, not deceivi.ng himself with wishes, the actu
al shape of the concrete reality in which he would make deci
sions? Could he connect the great moral principles to which he 
had given voice to the severely limiting realities of the actual 
complicated world he faced? Having made that discernment and 
that connection, could he decide? Or would he, like Buchanan, 
postpone, procrastinate, and waver? Having decided, could he 
persuade others? Could he lead? Having decided and persuaded, 
could he hold to his course through vicissitudes? But could he 
then change - admit mistakes, alter course - when circum
stances would warrant?" Miller answers these questions most 
emphatically in the affirmative. Many of the actions Lincoln took 
were controversial, then and now, and went counter to the 
advice of colleagues. In some cases, 
their very legality was open to ques
tion. "Lincoln, operating at the moral 
as well as the geographical border, 
had condoned if not instituted the 
arrest and imprisonment of state leg
islators as they were about to legis
late, and of police commissioners, a 
police chief, and a mayor; had sus
pended habeas corpus and declined 
to honor an order by the chief justice 
of the United States; had sent troops 
to occupy a state not in rebellion and 
to provide the presence of force as 
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voters went to the polls; had recognized as a governor a man 
appointed by delegates from less than a quarter of the counties 
of a state; had acquiesced in the division of an existing state on 
the thinnest of rationalizations; had surreptitiously sent arms to 
sympathetic civilians in a state that was not in rebellion; had 
insisted that a general's order emancipating slaves be canceled, 
thereby infuriating his antislavery supporters; had acquiesced in 
the mustering of civilians directly into the federals' service, skip
ping the state militia; had jumped a captain all the way to a 
brigadier general, ahead of a lifetime army man: and had con
doned making war on an elected governor, driving him into exile. 
These and like acts to come would set terrible precedents for 
later chief executives, but they could be defended in their own 

continued, next page 
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time and place not only by the necessity but by the unique 
necessity of civil war, in which the physical and moral essence of 
the nation was at risk - uniquely at risk. These actions were 
made necessary by a profound and original irregularity; that the 
rebels sought to overthrow by force of arms the government that 
Lincoln was sworn to defend." 

The author's research included the standard sources, such 
as Collected Works, Herndon's Lincoln, the diaries of Gideon 
Welles, Nicolay and Hay's biography, as well as many Lincoln 
books published within the last decade or so. He tends to over
ly quote these recent works, as if to lend credence to the con
clusion he advances. This practice can make one suspect that 
the author lacks independence or has anything new to o[fer. The 
relationship has an incestuous aspect. Having written a book, 
future authors will now read his work and quote his conclusions 
in their books. Like a Russian nesting-doll, there will be layer
upon-layer of references, with a core of little substance. Obvi
ously, he has a point-of-view or position which he is trying to 
establish. He does this primarily by discussing situations involv
ing Lincoln - sometimes, like Lincoln, presenting opposing 
views. In each case, though, be ends up approving the course 
Lincoln took. He can certainly come off as an apologist for Lin
coln, even though the evidence he presents is generally persua
sive. Each historical figure seems to have someone willing to 
trumpet his virtues. Miller comes down hard on McClellan, for 
example, with nary a kind word for Little Napoleon. Yet, there 
have been persuasive books written in his defense. So, the ques
tion arises ... bow balanced are these books? How balanced is 
Miller's'? Each reader must decide this for himself, it seems. 

There are some errors in the book. These include calling the 
hotel that Elmer Ellsworth was killed in the "Principal Hotel", 
rather than the Marshall House. Another states that General 
Grant "was preparing the Army of Northern Virginia for its big 
push in the Wilderness Campaign." (J,/as Robert E. Lee aware of 
this?) Miller is not a particularly gifted writer, although his style 
is rather straightforward and conversational. Some of his sen
tences require a second or third reading to ascertain their mean
ing and proper flow. The editing of this book seems very poor 
indeed. Some examples of both: "Lincoln needed to slip the 
brandy of emancipation into the lemonade of Union-saving for 
reasons both of his formal mora.I and legal obligation and of 
pulilical reality." (this allusion closely following the Lincoln anec
dote about the Irishman desiring his drink to be spiked "unbe
knownst to him.") Or, "On the evening of the very day the Union 
armies won their unfulfilled victory at Antietam, on September 
17, Lincoln at Soldiers' Home worked on the final draft of what 
would come to be called the preliminary emancipation procla
mation." How about " ... setting forth proposals that had already 
been multiply rejected." Or, one final example of sloppy writing: 
"With the proclamation his objectives - saving the Union and 
ending slavery - implicitly linked but in tension with each other 
from the start, came now to be explicitly joined. He no longer 
needed to disguise the strong stuff of emancipation in the club 
soda of backward-looking Union-saving." 

Miller presents a coherent thesis which, lor the most part, 
gets to the essence of Lincoln and, with minor exceptions, is sup
ported by established facts. How balanced it ls remains an unan
swered question. We don't feel the work provides much in the 
way of new insight. It pretty much covers much of the old 
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ground. Any value it possesses rests with its focus. It would bt 
unfair, however, to say that this work lacks any new information 
Some examples of this include: the case of Dr. David M. Wright 
who was executed for killing a Union soldier in Norfolk (an entire 
chapter), a December 1861 report by Simon Cameron proposing 
emancipation and arming of slaves that was sent to newspapers 
and published without Lincoln's knowledge, a proposed peace ini, 
tiative letter from Lincoln to Je[f Davis written in August 1864 al 
Henry Raymond's behest, David Hunter's hilarious letter reac 
before.the Senate dealing with his use of former slaves, and a White 
House practical joke played by Harry Truman on his mother, whc 
had a lifelong and perhaps justified hatred of Abraham Lincoln. 

+++ 
Daniel Mark Epstein. The Lincoln 's: Portrait of 
a Marriage. Random House/Ballantine Books, 
New York, 2008, 576p., $28. 

Daniel Mark Epstein is a biographer, poet and dramatist whose 
work has been widely published and performed. He has writ· 
ten biographies of Aimee Semple McPherson, Edna St. Vin

cent Millay, Nat King Cole, Abraham Lincoln and Walt Whitman 
(Lin.coin and Whitman: Parallel Lives in Civil War Washington) and 
given talks on Lincoln at various venues. 

According to the press release, this is the first full-length 
book to cover the Lincoln marriage since 1953, when scholars 
lacked today's resources. " ... Epstein has produced an incisive 
and balanced portrait of the Lincoln's, from their mysterious and 
troubled courtship in 1840 until his assassination in Ford's The
atre in 1865 ... this is the first book about the Lincoln marriage 
that recounts the Springfield years (16 years out of 22 total) and 
in as much detail as the White House years." The promotional 
blurb provides a summary of new 
material contained in the work. 
These include: the theory that 
Lincoln, prior to his marriage and 
for years afterward, thought he 
had contacted syphilis and was 
taking the prescribed pill for that 
affliction; the two-year sojourn of 
18-year-old Harriet Hanks in the 
Lincoln household, working as a 
domestic; Lincoln's visit to Lex
ington, KY en route to Congress in 
1847 and his attendance of a 
Henry Clay anti-war speech at 
that location; the witnessing by 
the Lincoln's of an abduction of a 
black servant in their Washington, 
DC boarding house; the assault of Lincoln by his wife with a stick 
of firewood in 1857, with supporting evidence; the harrowing 
experience of Mary Lincoln as she passed through Baltimore, an 
innocent decoy, on the way to Washington in February 1861; the 
influence of a poem by Albert Leighton, owned by Lincoln, in 
composing the "mystic chords of memory" imagery of his first 
Inaugural Address; a letter from a Washington doctor concerning 
Mrs. Lincoln's handling of a medical crisis in the White House 
that disproves anecdotal evidence that she was useless in such 
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emergencies; a precise chronicling or Mrs. Lincoln's extrava
gances and fraudulent dealings as First Lady and the involve
ment of the House Judiciary Committee; and a detailed account 
of the Lincolns' visit to Fort Stevens while under enemy attack 
with a measured analysis of the actual dangers Involved (unlike 
Hillary Clinton at Kosovo, the Lincoln's were ACTUALLY subject 
to sniper fire!) 

AU-in-all, this is a very line book which holds ones interest 
over the span of five hundred pages. Obviously, documentation 
for the early years of the Lincoln courtship and marriage is 
sparse, subject to many "blank'' stretches of time. The book 
starts out reading like a fictiona.l work, with much emphasis on 
establishing a mood, going into details, imagining the thoughts 
and words of the young protagonists. As the time frame 
advances, the "novelistic" style shifts to something more appro
priate to an historica.l biography, utilizing actual words extract
ed from reminiscences, newspaper accounts, letters and diaries. 
Epstein is a talented writer, as seen in this excerpt: "Mary Lin
coln was indeed surrounded by much that renders life desirable, 
including the Presbyterian church at Third and Washington 
where she offered prayers of thanksgiving on Sunday. They pur
chased a pew in the seventh row for fifty dollars. She had all of 
these things. Yet she was so lonely that her fondest wish for her 
friend was that Hannah might never be as lonely as she was. She 
was lonely because she did not have him, Abraham Lincoln, her 
husband. Perhaps she had never possessed him as she wished; 
perhaps no one, and nothing, could take him in. He was begin
ning to seem - to many people - larger than life. He had certain
ly outshone every politician in the West with the possible excep
tion of Stephen Doug.las, whose star was waning ... It would have 
been a pleasure for them to forget their differences in the 
warmth of the marriage bed, steeped in the solvent of erotic 
love; but time and the wounds of childbirth had diminished that 
reliable solution. They were left with the prosaic truth of each 
other; a middle-aged woman and man in two chairs, bound by 
their children, their home and possessions, their memories, 
social conventions, and their burning ambition. They were still 
drawn together by the mysterious lure of the future." 

The book seems well-founded on solid research, although 
some errors have insidiously crept in. These include: a state
ment that the Wide Awakes was one of the "many Republican 
marching and support clubs founded during the 1856 campaign", 
that Robert Todd Lincoln was given the nickname "Prince of 
Rails" during the pre-inaugural visit to Indianapolis in February 
1861 (Abraham Lincoln was proclaimed the "Prince of Rails" dur
ing the campaign of 1860, inspired by the visit that year of the 
Prince of Wales), and that Robert Anderson of Fort Sumter fame 
was a colonel, rather than a major in the army. Minor stuff, we 
must admit. There are also some descriptions of political 
ephemera that we find totally intriguing. These include: a printed 
invitation to an 1839 Springfield cotillion with an American eagle 
and a list of managers that encompasses Lincoln, Ninian Edwards, 
Jr., James Shields, Joshua Speed and Stephen Douglas, PLUS a sim
ilar piece for a February 22, 1849 George Washington "Birth Night 
Ball" in the nation's capital with Lincoln and Douglas listed as Illi
nois managers in the event organized to raise funds for the Wash
ington monument. Do these things actually still exist, or have they 
been "extrapolated" by the author based on period accounts? 
Something else to look for ... the collecting passion bums!! 
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We find fault with the work in two areas only. There is a ten
dency to constantly describe the clothing and hairstyles of Mary 
Lincoln, as no doubt reported by eyewitnesses. Anyone not 
familiar with couture and hair styling terminology may find it 
hard to visua.lize. Tbe repetition becomes irritating. Secondly, 
the author, in the final chapter of the book dealing with the night 
of the assassination, abandons his earlier writing style and 
instead switches to the present tense and a "rapid fire" staccato 
of brief, unadorned sentences. The shift is jarring and one gets 
the impression that the final chapter was rushed through to 
completion. On the whole, though, we can heartily endorse this 
newest entrant in the panoply of Lincoln tomes. 

+++ 
Jason Emerson. The Madness of Mary Lincoln. 
Southern Illinois University Press, Carbondale, 
IL, 2007, 255p., $29.95. 

J ason Emerson is a freelance writer and independent histori
an who has worked as an historical interpreter at the Lincoln 
Home National Historic Site, the Gettysburg National Military 

Park and the Jefferson National Expansion Memorial. He has 
written articles that have been published in over a dozen jour
nals, including "The Rail Splitter." While preparing for his first 
book, a biography of Robert Todd Lincoln, he discovered copies 
of the missing Mary Todd Lincoln "insanity letters" (see cover 
story in our Spring 2007 issue for details and background infor
mation). His focus then shifted to writing a book about Mary's 
post-assassination years, with an emphasis on her brief, but con
troversial stay in a sanitarium for the insane. 

The original letters, along with the typewritten draft of a 
magazine article by their then owner Myra Pritchard, were sold 
to Mary Harlan Lincoln and 
destroyed. A duplicate set were 
destroyed by Margreta Pritchard 
in 1951 on the advice of noted Lin
coln collector Oliver Barrett For
tunately, a third set were retained 
in the files of Robert Todd Lin
coln's lawyer, Frederick Towers. 
Jason's remarkable discovery 
also unearthed Mary Todd Lin
coln's lost will [rom 1878. 

"Of the twenty-five letters, 
there are photographs of seven of 
Mary's handwritten originals, in 
whole or in part; copies of eight in 
Myra Blackwell's handwriting, 
written on 'Chicago Legal News' 
letterhead, dating to sometime in or prior to 1894, when she 
died; and copies of three in Myra Pritchard's handwriting, dating 
probably to 1928. The other seven letters are found only in the 
unpublished Pritchard manuscript.... The lost letters offer 
numerous insights into Mary's mental and physical condition 
before, during, and after the 1875 insanity episode; on the 
actions she took to secure her freedom from the sanitarium; on 
the opinions of her family and friends of her incarceration; on 
her friendship with and dependence on the family of Myra Black-
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well; on the estrangement between Mary and her son Robert as 
a result of the insanity episode; and on her life in Europe alter 
her release from the sanitarium." 

The book covers the period from Lincoln's assassination 
through Mary's death in 1882. On the night of the assassination, 
at the Peterson House, Mary shrieked to one acquaintance: "Why 
didn't he shoot me?" (My thought, exactly!) If John Wilkes Booth 
had been present, he might have said: "Sorry ... I only had one 
bullet!" OK, enough humor, now for more book review. 

The point here is that Mary Todd Lincoln has a bad rap 
which was not helped by the insanity episode of 1875. Robert 
Todd Lincoln, likewise, is defined to a greater degree by the deci
sion he took to have her committed. The discovery of these sup
pressed letters has given Mr. Emerson the opportunity to com
plete the picture and give a objective account of the events, seen 
in the context of the times. This takes into consideration con
temporary legal practice, popular opinion, Victorian rules of 
conduct, family history (the Todd family had many instances of 
mental illness and suicide), the state of medical science and 
practice, and the thoughts of the principals themselves, as 
expressed in confidential letters. lo this effort, he succeeds 
admirably. The various schools o[ thought on a particular sub
ject are presented (both pro and con), referenced to contempo
rary newspaper articles and letters, and a conclusion drawn 
where the evidence seems conclusive. In some areas, such as 
Mary Todd's state o[ mind and her medical condition, such pre
cision is impossible. In such a case, the various possibilities are 
discussed in an open-ended manner. In many cases, Mary's 
behavior was not constant and may have been affected by her 
physical aliments. She also had the ability to mask her emotions 
in an effort to effect a particular, desired result. 

The book is arranged in ten "easy-to-read" chapters, inter
spersed with some illustrations of the principals, an epilogue 
containing conclusions by the author, and appendices with tran
scripts of the lost letters and legal documents related to their 
purchase and destruction. 

We quote part of the epilogue as an example of the author's 
exemplary lack of bias. "To declare Robert an honorable, loving 
son is not to attack or demean Mary Lincoln. This is one of the 
primary roadblocks to a true understanding of the insanity event 
that has been a part of the popular thinking for decades; to 
defend either Robert or Mary does not make it a requirement to 
defile the other. Mary Lincoln deserves understanding [or her 
horribly traumatic life and her psychiatric illness. She deserves 
empathy, and not a little pity, [or the trials she endured, which 
began with the death of her mother and ended only in her own 
death. Mental illness is not something actively sought, and we 
cannot blame Mary for her irrationalities; nor can we blame 
Robert for dealing with his mother in a way he deemed most nec
essary and proper. The student of history must not make con
clusions outside of historical context. This is the principal mis
take made in regard to Robert Lincoln. His personality, his moti
vations, have never been considered in their proper Victorian 
attire, but when they are, and when he is given a lair standard to 
measure against, there can be no doubt that Robert Lincoln was 
an honorable man who loved his mother. Likewise, when exam
ining the evidence, there can be no doubt that Mary Lincoln suf
fered from serious mental illness. Her family, friends, and doc
tors treated her with love and respect, but they were firm in their 
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commitment to the alleviation o[ her troubles." 
In that vein, the last appendix to the book contains an arL 

cle titled "The Psychiatric Illness of Mary Lincoln" by Dr. Jame 
S. Brust, a currently-licensed psychiatrist. Like the author, ht 
suggests some possibilities, including bipolar disorder, diabet~ 
tabes dorsalis, and syphilis (which we find especially intriguini 
as it ties-in with the assertion of Daniel Epstein, author of the Lir 
coin book reviewed on these pages, that Lincoln bad syphilis o: 
at least thought he did). These remain speculations, but specL 
lations based on known facts. 

We enjoyed this book. It was focused on a fairly brief hist01 
!cal period, based on primary source material, and was cone!& 
and impartial. The style of writing is straightforward and uncon 
plicated. It is certainly an auspicious start for a new historian. 

+++ 
Jason Emerson. Lincoln the Inventor. Cai·bon
dale, IL, Southern Illinois University Press, 2009, 
112p., $12.95. 

The author confesses: "This is an unconventional book. It' 
really an extended monograph in two sections rather thai 
a typical book with numerous chapters... I have alwa)'I 

enjoyed and admired short works; they get straight to the mea 
of a subject, without extraneous rhetoric and verbiage. While rel 
atively uncommon today, such diminutive books often weri 
done in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, usua 
ly as personal recollections, and in the Lincoln field, I can nam 
many that I have found valuable." 

Indeed, this work falls into that category. It relates the dev 
opment of Lincoln's patent and puts it in context. ""It showed th• 
mechanical genius of his mind and his way of thinking and ana 
lyzing, his penchant for expanding his teaming and understan 
ing disciplines other than politics, his fidelity to the politica 
belie[ o[ internal improvements, his 
attempts at scholarly lecturing, and his 
admiration and fostering of invention 
and innovation as president... his pen
chant for math and science reflected his 
desire for exactness in everything he 
did, from surveying, to the law, to mili
tary planning, and even to his study or 
grammar and his writing ... As Lincoln 
himself said in his lecture on discover
ies and inventions, 'In one word, by 
means of writing, the seeds of invention 
were more permanently preserved, and 
more widely sown' ... This was his 
genius: his indefatigable desire to 
advance his knowledge, to create, and to improve the world I 
which he lived by that creation." 

We learn not only that Lincoln's original patent model, som 
of which he carved himself, still exists and is housed at th 
Smithsonian Institution, but that a second model which h 
retained apparently has been lost. After his single term as Co 
gressman ended, Lincoln stayed in Washington a couple o[ week 
longer to submit his patent application. Once the applicatio 
was approved, Lincoln never attempted to market the device, s 
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it was never put to practicable use, although its principles were 
incorporated into subsequent submarine and salvage technology. 

The first part of the book deals with the invention itself. The 
second part talks about Lincoln's lectures on discoveries and 
inventions, delivered between 1857 and 1860. Lincoln left two 
drafts or fragments of his lecture, which were deposited in the 
famous "Grimsley trunk." They were eventually sold and still 
exist. Some experts believed they represented two distinct lec
tures; others felt they were components of but a single lecture. 
Interestingly, Lincoln brought a third draft of the lecture with 
him to Washington in 1861. He thought enough of the work to 
contemplate its publication after he left oUice. The unpublished 
manuscript was part of the papers retained by Robert Todd Lin
coln, but could not be found when requested by Nicolay & Hay 
for their upcoming biography. 

The lectures generated mixed results. At some venues, Lin
coln was well-received and got favorable notice In the papers. At 
another, so few people showed up that Lincoln gave them back 
their admission fees and declined to deliver his talk. Typically, 
Lincoln's law partner William Herndon spoke disparagingly of 
the effort. He probably felt that Lincoln was not cut out for the 
lecture circuit and should stick to politics, while guided by the 
sage advice of colleagues. 

The book reprints the text of the "first" and "second" lec
tures on discoveries and inventions. These are incomplete, 
which is obvious from their brevity and reminiscences by eye
witnesses that the talks included a section on the therapeutic 
affects of laughter, here lacking. Lincoln let people know "where 
he was coming from" in some opening remarks: "I have already 
intimated my opinion that in the world's history, certain inven
tions and discoveries occurred, of peculiar value, on account of 
their great efficiency in facilitating all other inventions and dis
coveries. Of these were the arts of writing and printing - the dis
covery of America, and the introduction of Patent-laws." 

Having never read these lectures and, in spite of Herndon's 
disapproval, I found them quite entertaining. They are permeat
ed by the "light touch" of dry humor. The first lecture is, no 
doubt, the less interesting of the two, often making references to 
events cited in the Bible. Yet, in their methodical reference to 
popular history, they remind me of the Cooper Union Address. 
The second lecture is particularly noteworthy in its comparison 
ol "Yuung Amertca" and Old-Fogyism. Lincoln was certainly a 
nationalist himself, in the "Young America" mold and felt that 
western civilization (i.e., America) was far superior to that of 
Europe and Asia, marked by unlimited potential and eternal 
progress. This also has some racial overtones. When Lincoln dis
cusses the discovery of gold in California, he says the old world 
Spaniards and "Mexican greasers" lived there for centuries and 
missed the gold that was right under their noses (there goes the 
Hispanic vote!). His discussion of "Young America" remains, 
however, a brilliant piece of political satire. He cites the "Inven
tion of the negro" in the capacity of a slave. He says "Young 
America" will help other nations establish democracy by Invad
ing their territory, only on the condition that the native people 
are opposed to it and have vast tracts of land. Without that land, 
their quest for democracy can be put off for hundreds of years, 
as far as we're concerned. Lincoln was obviously focused on the 
Mexican War which he had disastrously opposed during his 
tenure in Congress (In the company, we should add, of U. S. 

Grant). It is unfortunate that we don't have a video of the lecture, 
as many references lost on us were easily grasped and savored 
by those truly privileged to attend. 

In any event, this remains a pleasant and refreshing work, 
especially if one will take the time to carefully peruse the "Dis
coveries and Inventions" lectures ... denigrated in their lime, but 
now worthy of study. 

+++ 
Fred Reed, Abraham Lincoln: The Image of His 
Greatness, Whitman Publishing, LLC, Atlanta, 
Georgia, 2009, 272p., $29.95. 

F or those interested in collecting Lincoln, this book should 
prove of interest, as it focuses on the vast array of objects 
that depict or are named after our 16th president. The author 

is a longtime collector, having started his lifelong avocation in 
the mid-1950s acquiring, appropriately, Lincoln pennies. He no 
doubt placed them in Whitman coin albums which started 
appearing on the scene in 1940. Whitman Publishing manufac
tures coin supplies, hosts collector shows and exhibitions, and 
publishes reference works such as this (it's a SMALL world!) I also 
started collecting coins in the 1950s, but "scouted" primarily Indi
an head pennies and buffalo nickels (Hopalong Cassidy, Wild Bill 
Hickock and the Lone Ranger may have had some influence!) 

Reed has written dozens of articles for numismatic journals, 
as well as The Lincoln Herald. He currently publishes and edits 
the bimonthly journal of the Society of Paper Money Collectors. 
From the Introduction: "I have endeavored to present a coherent, 
chronological survey of the Lincoln image over time. This pre
sent work is a book about Lincoln image in the broadest sense .... 
Although this Is an illustrated narrative, it is not a catalog. It 
traces Lincoln commemoration and ongoing development of Lin
coln consciousness in myriad media from his own time down to 
ours. The selection was more eclectic than scientific ... I have 
endeavored to be neither cheer
leader nor mudslinger, merely true 
to the historical record in words 
and pictures. Abraham Lincoln: The 
Image of His Greatness is presented 
in four chronological eras: I) Abra
ham Lincoln (1809-1865); 2) Lincoln, 
the Ideal (1865-1909); 3) Lincoln, 
the Idol (1909-1959); and, 4) Lin
coln, the Icon (1959-2009). Consider 
these divisions shorthand cate
gories, not exclusive precincts. 
These designations have consider
able overlap to be sure, but do pre
sent the dominant transitional his
torical view of the evolving Lincoln image during those eras, 
according to my research." 

Fred has a particular interest in the depiction of Abraham 
Lincoln on U. S. currency, coins and financial instruments. Peo
ple who collect ancient coins can, he believes, glean historical 
insight from their study. This can be extrapolated to his field of 
specialization, an area he feels has been overlooked by scholars 
and historians. Accordingly, the book is replete with examples of 
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currency, bonds, coins, revenue and postal stamps, American 
and foreign, that feature Abraham Lincoln. We learn that Lincoln 
was the first president to be depicted on U.S. currency, upon pas
sage of the Legal Tender Act of 1862 (co-honorees were Salmon 
Chase and Winfield Scott). He was also the first president to be 
depicted on U.S. coinage (Washington was depicted on some 
colonial-era coins prior to becoming president). Obviously, there 
was some underlying psychology behind the selection of design 
elements, often indicating legitimacy and financial soundness. 
The images and symbols we use on our money reflect both our 
ideals and things that distinguish us as Americans. It is not sur
prising that we don't see any images of Millard Fillmore or 
Richard Nixon on our stamps and coins, although we cou.ld 
evince a certain historical honesty if Boss Tweed, J. P. Morgan, or 
the Golden Arches were featured. In any event, the depiction of 
Lincoln on the widely-used, ubiquitous penny and $5 bill for a 
century or more has certainly had an effect in "branding" Lincoln 
onto the American consciousness. Likewise, there is something 
to be said for the fact that Lincoln's image also appears on the 
stamps and coi.ns of many foreign countries. 

For the sake of any future editions, let me point out a handfu.l 
of errors. Figure 1.18 labeled "Lincoln's boyhood home in Farming
ton, Kentucky" is actually the cabin that Lincoln helped build for 
his father upon the family's arrival in Illinois in 1830. The 1860 Lin
coln campaign ribbon shown as Fig. 1.41 ls a recent reproduction. 
The token shown as Fig. 1.48d is not a muling, but the obverse and 
reverse of a 38 mm. medal by True and a 28 mm. medal by an 
unknown engraver. The medal shown as Fig. 1.168c is not an inau
gural medal issued in 1865, but a commemorative one made in 
1867. Finally, Fig. 1.169a is not a ribbon issued as an 1865 inaugur
al souvenir, but a souvenir of the 189~ Chicago's World's Fair. 

Fred has 4,000 items in his Lincoln collection to draw upon. 
He also has gathered images from other sources to assemble 
approximately 700-800 illustrations. The layout is both uniform 
and simple, with illustrations generally appearing on the bottom 
of the page and text at the top. The quality of the pictures is very 
good and the design highly creative and professional. In spite ol 
Fred's background in currency, such items do not overwhelm. 
There is, in fact, a very even mix of items. There will be compar
isons made, no doubt, to Stuart Schneider's book Collecting Lin
coln. One major difference being that this book does not segre
gate items by their collecting categories. Obviously, political 
items appear in the chapters that cover the time period prior to 
Lincoln's assassination; beyond that, though, all other types are 
randomly interspersed. The first chapter contains a brie.l sum
mary of Lincoln's life and the folklore surrounding it, but the text 
genera1ly conforms to a series of "datelines" - brie.l entries that 
either describe an event in Lincoln's life or something related to 
a "Lincoln event" or the creation of an artwork or commemora
tive object. Each chapter has opening remarks, usua11y quite per
ceptive and well-written, that precede the dateline entries. These 
look beyond "surface" factors that influence what was produced 
(available technologies, popu.lar taste and culture) and try to dig 
deeper for underlying themes. The first chapter goes from Lin
coln's birth until his assassination. The second chapter starts 
with the aftermath of the assassination until the centennial. "The 
tragedy [assassination] transformed Lincoln from man to martyr. 
Almost immediately the country's grief translated the mortal Lin
coln into the idealized Lincoln. Honest Old Abe the Rail Splitter, 

who cracked vulgar jokes and trampled civil liberties, becam, 
Father Abraham, the Great Emancipator and Savior of Olli 

Nation. Washington may have still been first in the hearts of hit 
countrymen, but Lincoln quickly became a close second." Th, 
third chapter relates changes that took place behveen the cerr 
tennial and the sesquicentennial. " ... The Lincoln idol sat on hil 
Grecian throne at the west end of the Capitol Mall flanked by tht 
tablets oi his divine revelations, his 'Gettysburg Address' and hi! 
'Second Inaugural Address.' ... The immortal, deified Lincoln wru 
omnipr~ent. He gazed protectively from the granite pantheon ir 
the Black Hills and from monuments across the nation ... Ameri
ca's Main Street, the Lincoln Highway, spanned the country froir 
sea to shining sea ... His birthplace was ensconced in a Greel 
temple. Replica cabins were constructed for the edification '1 
tourists at the world's fair ... Lincoln's literature, monuments 
shrines, and other trappings of divinity became the fabric ri 
daily life ... The years 1909 to 1959 cou.ld weII be called the 'Lirr 
coin half century.' During that time more than 8,500 books 01 

Lincoln were published ... Lincoln appeared as a character iI 
more than I 00 films on the silver screen ... Lincoln the brand wru 
appropriated for everything from cigarettes to life insuranC( 
companies to automobiles." The fourth chapter deals with th1 
period from the sesquicentennial to this year's bicentennial 
"Although many still admire Lincoln, and he continuously rank! 
at or near the top ol every poll of 'best' or 'most admired' U.S 
president, he increasingly bas become trivialized in the past hat 
century. This dumbing-down of Lincoln has become a staple a 
pop culture. Dressed in drag ... or characterized as a melancholit 
insomniac in advertisements - such depictions are significant!) 
divorced from Lincoln's prior idea1ized and idolized persona 
During this period books by Lincoln detractors have also prom 
erated. Lincoln, originally the man of the people, was put on 
pedesta1 only to be pulled oil it and become commonplace onct 
again." (With apologies to Norma Desmond in "Sunset Bou!& 
vard", I can imagine someone going up to Lincoln today and say 
ing, "Hey, aren't you Abe Lincoln. You used to be big!" to whid 
Lincoln replies, "I still am BIG. It's the country that got SMALL.'1 
Finally, the author devotes a few pages on the relevancy of Lilr 
coin for current and future generations, along with recounti~ 
efforts to commemorate the bicentennial of his birth on stamps 
coins and currency. 

In perusing the Lincoln memorabilia of recent times, om 
can't help notice the intrusion of crass va1ues, popular cu.ltur 
increased commercialization and declining quality of the graphic 
arts. This may be attributable to pronounced and rapid changes 
in society. The changes we have undergone in the last 50 years 
are breathtaking and must have an Influence on how we view ow 
system o.l government and its leaders, past and present. In study 
ing Lincoln collectibles and his changing image, we might catch l 
reflection of ourselves and reaffirm that "change is constant: 
Hopefully, though, some core va1ues and beliefs endure. 

+++ 
Daniel Mark Epstein. Lincoln's Men: The Presi
dent and His Private Secretaries. New York. 
Smithsonian Books/Harper Collins Publishers. 
2009, 262p., $26.99. 
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D an.iel Epstein is a Baltimore-based writer who has authored 
more than fifteen books of poetry, biography and history, 
including Lincoln and Whitman: Parallel Lives in Civil War 

Washington and The Lincolns: Portrait of a Marriage. This work 
deals with the three men who served as private secretaries for 
President Lincoln: John Nicolay, John Hay and William Stoddard. 
Hay kept a diary during his White House years. Stoddard wrote 
a memoir of his time in the Lincoln administration. Nicolay's 
daughter wrote a biography of her father. Personal correspon
dence of the three also exists and was used in researching this 
book (although love letters exchanged between Nicolay and his 
fiance were destroyed by mutual consent, and many entries in 
Hay's diary were excised or removed). Stoddard wrote a critical
ly successful biography of Lincoln in 1884 which has been large
ly forgotten. Nicolay and Hay collaborated on a definitive ten-vol
ume biography published in 1890. 

TUE PBESlDENT 
ANO"" ... j'IA1a 1:10a•T••··· 

LINCOLN'S 

I found this work only mildly 
interesting. The general history is all
too-familiar, although some of the 
minor tasks assigned the men consti
tute new information for me. After 
presenting some background infor
mation on their careers prior to Lin
coin's election and their subsequent 
hiring, the book proceeds in chrono
logical order. Likewise, their post-Lin
coln years are swnmarized in the 
final chapter of the book. The style of 
writing seems uninspired, Jacking a 
point-of-view or any kind of edge. We 
re;illy don't get a sense or the drama 

or flavor of the times. The author deserves credit for not taking 
at face value the statements of the principals. On several occa
sions, it is necessary to "read between the lines" and we are pre
sented with some alternative explanations. He does speculate 
reservedly on the possible relationship between Hay and actress 
Jean Margaret Davenport. Hay saw her perform in the 1850s 
while a college student in Providence, RI and was immediately 
smitten by her talent and beauty. Their paths crossed again in 
Washington during the war. I was sufficiently intrigued to check 
out a daguerreotype portrait of Davenport taken at the height of 
her career, so I could know what we were talking about here. 
Believe me, no great beauty! She reminded me of a youthful, only 
SLIGHTLY thinner version of Mary Todd Lincoln. Tastes in 
women and fashion have surely changed! 

Except for the cover image, the book contains no illustra
tions. The facts presented all appear to be accurate and unbi
ased. There are some interesting historical tidbits peppered 
throughout the work (especially the details behind the choice of 
a running mate for Lincoln in 1864, although nothing is mentioned 
of Hamlin's reaction to getting dumped from the ticket). The 
"behind-the-scenes" story obviously has historical import, but 
the presentation unfortunately lacks verve. Then again, perhaps 
the story of the three secretaries, serving behind the scenes at 
the White House, is only intermittently interesting. 
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Harold Holzer, ed. Lincoln and New York. New
York Historical Society, NY and Philip Wilson 
Publishers, London, 2009, 277p., $50. 

This book is a companion guide to the exhibit, "Lincoln and 
New York" which just concluded a long run at the New-York 
Historical Society. The book consists of nine, profusely-illus

trated essays by recognized scholars in their particular field of 
expertise. Mr. Holzer, who served as Guest Curator of the exhib
it as well as <:;a-Chairman of the U. S. Abraham Lincoln Bicenten
nial Commission, wrote the introduction and one of the essays, 
"The Lincoln Image: Made in New York", a topic previously cov
ered by him in his book The Lincoln Image. Other essays deal 
with: New York Republicans, the culture of opposition, com
merce & finance, the role of African-Americans and their interac
tion with white society, civil liberties in wartin1e New York, Mary 
Todd Lincoln and women's contri
bution to the war effort, and how 
New York mourned the President. 
Many of the illustrations corre
spond to items in the exhibit, but 
there are items which do not 
appear in the exhibit. Likewise, not 
everything in the exhibit is pictured 
in the book. 

Rather than focusing on the 
book which appears to contain uni
formly well-written and researched 
essays, I will take this opportunity 
to relate my impressions of the 
exhibit itself which I viewed shortly 
after its opening. ParentheticaUy, it 
may be too early to evaluate the Lincoln Bicentennial as a 
"national event", but it seems interest peaked in February, then 
abated to a great degree. I have a feeling that the timing of this 
exhibit, running from October 2009 to March 2010, may have 
failed to benefit from the media attention seen in February 2009. 
Still, any exhibit of this scope deserves praise for the organiza
tional skills required as well as the sheer amount of work, deter
mination and passion. 

I had two impressions after leaving the show. First, I thought 
the paintings were magnificent. These included a mammoth 
"Departure of the Seventh Regiment" by Thomas Nast, a 
poignant genre scene by Edwin White titled "Thoughts of 
Liberia", Edward Henry's "Presentation of Colors to the First Col
ored Regiment of New-York" and several from-life portraits by 
Thomas Hicks, Francis Carpenter, William Edgar Marshall and 
Emmanuel Leutze (an astounding image of Lincoln at his Second 
Inauguration that was at least ten feet tall). There were also some 
interesting relics, such as Elmer EUsworth's coat with a hole in 
the chest and a wooden draft lottery barrel accompanied by the 
original paper slips inscribed with names of eligible draftees. 
There were some significant manuscripts, although many of 
them were facsimiles. There were a handful of blockbuster polit
ical items, almost exclusively from the holdings of New-York His
torical, but this topic was generally underrepresented. One 
"campaign badge from 1864" was actually a 1909 centennial cel
luloid and one ferrotype badge was so small you could barely 
make it out, surrounded by a vast expanse of empty space O 
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would have been glad to loan some stuff, but nobody asked 
meQ. 

The second impression was the nagging thought "Was
n't this show supposed to be about Lincoln?" Lincoln, as 
the central figure and raison d'etre of the Bicentennial Cel
ebration, had somehow fallen between the cracks. The 
show focused on New York City from 1860 to 1865. Lincoln 
was an afterthought appearing, now and then, like 
Rosenkrantz and Guilderstern in "Hamlet". U this hadn't 
been the year of the Lincoln Bicentennial, an exhibit on the 
personalities and events associated with Civil War New 
York would have been most appropriate, especially at this 
venue. While the folks at New-York Historical may have 
been keen on this New York-centric point-of-view, the gen
eral public, the folks who pay the $12 admission fees and 
buy exhibit guides for $50, may have found the subject mat
ter a little too esoteric. They don't want to know from 
August Belmont, James Gordon Bennett, Henry Raymond, 
Samuel Tilden, Fernando Wood, Horatio Seymour, the 
Union League or the Great U. S. Metropolitan Sanitary Fair. 

The visual aids were pretty awful. I did like the exhibit 
on newspaper editors, with facsimile copies of their publi
cations arranged on wooden dowels and racks, like the 
reading room of a library or newspaper office. In the Coop
er Union Speech exhibit, there was a TV running a continu
ous loop of Sam Waterston screeching out the conclusion 
of the address ... annoying as hell (sorry, Sam, stick to "Law 
& Order"O In another room, two monitors were playing 
clips of hokey actors in costume spewing out homespun 
mottoes related to thrift and finance (what's this got to do 
with anything?) There were also representations of politi
cal cartoons with wooden, jigsaw overlays which alternate
ly covered or exposed the captions. What's the point? 
Another room had items related to the race issue as it 
played out in the election of 1864. Someone had the clever 
idea of mounting political cartoons against the backdrop of 
a picket fence, simulating a street scene at election time. 
Unfortunately, the execution fell short-of-the-mark. The 
exhibit items were mounted in back of the fence and the 
viewer had to peer between the slats. Because of this, 
many of the items were obscured from view. One room had 
a barroom populated with life-size "cardboard" bartenders, 
based on a cartoon of prominent politicians, with the 
menus and bottles labeled with contentious issues or 
themes. Sort of creative, yes, but I suspect few, if any, of the 
attendees knew any of the characters depicted. The title of 
the exhibit, displayed overhead, seemed particularly 
cheesy, printed in a rather nondescript black font on a cut
out "banner" made of sheet rock. Considering the money 
they spent on this exhibit, these accessories should have 
been a lot more graphically creative and well-made, more 
on-a-par with the banners and TV ads produced for the 
show. Near the gift shop was a booth where attendees 
could produce a video record of their impressions. I was 
tempted to avail myself of this "confessional", but it had 
been a long day. These words will have to suffice. 

The Lincoln Bicentennial was celebrated in 
Marshall, Illinois (Clark County) with the 

dedication of a handsome life-size Lincoln 
statue on the CO(!rthouse lawn. Pictured Is 

the sculptor, Bill Wofle, of Terre Haute, 
Indiana, and Mr. and Mrs. Forsythe, of 

Marshall, who commissioned the statue. 
Lincoln frequently visited Marshall while 
riding the Eighth Judicial Circuit. In the 

past, Mr. Wolfe has been commissioned 
to create many life size and heroic sculp-

tures, but remarked that "all sculptors 
wanted to do a Lincoln.• 

OWN SUCCESS L aw school study 
by correspon
dence has exist

ed in the United 
~ ' • U':ii!ii 
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States since 1890 
when Sprague Cor
respondence School 
of Law (which 
eventually merged 
with Blackstone 
fnslitute, and later 
was known as 
Blackstone School 
of Law) was estab
lished by William 
C. Sprague in 
Detroit, Michigan. 
The innovation 
spawned imitaLOrs 
in Washington. 
Chicago and New 
York. They provid
ed many poor. 
working-class. women, and ethnic minorities educational opportunities. Black
stone School of Law ceased operation years ago, but docs exist today in a dif
ferent form with a paralegal program. The State of California is the only stale 
that still recognizes graduates of such institutions and affords them the oppor
tunity to take the state bar exam and practice law. Around the tum of the 20th 
century, Sprague used the example of Abraham Lincoln to advertise its ser
vices. This magazine advertisement shows Lincoln reading a book by the fire
place (guided by Cupid, perhaps a "bcller angel" of his nature), reading a book 
while riding the 8th judicial circuit, splitting rails, and malting a presidential 
speech. ll urges would-be lawyers to seize upon opportunities to act decisively. 
·'Thus did Lincoln, the rail-splitter, pouring over bis fe.w books at night in his 
father's cabin, thus did Lincoln. the student and young lawyer, riding the cir
cuit, thus did Lincoln. the advocate, the legislator, the chief executive." It 
advises that the best path Lo success i11 life is through the law, producing " ... a 
trained and discriminating mind ... (which! gives you a profound advantage 
over your associates not similarly trained.'' It brings borne the point by anoU1er 
historical exemplar. "If Fred Douglass, a black boy and slave, could become 
an orator. an editor, a statesman, what ought the poorest white boy to do, who 
is rich in opportunities compared wiU1 Douglass who did not even own his 
own bod)•·" The simple answer ... follow in Lincoln's footsteps! 
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In The Marketelace 
P residential Coin & Antique held a June auction in conjunction with the Baltimore Coin & Currency Con

vention. An unlisted 12 3/4" bronze galvano of Lincoln, cast in 1909 by the Roman Bronze Works, was the work of note 
sculptress Edith Woodman Burroughs (1871-1916). She studied at the Art Students' League In New York City under Augus 

tus St. Gaudens and Kenyon Cox. Burrough's work is highly textured and stands in contrast' with the more finished appearance o 
other 1909 Lincoln portrait galvanos by Brenner, Roine and Calverley. It "galvanized" some bidder into paying $1,265. A 4 

•

mm. Douglas-Johnson doughnut ferro was a "sweet" offering. This is the penultimate or next to largest size. Someone 
"took a bite" of the doughnut for $3,910. A somewhat common Grant-Colfax Jugate medal in superb con

dition is an example of a beautifully executed and showy campaign item that is more than affordable. It 
made $335. A fairly scarce Lincoln medal Issued for his first inauguration in 1861 declared (quoting 

Tallyrand) that [Lincoln] was "The Right Man In the Right Place." It realized $835. Finally, an 1 1/2" 
celluloid button produced by A.G. Trimble of Pittsburgh in 1925, pictures Lincoln and promotes, 

, of all things, a Klan Reunion at Gettysburg. At this point of time, the Civil War had been over 
. ' 60 years, but the Klan was at its zenith, with the Keystone State "ground zero" for the anti-
• Catholic, anti-Black organization. It "crossed" the block for $175. 

S cott Winslow of Bedford, NH conducted two recent auctions. A July 1959 Richard Nixon TLS, as Vice-President, responds to the receipt of some 
photocopies of letters written by Abraham Lincoln. "I am extremely pleased to have the photostats you enclosed of letters which Abraham Lincoln 
wrote to one of your forebears. I never cease to be thrilled by the beauty of his prose. You must certainly take pride in these treasured family pos

sessions .. ." No sale, which is not a surprise based on the $1,500 estimate. A February 1863 letter written by Union soldier L.B. Wort comments on the 
state of affairs, as he sees it. " .. .I wish that Democrats would make a bill and kill off all of the cursed black abolitionists and then we might have peace ... 
Old Abe's proclamation shows that they want to free the neg roes. The men In the army curse that proclamation. It has made the rabbles fight harder than 
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ever and it has drove men in their ranks that wouldn't have went in ... when my time Is out I will see this union, niggers and 
all, go to the devil before I will go in again. If I must fight I will fight at home. I think there is some rebs there I think .... the 
poor negro is all they think of. They don't think of the poor soldier that started out to fight for the constitution and save the 
country and it was pure patriotism that induced them to go but patriotism is at a low ebb .. ." $590. In contrast, a Lincoln 
supporter wrote this letter on October 31, 1860, using a Lincoln campaign lettersheet. "You will hear Republican Thunder 
from this state [IL] In about a week. The Locos' knees tremble now as though they had just seen a ghost and they will see 
one six feet and 4 inches high about the 4th of March going to the White House and then you will see the old rusty Locos 
kiting out of offices in all directions like a parcel of old grey rats out from under an old Barn when it is on fire. I was down 
to Springfield in August to see Old Abe and aittend the great mass meeting, hollered continually for 2 days and one night... 
I am going to save my voice till the night after the election ... " $520. In another auction, material was featured from the Lin
coln Collection of the late Letitia Howe. We are unfamiliar with Ms. Howe, but she apparently was a somewhat private col
lector of autograph and manuscript material and an assiduous researcher. She was called upon for her expertise by Roy 
Basler, among others. Items from her holding now reside in the Library of Congress and other nationally recognized pri
vate institutions. The sale included several choice pieces as well as a large assortment of items from Lincoln associates 
and contemporaries, such as William Stoddard, John Hay, Caleb Cushing, Edward Everett and Charles Sumner. An 8-page 
program, printed by the Government Printing Office in Washington, described the "Arrangements for the Inauguration of 

the President of the United States, on the Fourth of March, 1865." This is the first copy we have seen and it managed $4,600. Shortly after Lincoln was 
nominated for president In May 1860, residents of Keeseville, NY met at Adirondac Hall for a "Republican Lincoln & Hamlin Ratification Meeting" with a 

torch-light procession and fireworks to follow. They issued a wonderful 11 1/2 x 17" broadside to announce the occasion. This 

l'lrlllbt•?af.1.ITDIIT'lfU 

"cover lot", estimated at $10,000 and up, realized $12,650. A "Programme of Arrangements 
,__.._..,..~-...,....~---.--= and Order of Exercises for the Inauguration of the National Cemetery at 

Gettysburg" was another stellar lot. Measuring 10 1/2 x 81/4" open, print
ed on blue paper by Gideon & Pearson of Washington, it listed "Dedicato
ry Remarks by the President of the United States" on the program. These 
remarks, of course, came to be known as the Gettysburg Address. Despite 
some minor faults, it "brought forth" a high bid of $13,800. Finally, a 
signed cabinet card of Robert Todd Lincoln, one of several in the sale, 
from the Chicago studio of Max Platz (he plotzedl !), achieved $660. 
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Jn The Marketplace, cont. 

S wann's hosted several auctions with Interesting lincolniana in the last year. An Abraham Lincoln ALS, July 16, 
1864, was directed towards his Secretary of War, Edwin Stanton. It read, in full: "Please order an investigation 
of Surgeon John Higgins case to be made at once. He is in Carroll Prison - I do this because of my Intimate 

personal acquaintance with and high esteem for his brother, Judge Van H. Higgins." This letter Is Illuminating on sev
eral levels. It shows that Lincoln felt obligated to explain his interference and involvement to Stanton; it deals with civil
ians incarcerated for disloyalty; and it shows how personal relationships with the President could be used to Instigate 
desired actions within the government bureaucracy. $22,800. A copy of a book published in 1859 by James McClees 
contained 293 salted paper prints of members of Congress. It is titled McClees' Gallery of Photographic Portraits of 
the Senators, Representatives & Delegates of the Thirty-Fifth Congress. The photographs are not mounted, but print
ed on individual leaves with facsimile signatures. The first book of this type was published in 1853, but this is perhaps 
the most lavishly Illustrated example from before the Civil War. James Mcclees was a Philadelphia photographer with 
a satellite studio in Washington. His assistant there, Julian Vannerson, would operate a studio of his own in Richmond 
during the War. Nineteen Congressmen are represented with only facsimile signatures, but 292 are pictured, including: 
Stephen Douglas, Hannibal Hamlin, Sam Houston, William Seward, Charles Sumner and Alexander Stephens. It sold for 

$15,600. An 1847 booklet, Tr/a/for Murder. The People vs. James K. Polk, was a satir
ical assault upon Democrat Polk and his war In Mexico. In this imagined tribunal, 
numerous past presidents and foreign leaders appear as witnesses, and Polk pleads 
not guilty by reason of insanity. Congressman Abraham Lincoln was a vocal opponent 
of the war, which may have forced him to withdraw from the political scene until the ·' 
repeal of the Missouri Compromise in 1854. U.S. Grant, who served in the army dur
ing the conflict, characterized it as the most unjust war in U. S. history. If current 
events are any indication, it appears the Mexican people are in the process of getting 
back the land we stole from them In 1847. $840. In their African-Americana sale, 
Swann's sold a 14 x 17" broadside printed using many type fonts and at least four col-

ors. It shows the text of the Emancipation Proclamation within a floral border. Printed in Chicago 
by Rufus T. Blanchard, circa 1864, it realized 
$3,600, well over estimate. In a February 
201 O auction of signed photographs, an 11 x 
14" Jefferson Davis image, done after the 
War, was signed on the mount and realized 
$4,800. A similar item for Andrew Johnson, 
on a 15" x 19" mount, sold for $6,240. A 
CDV of Abraham Lincoln, with rounded cor
ners and toning in the exposed areas, was 
estimated at $40-60,000 and made $48,000. 

J ulia Auctions of Fairfield, ME held a firearms sale last year that included a framed group of rellcs related to the 
martyr Elmer Ellsworth, a close friend of President Lincoln. 
It included a pearl-handled dirk that belonged to the flam-

boyant colonel, plus three objects described by their owner as "A 
Piece of the Rebel Flag which the Hero Ellsworth sacrificed his 
life for in taking it down from the Marshall House, Alexandria and 
a piece of blood stained oilcloth upon which he fell when shot. 
Also a photograph of Brownell who shot the rebel assassin." 
$3,450. Julia also offered a Lincoln "campaign banner" in their 
auction in late August 2009. Measuring 25 x 34", it was adver
tised as descending in the Jesse K. Dubois Family. The catalog 
described it as a political banner from the campaign of 1864, 
with an estimate of $50,000-75,000. They also related the story 

that Mary Todd Lincoln gave it to Jesse Dubois, a close associate of Lincoln and a prominent Illi
nois politico, which is comparable to saying that Michelle Obama gave an Obama bumper sticker 
to Oprah Winfrey as a keepsake. We'll be charitable and simply say ... NOT!!! Somebody got "sold a bill of goods" on this. There is no way it was pro
duced in 1864. A more likely scenario is that it was made for the 1876 Centennial celebration. Family tradition is not always accurate - it sometimes goes 
astray in the mists of history. Needless to say, the item did not sell and goes "back on the wall." By coincidence, Music City Auctions of Nashville, TN 
sold the MATCHING Washington textile a few weeks prior to the Julia sale where it managed $110. You can put lipstick on a pig, but it's still a pig. 
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P rofiles in History of California sold this 
large, signed photograph last year - a 
scarce, mounted albumen. It hammered 

for $216,000 (including buyer's premium). 

C ohasco of Yonkers, NY had an auc
tion in February 2009. Appropriately, 
the catalog commenced with a fine 

selection of Uncolniana. The first lot was a 
set of two mantel and one table lamp (sometimes described as 
Argand or astral lamps) which were original furnishings to the Nin
ian Edwards home and, as such, were used during Lincoln's mar
riage to Mary Todd. The Argand lamps had etched glass shades 
attached to a brass arm. with crystal pendants suspended from the 
crown of the supporting column. The table lamp had an etched glass 
shade atop a fluted column. An accompanying note read: "These 
three astral lamps, shown on the mantel and on a table of the Lin
coln Home in Springfield, Illinois, belonged first to my great-grand
father, Ninlan Edwards, First Territorial Governor of Illinois (1809-
1818). They next belonged to my grandfather and grandmother Nin
ian W. Edwards and Elizabeth Todd Edwards and lighted the parlor of 
their home In Springfield during the wedding of Abraham Lincoln 

Selling on Ebay for $550 
after 18 bids (naturally, bid

der l.d. kept "Private") was this 
sixth-plate tintype represented 
as "Tad Lincoln at age 15 or 
16." Mind you, a real bargain ... 
had it actually been Tad! 

and Mary Todd. [signed] Mary Edwards Brown, October 14, 1957." The lamps were also pre
sent when Mary Todd Lincoln died in the Edwards home in the summer of 1882. Brown was 
the caretaker of the Lincoln Home in Springfield where these lamps were on loan. They were 
sold by Charles Hamilton at auction in 1981 to Dorothy Meserve Kunhardt. The manufactur
er's nameplate, "Clark Coit & Cargill. N. York" is attached to each lamp. One of the smaller 
glass shades is an exact replica, while the other two are original. The original pendants all 
managed to survive the years. This historic trio went slightly under estimate for $34,000. 

S eth Kaller issues a fixed price catalog out of his White Plains, NY office. He has a web site (sethkaller.net) and has 
distinguished himself as one of the country's leading dealers in historical manuscripts. A small broadside of Gen
eral Orders No. 68, issued by General George Meade after the Union victory at Gettysburg, is $27,500. Meade 

" ... thanks the Army of the Potomac for the glorious results of the recent operations. An enemy superior in numbers and 
flushed with the pride of a successful invasion, attempted to overcome and destroy this army. Utterly baffled and defeat
ed, he has now withdrawn from the contest... Our task is not yet accomplished, and the Commanding General looks to the 
Army for greater efforts to drive from our soil every vestige of the presence of the invader ... " Lincoln was noticeably 
"pissed" that Meade did not aggressively pursue the Confederate army, cut off its avenue of retreat, and possibly end the 
war. He was also displeased with the phrase "Drive the invaders from our soil" as it implied the existence of two sovereign 

nations, and he stated his displeasure with Meade's superior, General Halleck. A program and admission 
ticket for the ceremonies attending the "Re-Raising of the American Flag at Fort Sumter ... April 14, 
1865" is tagged at $3,500. Henry Ward Beecher spoke at this event that occurred on the 4-year 
anniversary of the surrender of the fort and concurrently with Lincoln's assassination. A bronze bust 
of Robert E. Lee, 19" tall, was sculpted by Frederick Volek in Richmond in 1863. The German native 
did statues of Lee along with busts of Jefferson Davis and Stonewall Jackson, working in the Naval 

Ordnance Department during the war. $10,000. The same price buys you a 10 x 4.5 foot American 
flag, inscribed "This flag was raised over the city of Richmond, Va. April 3, 1865, the day of occupa
tion by Union soldiers." The inscription and flag was the work of Union Private J. H. Jones. An 1860 
Edwin Stanton ALS discusses the possible split of the Democratic Party (then meeting In convention 
at Charleston) and accurately foresees the Civil War. " ... a breach there must be followed by a general 
rupture of political relations among the states. If it were a mere division of sentiments a new 'Com-

promise' would be the nostrum. But it is a contest of passion, ambitious interests, and all the elements 
that in the past history of man have engendered civil dissensions beyond compromise or reconcilia
tion ... " $3,900. A Union hospital in Annapolis, MD issued their own in-house newspaper titled "The 
Crutch." On April 15, 1865, it issued an edition of the "Crutch Extra!" announcing "Death of President 
Lincoln. The Assassin Escapes" and the posting of a $10,000 reward for their capture. $7,500. 
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Jn The Marketplace, cont. 

F reeman's of Philadelphia offered this 25 x 30" oil on canvas of Lincoln. Unsigned, 
described as "American school, 19th century", it was a most unusual pose. It may 
well have been done during Lincoln's lifetime and doesn't appear to have been 
copied from any published Image. Estimated at $1,000-1,500, it cleared $4,700. 

And, the star lot of their mid-January 2010 auction in Philadelphia was a signed Lincoln 
CDV. It was part of a CDV album that contained many signed images of Civil War-era 
notables. It descended through the family of a wealthy New York political figure who 
came to prominence in the 19th century. Of course, any signed Lincoln cov Is valuable, 
but this was especially so as signed COVs showing Lincoln standing are truly as rare as 
hen's teeth. It achieved a record for any signed carte, realizing $103,000. 

T he internet continues to pro
duce some unique offerings, 
though perhaps not at the level 

of years past. A case In point Is this 3" 
x 7" John Bell "ballot" silk ribbon from 
Virginia. It generated sixteen bids from 
ten different bidders before being 
"hammered down• for $6,600, a record 
for a single portrait Bell ribbon. 

S lotin Folk Art of Buford, GA holds periodic auc
tions of outsider art. Abraham Lincoln continues 
to be a popular subject for artistic interpretation 

and there always seems to be at least one Lincoln item 
in each sale. Sell-trained artist Marie Rogers produced 
a pair of busts representing Mary Todd and Abraham 
Lincoln. In her rendi-
tion, Mary Todd 
dwarfs her more 
famous spouse and 
the "Great Emancipa
tor" looks more like 
one of the "emancipat
ed", or so it seems to 
us. $490... both for 
one money! 

H esse Galleries of Otego, NY sold a "Lincoln era 
parade sign• in their May 2009 auction. The 
"sign" was oval In shape, measuring 32 x ---•~• .... " 

26", constructed of linen with letterpress 

NVIS■ER■, 

inscription, mounted on a metal or wooden 
frame, with applied decorative trim around the 
perimeter. One side read "Liberty and Union. We'. 
Welcome To Our Numbers The Loyal, True & 
Brave." The other side said: "Loyalty Does Not 
Hide Itself Behind the Constitution." It was ~lOYAL. nut.•f 
attached to a wooden pole and stood an Imposing 
eight feet. It was sold with two "torches" that were 
found with the item. The torches were 36" and 27"~11 # __ 

and didn't look like any torches we have ever seen. ..;::.lil • • 
They reminded us of the "bottle rockets" of our :' .,.,~1 UWil liJI: ) 
misguided youth. We pondered the origin of this ,-t ~~'v 
parade banner and believe it was a pro-Lincoln ') \J 
administration item, likely from the presidential ' 
campaign of 1864 or possibly the congression-~ IIXDI 
al election of 1863. Definitely of Civil War vin- \ 
tage. It Is amazing that the item survived the e-0 
years unbroken. At eight feet in height, some bid· • , ... ~82-J'l'V'I 
ders may have been intimidated. In any event, the ~ . --~,· ....,.,. 
successful bidder, no doubt among the "Loyal, True & 
Brave• paid $2,035 for the ensemble and was last seen traveling down the New York State 
Thruway with a red flag attached to a pole sticking out his rear window. 

7 

,-------------------~------ ... -..... -..... -..... -... -..... -..... -..... -_,-,..-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-..:::_-_-_-_-..:::_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-..:::_-_-..:::_-_-..::..,. 

An occupational carte was offered on eBay 
which depicted an artist or sign painter 

posed in front of a large canvas, in the 
process of painting a Lincoln for President 

S ailing for $21,000 ... by Kaminski Auctions of Beverly, 
MA this past April: Ve!}' Important 3-piece suite of mid 
19th Centul}' Victorian Jewell}' previously owned by 

First Lady Mal}' Todd Lincoln, illus
trated in Frank Leslie's newspaper 
Oct. 26th, 1867, including: Ladies 
14kt yellow gold diamond brooch 
and earrings, each with center diamond surrounded 
by smaller diamonds with an outer row of diamonds 
bordering the pieces, black enameling in the borders. 
Brooch has 24 old mine cut diamonds, approximate
ly 3.50 carats total weight, J-K color and VS-SI clari

ty, average diameter 2.3mm-4.Smm, total 8.0 pennyweight, chain and pin 
attached; earrings have 34 old mine cut diamonds (total}, approximately 1.20 
carats total weight, H-1 color and VS-SI clarity, average diameter 1.8mm-
3.Smm, total 7.7 pennyweight, screw back findings, overall diameter of each 
earring is 22.5mm. Provenance: Descended in the Family of Robert Allen, Jr. 

banner. The CDV had I the Imprint of M. 
Ormsbee, 411 
Broadway, NY. We 
found it bewildering 
that the artist and his -----
address are not Identified and that he chose 
to be photographed in front of an uncom
pleted work. He may have been a decent 
artist, but not such an astute businessman! 
$1715. A Brady CDV of the ill-fated Willie 
Lincoln sold for $3,700 to a respected and 
well-liked specialist (hiya, tiger!). 
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T he venerable Dr. Norm Boas of Seaport Autographs issued a series of five Abraham Lincoln Bicentennial fixed-price catalogs this past year. As 
with other catalogs, these typically include autographs, graphic arts and ephemera, with an emphasis on Lincoln associates and family members. 
We have selected some interesting highlights. Henry Winter Davis, Maryland Congressman, cousin of David Davis, sponsor of the Wade-Davis 

Act pocket vetoed by Lincoln, and co-author of the resulting Wade -Davis Manifesto, wrote a letter May 19, 1859 regarding Pennsylvania's role in the 
upcoming Republican national convention. "The Peoples Conv. Of Pa. Meets at Harrisburg on the 8 June. II gives us an opportunity which nothing else 
can supply, of securing an authoritative invitation to all the opposition to send delegates to a convention to agree on candidates for Prest. & V. Presdt. A 
declaration by Penn. Will be decisive of the result in 1860. There is no other state which can with such power make such a declaration .•. No President 
can be elected by either Republicans or Americans without her vote and neither can alone command it. .. " $250. A 15-page manuscript, written by Emily 
Todd Helm, likely in the early 1920s, describes her stay with the Lincolns in the winter of 1855-56. Emily was Mary Todd Lincoln's half-sister. Her daugh
ter, Katherine Helm, wrote a complimentary bio of Mary in 1928, possibly based on these.reminiscences, titled Mary Wife of Lincoln. Emily also com
ments on the Lincoln marriage ceremony and other aspects of the marriage, even though she did not have first-hand knowledge of many of the details. 
" .... Mr. Herndon says she had a large wedding and was married in a white silk dress. This is in error as Mrs. Lincoln had a quiet marriage in prefer
ence ... There were present Mr. & Mrs. Jno Todd Stuart & wife, Dr. John Todd & family and Dr. & Mrs. Wallace. And she was married in a simple white 
muslin dress." $1,900. A manuscript invitation and transmittal envelope from Mary Todd Lincoln Is $5,550. The invite reads "Mr. & Mrs. Lincoln will be 
pleased to see Miss Prickett on Thursday evening Feb. 5th at 8 o'clock.'" A 1922 Grace Bedell Billings TLS discusses a possible Abraham Lincoln film 
with Herbert Fay, custodian of the Lincoln Tomb. " ... If this film depicting Lincoln's life goes through, I hope that it will be made as real as possible. For 
instance if a child is chosen to represent Grace Bedell of Westfield, she will be a girl of eleven years - dark hair and eyes - not a little child of be held in 
Lincoln's arms as I have seen pictured." $6,500. A reminiscence of Lincoln's departure from Springfield, written by a former law clerk, Henry Bascom 
Rankin, is priced at $775 and includes a postcard showing the restored train depot as it looked in 1861. "The morning dawned dismal and rainy. There 
were, I suppose, some 200 people present in the old station of the Wabash Railroad ... not all of those present were his political well-wishers, and I heard 
comments pass among them, such as: 'He won't say anything; he's too fine a man now to talk to us.' But almost at the last minute Lincoln appeared. 
The black hair which was only beginning to turn gray rolled back from the lofty brow. He dropped one hand on the brake, and in a calm voice, unusual
ly tender, he spoke those memorable words. The train started. The President-elect stood without moving, his hand still resting on the brake as when he 
had spoke his farewell, until the train passed around a curve and was lost to our sight." 

C JG ENTERPRISES of Huntington, New York 
issues fixed price lists. One item caught our eye; 

an 1860 circular. 'Private. Analyst Office Cleveland, 0., 
June 1860. To the Chairman of the Republican Central 
Committee .... The Cheapest Campaign Paper. . .' An appeal 
to Republican Party leaders to help promote the Temper-

___ :;.~:=:·:.:. w• ance movement as a way to elect Lincoln. 'Believing it for 
;E; ___ ..... .-.- ... the best interests of the Temperance Reform1 as well as 

,-..:.·..=:-- for the Republican Party, that the temperance Press take 
sides in the present momentous struggle between 

~" drunkenness, as exhibited in our National Capital, and 
N,#f; sobriety; between the apologizers and propogaters of 

T,~-"~'--
---:::..... human slavery and Freedom; we have resolved to enter 

the Campaign and as far as in us lies, to aide in the elec
tion of our glorious standard bearer Abraham Lincoln, 

the cold water candidate ... ' It goes on to ask for help in selling the paper as well 
as sending the name of one 'Republican at every post office' to help distribute 
the paper, because 'Post Masters are not favorably disposed towards anything 
smacking of Temperance or Republicanism ... ' Measures 5 1/4 x 8 1/4'. Also 
included is the original envelope it came in stamped with a July 5, 1860 Cleve
land, Ohio postmark. The envelope is also pre-printed 'To Chairman of Republi-

can County Central Committee·. This one was sentto the 

Selling on eBay, a "Long Nine" 
cigar box, manufactured 

sometime in the 1920s by the 
Connecticut Cigar Company of 
New York City. It pictures Lincoln 
and eight of his Whig colleagues 
who constituted the Sangamon 1.r.----·:----··-· 
County delegation in the Illinois ~r.-:--~!..-...:==;--=~~ .. - - ~ 

State Legislature in 1834. There 
must have been "something in the water", as 
these nine politicos were all over six feet in height, 
thus the name "The Long Nine." The illustrator used 
"artistic license" and a notable lack of imagination 
in depicting the delegation all wearing stovepipe 
hats. Lincoln is shown bearded, as he would have 
appeared when president. Its rarity was reflected 
in the $140 final price. A fine 1864 Lincoln cam
paign badge was also offered on-line. The frame 
had lost all its original finish, but the ferrotype was 
particularly choice. The image of Lincoln was a photograph of an 
engraving by Spooner of Boston. It was based on an original beard
less photograph of Lincoln, made into an engraving, with a beard 
added after he was elected. It sold for $1,580. "Garmavllla' Post Office in Clayton County, Ohio. $650 

l==============================:::::::;;;jjjj We continue to "see morli' anti-Seymour stuff all the time! An eBay 
composite CDV shows Seymour and his "'friends", likely issued in the 

wake of the Draft Riots of 1863. His admirers include members of the eth- : 
nic Irish and Jewish populations, seen in typical caricature. It sold for $100. 
("Such a deal!") Also on "the Bay", a rare Civil War token, (Fuld 127/252a, in 
MS-64 grade), with a Masonic emblem and the letter G on the reverse. $1,179. It 
will now "lodge" In the cabinet of an advanced collector. We are now seeing a lot of slabbed and graded tokens, 
typically fetching top dollar. Case in point, an 1864 token in copper-nickel (Fuld dies 125/160d) graded MS-66 
which is "as good as it gets." (Better than new, you might say!) It sold for $1,635 (get your kicks on MS-66!!) 
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C hristie's sold some significant Lincoln items during the bicentennial year. A mammoth-size albumen of Lincoln, 0-
74, consists of a 15 x 19" photo on a 19 x 25" sheet with original Gardner credit and title. This Is the example from 

the Ostendorf Sale where it realized $85,000. This time around ... $62,500. Not a good investment, but It beats credit 
default swaps. A manuscript affidavit by Bowling Green, New Salem Justice of the Peace and Lincoln associate, dates 
from May 29, 1835. It details an appraisal done on a stray horse by "A. Lincoln & James F. Halsey." There were laws 
regarding stray livestock and the circumstances in which finders became keepers. appraisals were no doubt required in 
case the true owner showed up one day and the animal had been disposed of. Young Mr. Lincoln was likely considered 
a good Judge of horse flesh. In 1835, Lincoln was a deputy surveyor and represented Sangamon County in the State 
House. $3,250. In 1839, Lincoln wrote a lengthy letter from the state capital at Vandalia, containing several ringing pas
sages about his faith in the people and democracy. Reminiscent of George H. W. Bush, he is forced to defend a bill to 
raise new taxes. He says the necessary legislation is "right within itself, and I never despair of sustaining myself before ~-------
the people upon any measure that will stand a full Investigation." Sensing some political back-..------------------. 
lash, he bolsters his argument by saying the law will not adversely affect the poor, but will tax 

the wealthy few (sound familiar?) "If, however, the wealthy 
should, regardless of the justness of the complaint, as men 
often are, when interest is involved in the question, complain of 
the change, it is still to be remembered, that they are not suffi
ciently numerous to carry the election.• Estimated at $60,000-
80,000, it surprisingly did not sell. In an 1858 ALS, Lincoln.__ __ ~--------....:;.;..~~~...., 
writes to political ally and future governor, Richard Yates, about 
campaign strategy. Lincoln asks Yates to place an anonymous letter he wrote (signed "A. Republican") in a Jacksonville 
paper. The letter reads: "Mr. Editor: Why may not all anti-administration men in this Dis-
trict vote for James H. Mathews of Springfield for Congress? He was opposed to 
the repeal of the Missouri Compromise; was for Fillmore in 1856, but never was 
a Know-Nothing. He Is now opposed to the Lecompton Constitution, and the 
Dred Scott decision. Who can be more suitable, when a union of Fremont 
and Fillmore men, Is indispensable?" Lincoln did not support Mathews for 
Congress in 1856, but subsequent events changed the calculus. ·we have 
thought this over here ... The leading Rllmore men have wish to act with 
us, and they want a name upon which they can bring up their rank and 

- file. It will help us in Sangamon, when we shall be hard run, about mem
bers of the Legislature.· Lincoln knew that it was critical to elect sympa
thetic state legislators who might vote for him, and not Douglas, in the 
upcoming Senatorial contest. In that respect, the support of "Fillmore 
men" was deemed a key element. Lincoln also fell that placement of his 
"blurb" would be more effective In Jacksonville than in Springfield ... there
fore the request to Yates. S134,500. Still another fantastic piece is a "Speed" 
portrait presented by Lincoln to Fanny Speed, the wife of Joshua Speed, deemed 

by many Lincoln's closest friend. The 11 x 9" salt print (0-55) is housed in its original frame and is inscribed on the 
mount: "To my good friend, Mrs. Fanny Speed, A. Lincoln." The photographer is unknown (attributed to Fredricks, Ger-
mon and Mclees) and was taken between February 24, 1861 and July 1861.11 was likely presented to Mrs. Speed when she and her husband visited the 
White House on November 28, 1861. Lincoln also presented Speed's mother, Lucy, with a similarly-inscribed photo, in remembrance of the Bible she 
gave Lincoln when he visited Louisville in the early 1840s. Someone had to present an inscribed check for $206,500 to hang this on their wall. 

T his gorgeous, signed cabinet card 
of master thespian Edwin Booth, 

posed in his 
celebrated role 
as Hamlet, is 
being offered 
by Gary Combs 
of New York 
City on his June 
2010 fixed
price list for a 
very reasonable 
$500. 

T his 91/2" x 15" Lincoln and Johnson portrait flag from 
the 1864 election is being offered by our friend Rex 

Stark on his current fixed-price list. Lincoln portralt flags 
are among the most desired of all campaign items and ones 
from 1864 are at a premium. We know of three that are 
housed in private collections. This is only the second 

appearance of such an 
item In the last 50 years. 
It has some water stain
ing and fading to the 
canton and portrait. Still, 
quite presentable and a 
super piece. $77,500. 
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P otomack Auctions recently offered 
this ucampaign flag• purportedly 

taken from the siding of a barn in Pennsyl
vania. Made of four wood panels, 36" tall, 
60" wide, it fell under suspicion by several 
hopeful bidders and failed to sell. 
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K lmball Sterling Auctioneers of Johnson City, TN held a two-ses- ,_ 
slon folk art and cane auction in August. A 35• tall cane with ..,. 
ivory head of Lincoln and a silver collar inscribed "The Wide • 

Awakes" was obviously produced after 1860, as Lin
coln is bearded. It may, however, been produced 

while Lincoln was president by a member of that 
elite organization. Absent provenance, the Issue 
remains subject to conjecture. It came out of an 

M Ike Kent of Dal-
ton, GA is not 

only a promoter of Civil 
War shows, but puts on 
live auctions of Civil War 
artifacts and memorabil· 
ia. A six-piece silver ser
vice with a strong Linold-time Pittsburgh collection. A similar cane had 

a standing figure of Lincoln clutching his coat 
. lapel (better that than something else!) These 

canes were not "able" to attract starting bids of 
$2500 and $2800 and went unsold. Six months 

later, a British vendor listed another example of the 
standing Lincoln cane, the base carved "E Pluribus 
Unum 1864." II sold for $730. 

A mldwest vendor listed a Breckinridge ferrotype badge on 
eBay with a starting bid of $750, based upon an 

appraised value from ten years ago. What were the chances it 
would be anything other than the standard back-to-back ferro? 
Some people have "fat posteriers". This guy hit the jackpot 
with a large size, "belt buckle" ferro of Breckinridge. There are 

coln connection was ottered in his March sale. The 18" tall cottee 
um was engraved around the base: "Presented to His Excellency 
Abraham Lincoln by Citizens of the District of Oswego New York 
1865." The um was supposedly a present given In appreciation of 
the reappointment of a prominent citizen of Oswego, Andrew Van 
Dyck, as Collector of Customs. The lot included a petition to Presi
dent Lincoln, dated January 3, 1865, signed by 39 local business
men and politicians, urging Van Dyck's reappointment, along with I 
Van Dyck's original Treasury Department appointment from August 
19, 1864 plus his medical license from that same year. We have to 
assume, giving the dates involved, that Lincoln was assassinated 
before he could be presented with this gift; otherwise, he refused It 
("I have enough silver services. Bring me something I can use, like 

1 
a season's pass to Ford's Theatre!") In any event, this grouping was 
served to the winning bidder on a silver platter for $11,250. 

only three of these known (with some variations). The last one 
to sell was in the U. I. Harris Collection where it realized over 
$9,000. Not surprisingly, the seller ended the listing early, although 

lso on eBay, this very colorful 2" celluloid pinback advertising 

he waited three days to do so. Many "pre-emptive otters" came his way which 
resulted in a private-treaty sale for $3,000 to a Midwest collector. (In our esti
mation, the buyer got a great deal!) 

a 1923 Lincoln Dinner hosted by "The Ghosts, 
Inc.". Complete with skull and crossbones, we 
have no idea who these guys were. We'd like to 
know their origins, but "who ya gonna call?" $33. 

A nother Norm Boas (Seaport Auto-
graphs) offering that caught our 

attention: an ALS of William Osborn 
Stoddard (1835-1925), written in 1921 
and reflecting on Abraham Lincoln. Stod
dard was appointed a clerk in the Depart
ment of the Interior In 1861, later serving 
as under-secretary to Nicolay and Hay, 
acting secretary to the President (signing 
land grants and processing presidential 
mail), Marshal for the Eastern District o1 
Arkansas (1864-6) and author of over 
one hundred books. " ... My study of Abra
ham Lincoln began in Illinois. Perhaps 
the most notable feature of his grand 
character was his capacity for continu
ous growth, expansion, mental, moral, 
spiritual, under fire. I saw him, day after 
dar, developing to meet the requirements 
of tremendous and often unexpected 
emergencies, trying and multiform. He 
became another man, a greater man, 
every war, than the one I could remem
ber sitting with me in my editorial office 
in Illinois. I look back now, and see him 
as a monumental presentation of the 
great idea of growth .. ." $650. 

N ortheast Auctions o1 Portsmouth, 
NH sold a piece of political folk 

art in their October 2009 sale. II was a 
carved and painted articulated doll of a 
seated Jefferson Davis In women's 
clothing, 8 1/2" in height. We have 
seen dozens of CDVs and cartoons 
based on this theme, derived from 
inaccurate newspaper accounts of 

his capture in May 1865, but noth
ing of this "stature." It fled the 
scene for $1,510. 

G ene Dillman of Louisburg, NC conducts internet-only auctions under the 
name UOld Politicals. • A recent sale had a hand-colored CDV depicting a 

uniformed marcher in a studio setting clutching a double-swivel torch. The 
backmark was that of Wood's Gallery of Newark, NJ. The marcher's uniform 
was red, white and blue with applied stars and a Zouave-style hat. Double-swiv
el torches first appeared in the election of 1860. Although they were produced 
for the next twenty years, examples from 1860 tend to have heavy duty brack
ets or frames, as does the example pictured. The Zouave craze peaked in the 
period 1859-1861. While it is possible the Image dates from 1864, we are of 
the opinion that it is from 1860. Gene conjectured that It may have dated from 
1872 and started the bidding at a modest $95. Obviously, several bidders 
thought otherwise, and the piece saw intense competition before finally 
·marching out the door" for $820. 

Q n the block at Pook 
& Pook, was this 

carved and painted figure 
of Lincoln, early 20th cen· 
tury, standing lifesized at I 
6'4". Perhaps it was the 
size that kept bidders 
away... or perhaps the 
height of the estimate, 
$6,500-9,500. 
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C hristie's now holds the record for an historical American manuscript as a result of their February 12, 2009 sale of a Lin
coln speech. Selling for $3.44 million to an anonymous bidder, the four-page speech, entirely In Lincoln's hand, was 

delivered by Lincoln from the second floor window of the front of the White House on November 10, 1864, just two days after 
his reelection for a second term. The President likely spent a couple of days in composing the effort, realizing that the occa
sion necessitated some sort of statement. In it, he discusses post-war reconstruction, focusing on Louisiana, and hints at the 
possible granting of voting rights to educated Blacks and Union veterans of color. As he completed the reading of each page, 
he let them drop to the floor where a crouching Tad eagerly collected them. In the assembled crowd that evening was John 
Wilkes Booth, who did not take kindly to the prospect of Negro citizenship and vowed that it would be the last speech Lin
coln ever made. The President did deliver his Second Inaugural Address before Booth could .make good on his threat The 
speech remained in the Lincoln Papers until 1916, when Robert Todd Lincoln gave it to New York Congressman John A. 
Dwight as thanks for his efforts in funding the Lincoln Memorial. Dwight's widow, In tum, gave it to the Southworth Library 
Association of Dryden, NY in 1926. The library will use the funds for an addition, maintenance and operational expenses. 

B onhams New York (apparently dropping the Butterfield's name) held a Fine American Furniture and Decorative 
Arts auction last year. Included was this George Henry Story portrait of Lincoln, an oil on canvas 24 X 19". Story 

(1835-1923) was famous for this iconic portrait of Abe but was also a painter of landscapes and genre as well as cura
tor and concurrent director at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City (1889-1906) and the Wadsworth 
Atheneum in Hartford, Connecticut. While in Washington for a period of lime, Story sketched Lincoln for three days 
in the Oval office, preparing to paint a commissioned portrait of the President. Story wrote ·on three successive days 
I quietly entered the President's office and made pencil notes of my subject and mental observations of the changes 
In his countenance while he was ... under the influence of state affairs In the different Interviews with his visitors. After 
each sitting I returned to my room and worked upon my picture with my sitter as vividly in mind almost as though he 
were in my actual presence.· This insightful portrait of the wartime leader, the first to portray Un coin with a beard, 
proved to be popular, as well as reassuring, for another generation, when American involvement in World War I 
Inspired Story to repaint the Image several times. Thus, today there are copies that belong to the White House, the 
Smithsonian Institution, the Huntington Library, the Metropolitan Museum, Lafayette College, and three other sites. 
According to Story's later recollection, he made those additional renderings because in 1915 he found in the nation's capital no portrait of Lincoln in any 
of the public galleries or in any of the departmental buildings. A particularly fine portrait. we are not sure when the artist made it, but it •made" $18,300. 

S hreve's sold the Floyd E. Risvold Collection, mostly philatelic material, over three successive days with a total of 
$7 million without buyer's. A Lincoln Free Frank on a mourning cover, addressed by Mary Todd "Washington, 
D.CJApr 8, 1862', sold. Fewer than five mourning covers are known franked by Lincoln for his wife after the death 

of their son William In February of 1862. With a $5-7,000 estimate, it hammered for an astounding $24,000 (plus 
buyer's premium). Also, a group of letters by British lawyer Arthur Sterry during his trip to the U.S., 1860-61, sold. 
In Boston a few weeks before the presidential election, he witnessed a gathering of Wide-Awakes: "The procession 
must have numbered many thousand. They marched from all directions to the 'Common· ... & there joined forces. It 
was a pretty sight to see them pouring in from every quarter, armed (for the most part) with a coloured lamp held suspended from a stick." He also wrote 
of being in Washington in February 1861 staying at Willard's Hotel, ·amusing myself principally by listening to the debates. Washington is a strange piece 
of patchwork. The public buildings scattered about are handsome, but the city generally is far from being so. The show street, Pennsylvania Avenue, has 
the width that would shame Broadway and the main streets of Philadelphia, but it has nothing else to recommend it." He admires the Capitol, and 
describes it in detail (in the years before its dome was erected), especially the Rotunda's "pictures representing scenes in the history of America, some 
of them, such as Burgoyne's surrender at Saratoga & Cornwallis' at Yorktown not too flattering to an Englishman's pride." He watches both chambers 
of Congress, commenting on the ladies' galleries and the congressional provision of spittoons, travels into Virginia to visit the Natural Bridge, and returns 
in time tor Abraham Lincoln's arrival: "The President-elect is now here, & occupies rooms in this Hotel...! caught a glimpse of him as I was coming out 
of Church this morning, but had only time to see that he is very tall & (apparently) very ugly. 'Ain't he a good lookin' one!; was a remark I overheard one 
bystander make ... Washlngton is tremendously full now." Sterry attends the inauguration (described in full detail), where "before long 'Uncle Abe' made 
his appearance, accompanied by Senators, friends & other, and also by the Diplomatic Corps ... whose handsome uniforms were in striking contrast with 
the plain black suit of the President...When all was quiet Llncoln ... in a clear distinct voice read his inaugural address, in which, as it seemed to me he 
took a very good position ... Lincoln did not seem to me quite so gaunt & ungainly as he has been represented ... He is very tall ... & if not ugly is in the 
approach to it. For all that there is something honest & pleasant in his face, the character of a man who knows his own mind & sticks to it. His speech 
was listened to in deep silence, broken only by here & there an exclamation of approval & by an occasional burst of applause." ($3,000.) 

R ichard Withington Auctions of Hillsborough, NH sold an 8 x 34" Lincoln & Hamlin 
linen banner with the motto "Union & Liberty" for $9,900 in their August 2009 sale. 

It had previously been sold at Northeast Auctions of Portsmouth, NH for $6,600 in 1998, 
lheo mpped to the'"'""' coos;g,o, (oow deceased) to, a ,eported $10,000. Purehased I 
by a dealer, it will no doubt be offered at a sharp markup at various upscale antique shows 
in New England. Will it sell? If dealer "Mark" finds a "mark!" 
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S otheby's held autograph sales in the last two years that were noteworthy on several levels. From one sale, an Auto
graph Letter Signed "A. Lincoln", Springfield, September 8, 1856, to Charles H. Ray, editor of The Chicago Tribune 

~,.-✓-
shows his organizational skills and partisanship. He requests Ray to have a bundle of German-language, pro-Fremont ··-- .,__ 1~-f.(l.;::::.,:1'.::._ 
newspapers-probably Chicago's Staats Zeitung-sent to a Republican supporter: "Have fifty copies, of the german Fre- •0 -· • /J•, .-.,.,... ;~_,-,_..._ 

mont paper sent regularly, In one bundle, to Jabez Capps, Mount Pulaski, Logan Co. Ill. Herewith is his letter [not pre- ✓:.:_ ·-::_··:::,;;:;:_, I 
sent] to me.' Capps was one of the founders of Mt. Pulaski, Illinois, and an occasional legal cllent of Lincoln's. Lincoln's z:··. ~-,,,!:;:.: ~-.-,.;..;..7:.::~-;,,. ' 
letter seeks to assist the Fremont cause in another way, by starting a subscription for Friedrich Hecker, a German immi- ;i_?,-;;;.?,-:_;;.,~:.. ~ 
grant and leader of the German-American community in Illinois: 'Another matter-Owing to Mr. Hacker's house having ✓-- _ ... _ -<'? ✓.:....:/;,-:.
been burned, we can not get him out to address our german friends. This is a bad draw-back. It would be no more than ::,;:__ -;;;:...::;.: /;;:.:.,,:·,-:::::.
just for us to raise him a thousand dollars in this emergency. Can we not do it? See ouc friends about it. I can find one -:.::,'....,..z.-A·-;::e:·;:. ;..·::::;:::-;;;: 
hundred dollars towards it. Such a sum no doubt would greatly relieve him, and enable him to take the field again. We •· = ~I'-- ~ A-;-F-:;v-
can not spare his services.· Hecker was addressing a Fremont rally when his home was destroyed by fire, about a month ..._ ________ __, 
before Lincoln wrote this letter. On October 18, 1856, Lincoln and Hecker jointly made a campaign stop at Belleville, which was described by the Belleville 
Weekly Advocate with all the journalistic objectivity of the day: 'Stephen A. Douglas, the traitor to Freedom, was exposed, and his arguments refuted by 
Lincoln. This associate of Hecker refered to the Germans and the noble position taken by them in just and digni-~----------~ 
tied terms. When he called down the blessings of the Almighty on their heads, a thrill of pleasure ran through his 
whole audience. They all rejoiced that clap-traps, false issues and humbugs are powerless ... Lincoln and Hecker 
were inscribed on many banners." (No sale against a $40,000-60,000 estimate.) In an Autograph Letter Signed 
('A. Lincoln'), Washington, September 22, 1864, to General Ulysses S. Grant, Lincoln acknowledges-but does 
not correct-his error in allowing political considerations to decide a military matter: "fhe Secretary of War is 
wholly free of any part in this blunder." Pennsylvania was critical to Lincoln's hope for reelection in his 1864 cam
paign. As election day neared, he confided to John Hay that he was convinced that the Keystone State's "enor
mous weight and Influence which (if] cast definitely into the scale, w[oul]d close the campaign." A bit earlier, Lin
coln had heard from a Colonel Henry S. Huidekoper, of Meadville, Pennsylvania, who proposed that rebel prison
ers of war held at Rock Island prison be permitted to take the oath of allegiance and enter the military service of 
the Union. The second part of Huidekoper's proposal, as described-and endorsed-by Lincoln, was that 'the 
people of some parts of Pennsylvania' be allowed 'to pay the bounties the government would have to pay to prop
er persons of this class. have them enter the service of the United States, and be credited to the localities fur
nishing the bounty money." Secretary of War Stanton bluntly refused to execute this order, which was also fierce-L------------' 
ly opposed by the Union commander Ulysses S. Grant. But although the President seems to have accepted the 
merits of their objections, he insisted that the order be carried out: "I send this as an explanation to you, and to do justice to the Secretary of War. I was 
induced, upon pressing application, to authorize agents of one of the Districts of Pennsylvania to recruit in one of the prisoner depots in Illinois; and the 
thing went so far before it came to the knowledge of the Secretary of War that in my judgment it could not be abandoned without greater evil than would 
follow its going through. I did not know, at the time, that you had protested against that class of thing being done; and I now say that while this partic
ular job must be completed, no other of the sort, will be authorized, without an understanding with you, if at all. The Secretary of War Is wholly free of 
any part in this blunder.' Grant and Stanton accepted the situation and dealt with It effectively ... .-----------------, 
the repatriated rebels spent the remainder of war far from the frontlines, patrolling the western 
frontier. ($90,000.) Another sale included something we don't see too often ... namely, signed •111·1ncll< 1,1 '1nru,r ,\ 1·1~.~~.~··/:.,, •• ,; .. ~ 
checks by Abraham Lincoln. A lot of these were effectively "emasculated" by Robert Todd Lin- ~ , { uy- ______ -~ • a-.. 
coin who clipped the signatures to send to autograph hounds. This sale included five lots of _:J-ifu,., --~~~-- re" 

undamaged checks. The lots that sold ranged between $10,000 and $15,000 (we picture the .,~1..± ,, ~ >· ' . JI/,,~~,I~ 
most expensive one, made payable to "Wife"). Mistakenly, another lot pictured not one, but L--=:~~====~========· =1 == •==:....J 
THIRTY-TWO such checks!! That lot was withdrawn as they were never to have been exposed. 
All the checks were recently found in a drawer hidden behind a bookcase at Hildene, Robert Todd Lincoln's home. This was a surprise discovery, as any
thing of historical value had been sold off by his grandson Robert Todd Lincoln Beckwith (often in conjunction with Chicago dealer Ralph Newman) many 
years ago. The folks at Hildene consigned the horde to Sotheby's with the understanding that it would be spread out over a long time, with a few checks 
appearing in each sale. They want to use the proceeds of the sale to buy some things for their library. (We find that plan somewhat misguided; Hildene 
has nothing that makes it a worthy "Lincoln site'', but exists primarily as a venue for social events.) Obviously, someone at Sotheby's didn't get the mes· 
sage and put the whole kit-and-keboodle In one sale ("What we have here is a failure to communicate!"). One sale that truly "rocked" the Lincoln world 
was a year ago April, a single owner hardbound catalog selling the "Dr. Robert Small Trust" Collection of American historical manuscripts. Naturally, there 
were a great many fine pieces in the collection. We did notice that a large percentage did not sell (37% to be precise). Although many of the no-sales 
were important pieces, we will leave those for "a future sale" and concentrate on what DID SELL, including a world recordfor a Lincoln autograph!! There 
were 21 Lincoln lots, but we'll start out with two association pieces that caught our eye. An 1862 Millard Fillmore ALS (who cares ... right?) discusses, 
among other things, the ex-doughface president's opinion of Abraham Lincoln and his administration. Fillmore blamed Lincoln and the Republicans for 
the demise of the Whig Party, even though Lincoln actively campaigned for the Taylor-Fillmore ticket in 1848. Here he discusses the editorial policy of a 
Buffalo-area newspaper. " .. J admire very much the able and independent manner in which the World has Insisted on maintaining the public credit, and 
resisted the abolition attempts to destroy the Constitution & prevent a reunion of the states, by perverting this war into a war for emancipation - and for 
reprobating freely the great outrage upon liberty and law, in arresting and imprisoning men in the loyal states without warrant of law. The patlence with 
which this has been submitted to, shows that our people are nearly prepared to receive a master, and submit to a tyrant. It makes my blood boil just to 

continued, top of next page 
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think of it. But enough!" $25,000. (You'll never get more for a Fillmore!) A letter written the same year by Lincoln's predecessor, James Buchanan, is 
more concerned with Old Buck's legacy. "I felt happy, once more to receive a letter from you & although it informed me of the abuse poured upon my 
head in New York, this did not disturb my tranquility. After a careful review of all my public conduct since the election of Mr. Lincoln, I would not change 
any part of it if I had the power. Every step was well considered & I was never deceived by any member of my cabinet. I know them all well. It will not 
be long before the public mind will be disabused of the slanders against me & I have not the least apprehension of the award of posterity." 147 years 
later, Buchanan Is still waiting for that award. S67,000 ... another record! A commission signed by Abraham Lincoln, March 5, 1861 (his first full day In 
office), appoints Caleb Smith of Indiana as Secretary of the Interior. This appointment may have been made to reward Smith for delivering the Indiana 
delegation into Lincoln's column at the Wigwam Convention. According to the catalog, there are seven original cabinet appointments known. This one 
sold for a seemingly cheap $31,000 (room for a big markup here, me hearties!) An 1863 Lincoln ALS, written to Assistant Secretary of State P. H. Wat· 
son, concerns the case of a newspaper whose actions had offended Edwin Stanton. Administration officials were very sensitive about "disloyal" state· 
ments in the press or publishing military data of a secret nature and were prone to come down hard on such perceived mis· r.:::==-=------, 
steps. President Lincoln did not rush to judgment on such matters and tended to take a more tempered approach. The 
National Republican was a pro-administration paper started In Washington just three weeks after Lincoln was elected In 
1860. This earned them the lucrative government contract for publishing official messages and notices. Lincoln's response 
reads: "I have attentively considered the matter of the 'Republican· in regard to which you called on me the other day, and 
the result is that I prefer to make no change, unless it shall give just cause of offense, in which case I will at once withdraw ;:,11. ~- ;1 • ✓-,-~--

the patronage It Is enjoying at my hand. I believe it will not offend again; and, If not, it is better to let the past go by quiet· 
ly." As with errant soldiers. the President liked to give associates the benefit of the doubt and a second chance to work pro· 
ductively towards the common good. $121,000. The same buyer bought a lot consisting of four leaves disbound from an 
autograph album. The significance of this grouping was that it contained signatures of famous people who attended the 
consecration ceremonies at Gettysburg Cemetery on November 19, 1863. Those who acquiesced in signing this souvenir 
album include: Abraham Lincoln, Simon Cameron, William Seward, Andrew Curtin (all four of whom were seated on the ,,,, •• ,,, ,.,, " 
speaker's platform that day), John Hay, Abner Doubleday, John Nicolay and General George Sykes (who saw action at the 
Battle of Gettysburg). This is the only known signature of Lincoln done on that most famous of all days. $937,000 r--=~~~~~~~ 
(to the guy in the pink shirt!) In 1864, 195 school children In Concord, MA signed a petition to President Lincoln. 
TIiied "Petition of the children of the United States that the President will free all slave children·, it was given by Mrs. 

~ ft,• I .,. 

Horace Mann (possibly the teacher of many of the youngsters) to Senator Charles Sumner, who personally delivered Ii~• "~· ,~ , ... -~ 
it to the President. Lincoln was touched by the sentiment and presentation and drafted the following response to 71 ..... .. 

, 

Mrs. Mann on April 5, 1864: "The petition of persons under eighteen, praying that I would free all slave children, and 
the heading of which petition, it appears you wrote, was handed to me a few days since by Senator Sumner. Please 
tell these little people I am very glad their young hearts are so full of just and generous sympathy, and that, while I 
have not the power to grant all they ask, I trust they will remember that God has, and that, as it seems, He wills to 
do It." Lincoln docketed the petition as "Little People's Petition." His response was reproduced in facsimile and dis· 
tributed throughout the North. Lincoln realized he did not have the authority to end slavery, but Congress and the 
States could do so through the passage of a Constitutional Amendment, which in fact occurred. Towards the end of 
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the War, his outlook was infused with a sense of Providence. He wrote to Kentucky editor Albert Hodges these well· .,~. ,, ... _,., "'r .. / u:;. -

~...... ,!...--1 ,_./1-- "'"- LC. known remarks apropos: " ... If God now wills the removal of a great wrong, and wills also that we of the North as 
well as you of the South, shall pay fairly for our complicity in that wrong, impartial history will find therein new cause 
to attest and revere the Justice and goodness of God." This document certainly touched all the right buttons that 
make for a record price: slavery, children, God. Purchased by Doc Small only three years earlier from a Chicago deal· 
er, it sold within estimate for $3.4M and "made the evening news." 
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W hat's cooking in the Lincoln marketplace? How about this miniature toy stove named after William Wallace Lincoln, the young son of President 
Lincoln who died of typhoid fever in 1862? We excerpt the eBay listing: OFFERED FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION IS THIS RARE BEAUTIFUL 
ANTIQUE circa 1885 'LITTLE WILLIE' cast iron toy stove made by Abbott & Nobel of Philadelphia named in memory of PRESIDENT ABRAHAM 

LINCOLN'S son 'LITTLE WILLIE' ... information can be found at A. LINCOLN BLOG by 8. R. DIR/CK, history professor at Anderson University & Lincoln 
scholar, who blogged about a museum display in Connecticut dedicated to miniature stoves, in which the collection Includes a stove called a 'Little Willie,' 
INCLUDED ARE ANTIQUE CAST IRON ACCESSORIES INCLUDING 3 LARGE KITTLES; 2 OF WHICH HAVE LOVELY ANTIQUE PAINTINGS OF BIRDS, 
FLOWERS, & HEARTS (ONE HAS ALSO PAINTED 'CORTLAND.NY?. THERE IS ALSO AN ANTIQUE ASH/COAL BUCKET WITH SHOVEL & SERVING 
SPOON. This three-sided stove has all the movable parts and accessories that mother's stove had. It features removable ....----~.-----, 
burner covers, opening doors, and more ... 14" x 10 x r H weighs about 18 lbs not Including the accessories which weigh 

about 2 more pounds. THIS WONDERFUL STOVE WAS PLAYED WITH BY ME AS A 
CHILD, (I'm now in my 80s), MY MOTHER, & GRANDMOTHER (who was the original 
owner). PASSED DOWN THROUGH GENERATIONS ALONG WITH THE STORY OF THE 
LITTLE WILLIE STOVE NAMED IN MEMORY OF LITTLE WILLIE LINCOLN. Now we 
know it isn't just an old wives tale. It was bid up to $273, but failed to meet the $1,000 
reserve, or WILLIE ... NIL-ee (the sums of all its parts being equal to ZERO). HEY ... at 
least we didn't go low-brow with the obvious "Little WIiiie" puns! 
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Jn The Marketplace, cont. 

S ome manuscript material from Heritage Galleries of Dallas: a Lincoln ALS, July 4, 1864, 
deals with the case of Col. Frank L. Wolford of Kentucky. Lincoln writes to Kentucky Sen

ator Lazarus Powell: "The Sec. of War informs me that Col. Woolford will be put on trial this 
week & just as early in the week as the case can be prepared." Wolford was honored on 
March 1 o. 1864 for his heroic actions against the rebels, but used the occasion to denounce 
Lincoln as a tyrant and refuse to serve with Negro troops. He was arrested two days later 
and dishonorably discharged on the 24th for " ... using disrespectful words against the Pres
ident of the United States, for disloyalty, and for conduct unbecoming an officer and a gen
tleman.· The Chicago Tribune issued an editorial In the matter. "When the order came from 
the President to enroll the blacks, Col. Wolford's Anglo-Saxon blood all rushed to his head, 

1 
overcame his organ of reverence, congested his love of country and he raved loud and long 
that he would at no one's bidding serve in the ranks with niggers. The President has taken 
the rampant negrophobist at his word and cast him into that outer darkness where rebels 
and secesh gnash their teeth against loyalty. Let Mr. Wolford, and all his kith and kin in pol-
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itics. remember that the god-fearing black, who, with musket In hand steps forward at the call of his country, is tenfold more the brother and fellow citi
zen of the true patriot, than the wretches who to spite the negro would ruin the country.· Wolford was shortly thereafter reinstated by General Grant, but 
continued to speak against Lincoln's policies (he would serve as a McClellan presidential elector). He was re-arrested and taken in shackles to Washing
ton, where he declined an invitation to visit President Lincoln at the White House. Instead, he met with Lincoln, Stanton and Sen. Powell at Willard's Hotel. 
Three days later, he did go to the White House and signed an agreement to return to Louisville for trial and abstain from making any public statements. 
Lincoln then forwarded a parole form to Wolford that obligated him to do nothing "which will directly or Indirectly tend to hinder, delay, or embarrass the I 
employment and use of colored persons, as soldiers, seamen, or otherwise, In the suppression of the rebellion, so long as the U. S. government chooses 
to so employ and use them." Wolford refused to sign the parole and sent off a lengthy reply, defending his position and sharply criticizing the Lincoln 
administration ('" .. .Impartial history, in attesting the goodness and severity of God, will write you down as the greatest tyrant that ever lived ... ") A day after 
writing his letter to Senator Powell, Lincoln suspended the writ of habeas corpus in Kentucky and instituted martial law. He never replied to Walford's dia
tribe. Walford's case did not go to trial; he campaigned strenuously for McClellan, serving in various government posts and practicing law In the post-war I 
period. No sale, but available for a "buy now" purchase price of $23,900. A Lincoln Manuscript Signed, Springfield, November 13, 1860, acknowledges a 
letter of congratulation on his election as president. It was sent to Will Cumback (that sounds like the name of a character played by Arnold Schwarzeneg
ger), a Republican presidential elector in 1860. Following a successful campaign, political candidates typically receive reams of such congratulatory letters 
from people they never heard of. This is the earliest acknowledgment letter we have seen. It might be fun to see some of the letters losing candidates I 
received. $8,675. Along the same lines, Heritage offered a post-election letter from 1864 acknowledging not congratulations, but the gift of a "card bas
ket." A Mrs. Wright Parl<er had sent the President "a very pretty and ingenious card basket". the receipt of which the President failed to acknowledge. The 
sender brought this oversight to his attention which prompted him to have his secretary draw up a letter for him to sign. We guess it never occurred to 
Mrs. Wright that the President might have had more important things to do than acknowledge her piece-of-junk basket. But, NOOOOOO!II $10,750. Quot· 
ing from the catalog entry of a key piece: "Important Autograph Manuscript Page. Twenty-three lines in Lincoln's own handwriting from his last State of I 
the Union address to Congress. One page, 8.25' x 13.75', on plain lined paper In ink, no place [Washington, D.C.J, no date [December, 1864), being page 
forty-four (numbered in pencil by a different hand) of Lincoln's own holograph copy. It reads, in full: 'To this again should be added the number of all sol· 
diers In the field from Massachusetts, Rhode Island, New Jersey, Delaware, Indiana, Illinois and California, who, by the laws of those states could not vote 
away from their homes, and which number can not be less than [Lincoln had not yet inserted the number 90,000). Nor yet is this all. The number in orga-
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nized territories is tripple [sic) now what it was four years ago; while thousands, white and black, join us, as the 
national arms press back the insurgent lines. So much Is shown, affirmatively, and negatively, by the election. It Is 
not material to inquire how the increase has been produced; or to show that it would have been greater but for the 
war, which is probably true. The important fact remains demonstrated that we have more men now than we had 
when the war began; that we are not exhausted, nor in process of exhaustion; that we are gaining strength and may 
if need be maintain the contest indefinitely. This as to men. Material resources are now more complete, and abun
dant than ever." Research shows that Lincoln began worl<ing on this Important Annual Message just a week after 
the November 8th election by writing telegrams to several governors asking them to '(p)lease send, as soon as 
practicable, exactly, or approximately, the aggregate of votes cast in your State at the late election. It is desired with 
reference to the forthcoming Message.' Lincoln read his first draft during a cabinet meeting on November 25th and 
then, on December 3rd, he called a special cabinet meeting to read them the final version; the plan was to send It 
to Congress on the sixth. A newspaper reporter from Galifornia named Noah Brooks wrote of the December 6th joint 
session of Congress: 'Precisely at one o clock yesterday the private secretary of the President appeared (John Hay) 
at the House of Representatives with the annual message of the president ... in a few minutes, Clerk [ of the House 
Edward) McPherson, In a loud and clear voice, took up the document and began .. .' Another contemporary report 
stated: 'A complete silence pervaded the vast hall and the breathless, crowded galleries.' The New York nmes 
described the message as ·straightforward and business-like' while the London nmes called 'the tenor ... decided· 
ly warlike.' Later that evening, a crowd assembled at the White House to serenade and congratulate him on his mes· 
sage. The New York Tribune of December 8, 1864, reports on his Impromptu address to the group: 'FRIENDS AND 
FELLOW-CITIZENS: I believe I shall never be old enough to speak without embarrassment when I have anything to 

continued, top of next page 
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talk about. (Laughter and cheering.] I have no good news to tell you, and yet I have no bad news to tell. We have talked of elections until there is nothing 
more to say about them. The most interesting news we now have is from Sherman. We all know where he went in at. but I can't tell where he will come 
out at. (Cheers and cries, 'He'll come out all right.'] I will now close by proposing three cheers for Gen. Sherman and the army.' Carl Sandburg, In his book 
Lincoln Collector(New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, Inc., 1949), explains how a precious few of the original pages in Lincoln's holograph have sur
vived to this day: 'Of President Lincoln's Annual Message to Congress in December of 1864, several manuscript sheets were given to various persons by 
the Superintendent of Public Printing, J. 0. Oefrees .. .' (page 190). Sandburg goes on to state that three of these manuscript pages were contained in the 
legendary Oliver R. Barrett Collection (later sold by Parke-Bernet Galleries in 1952). Basler, in The Collected Works of Abraham Lincoln Volume VII I, notes 
eleven known fragments of the original manuscript extant. including this one (pages 136-153). The most recent of these fragments to appear on the mar
ket was Lot 119 of the October 2002 Forbes Collection of American Historical Documents at Christie's where the eleven-line manuscript (ex. Philip D. Sang) 
sold for S251,500 (with BP). That example was the top half of page thirty-nine. $107,550. • 

D an Weinberg of the Abraham Lincoln Book Shop in Chicago Issues periodic fixed-price catalogs which are also posted on-line. The mix includes 
Civil War, Lincoln, U.S. presidential, historical and literary figures. A ninth-plate copy tintype of the lost 1854 daguerreo
type of Lincoln by J. C. F. Polycarpus Von Schneidau is $20,000. (Dan also has had a cased ambrotype of the same image 

within the last few years which sold for considerably more.) A signed CDV of Old Mars, Edwin McMas
ters Stanton, Is $1,500. A 8 x 9 1/2" handbill, issued on July 4, 1861 by women of 
Maryland to Lt. General Winfield Scott, urges him to use his Influence to prevent Civil 
War. These ladles (Southern sympathizers) saw their peace initiative as a holy cause 
and hoped "Old Fuss n' Feathers• (a Virginia native) would decline to command the 
Union forces. Undiplomatically, they heaped praise upon Robert E. Lee, Pierre Beaure-
gard and Jefferson Davis. Two weeks later, the first Battle of Bull Run would make this r · ...,,_ ~· 
effort moot. Not only did Scott remain true to the Union, but his efforts ensured that 
Maryland was prevented from joining the Confederacy, which would have isolated 
Washington, D.C. and doomed the Union cause. They shouldn't have made such a "Fuss" over the issue. $1,500. 

Larry Gottheim of Yonkers, NY Issues photographic auction catalogs under the "nom-de-plume" of Be-Hold. 
A 7 x 9 1/2" albumen print on tan board depicts President Lincoln delivering his Second Inaugural Address 
before a vast crowd assembled at the Capitol. Larry explains there are several variants of this subject, usual

ly attributed to Alexander Gardner or his associates. This particular example has the back mark of Clarence Dodge, 
106 G Street SE, Washington, D.C. Dodge was a D.C. area photographer who may have assisted Gardner on that 
historic day, later Issuing copies of the Images he took. Neither Gardner nor Brady Is known to have copyrighted 
any pictures of the inauguration. $14,500. 

0 pinions vary among collectors about the acceptability of damaged items. Most are willing to accept ,, ,vi ... ,,.,. 
such Items if very rare. An Interesting example Is the "Ice House· cover recently sold by Robert • 

Siegel Galleries of NY. It is the only known postal-used cover with the 90-cent Lincoln stamp first issued in t)' ) • • •• • 
1869. It was mailed from Boston to Calcutta, India in 1873. Discovered in 1914 by a collector touring India, //// ; ~ ~:;)·, • "? 1 

it became part of the David Baker Collection which was stolen in 1967. The collection was insured and the c r,<r~;,,,//,1 
owner made whole. In 1974, the FBI recovered the collection, but the prize Item was missing. Siegel sold 
the collection in 1978 for $772,000. The cover was finally recovered in 2006 when an elderly couple in ------------• 
Chicago tried to sell it to a dealer. There was a tear in the cancellation and the upper left quadrant of the stamp. The 
damage was repaired professionally and the item crossed the block in 2009 for a record $431,250. As they say, find 
another! Another Siegel auction included "propaganda covers." A cover for the "National Democratic Executive Com
mittee" of Washington, O.C. had portraits of Douglas & Johnson and was sent in the mails for free by Louisiana Con
gressman Miles Taylor. $980. A very unusual Lincoln cover featured his portrait within a split-rail fence frame with 
the Constitution below. $1,840. "Kicking that up a notch or two" was perhaps the finest Lincoln campaign cover ..._ _______ __. 
known. It had an embossed cameo of Lincoln surrounded by split-rail fencing with the inscription "For Pres'!. Abraham 
Lincoln For Vice Pres'!. Hannibal Hamlin. I Do Not Expect the House to Fall But I Do Expect It Will Cease to be Divid· 
ed." It was produced by William Eaves, the preeminent maker of such designs. On yellow paper and postmarked from 
Hoboken, New Jersey, it realized S2,990. Another yellow cover with a seemingly standard Lincoln design was, in reali
~---------~ ty, something special. It advertised the "Republican Central Campaign Head 
,"":;;,"•••,., .ft Quarters 722 Broadway New-York." Ditto $2,990. A Confederate cover with the ;:===============~:::-;:; 
... .., ,.. ... ~. l"'-; .llll slogan "Southern Confederacy. Free Trade With All the World" promoted Euro-
'•. .. ..• , ,- • pean recognition of the CSA. If slogans such as this could have broken the 

~.,) ~ /4.-,~ Union naval blockade, well then ... It ''traded hands" for $10,925. For those won-
/4...t! .IL dering if the economic meltdown ,vould affect the philatelic market, consider - -

,#a-,;;
7

,,"q_ the fact that the proceeds for this sale exceeded the estimated total by double -.:::!- ~'J..~-~%;; 
..._ _________ _, the amount. Put that in your Scott's album and lick it! !I ';(. ✓, 
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C owan's held two sales in June 2009 which Included noteworthy Lincolniana. The first to hit the block was a sterling silver ewer with gold wash, 
manufactured by Tiffany's in their "#809 Etruscan Pattern" and given to Abraham Lincoln at the time of his first inauguration. Standing 13 3/4" tall, 
the design includes neoclassical motifs, an angular handle with cast mask and Greek key borders. Marked Tiffany & Co/ 550 Broadway/ English 

Sterling 925-1000 with mark for J.C. Moore and Son, the ewer was likely the design of son Edward C. Moore. Engraved on the body under the spout is 
a depiction of the Great Seal of the United States, replete with 33 stars representing the states in the Union. The engraving was one star short of the actu
al number of states on March 4, 1861, since Kansas had become the 34th state, admitted to the Union on January 29, 1861. Apparently, the ewer was 

commissioned between the election of November 1860 and January 1861. The inscription around the seal reads "To the President 
of the United States Abraham Lincoln from his Washington Friends March 4, 1861." Who were 
the "Washington Friends"? They remain undisclosed. Lincoln papers housed at the Library of 
Congress in Washington, DC show no acknowledgment of gratitude for such a gift, or mention 
of same. The White House Inventories were not, at the time, keeping inventories of the Presi
dent's personal gifts, so no record of the piece Is with White House papers. And, the TI!fany 
Archives contain no record of the commission. Were these friends potential lobbyists, seeking 
favor from the new president? The question remains unanswered, although the possibility exists 
that these were holdover colleagues from Lincoln's single term in the U.S. House of Represen
tatives. After its presentation, the whereabouts of the ewer were unknown until the early 20th 
century. A Mr. Bartlett, Boston attorney turned antiquarian, owned a shop called 'Old Russia". 
Most of its inventory were pieces from the Russian Imperial Court, so it is not known how he 
obtained the ewer. During the Depression, the shop closed. At his death, Mr. Bartlett willed the 

ewer to Annette Pitts, his nurse. Ultimately, lt was purchased from a Boston dealer by a Midwest
ern family in the 1960s. It was placed on loan to the National Museum of American History at the Smithsonian Insti
tution from 1969 until 2006 and appears on Tiffany's web site in their History and Tlmeline for the year 1861. Esti- • ,-----------= 
mated at $300,000-400,000 ("I believe in miracles!"), it failed to attract a buyer. (After the auction, Wes was able to 
negotiate a private-treaty sale of the piece to a New Orleans antique dealer specializing in silver.) A 28 1/2 x 37" Lloyd's 
"National Republican Chart" for the "Presidential Campaign of 1860" shows the Republican nominees, Lincoln and 
Hamlin, surrounded by split rail fencing. Hand-colored, but with dampstains, edge tears and a small area of loss in the 
text, it mapped out new territory, selling for $4,115. A clean copy of the 1860 campaign newspaper, The Rall Splitter, 
published in Cincinnati October 3rd, shows Lincoln on the masthead with "vampire Gothic" lettering. An interior page 
has an anti-Douglas cartoon showing him addressing an audience of swine during a stopover in Cincinnati, then deri-

sively known as Porkopolis. Chicago, where a different version of this pro-Lincoln organ was pub-
lished, would "Swift-ly" overtake Cincinnati as "pig central." Managed a meager $500 (pork bellies • ~- ·--•----·-
are way down!) A Lincoln pocket watch was described as: ABRAHAM LINCOLN POCKET WATCH. Swiss movement ca 1870s, marked 
H.G. Borel & Co., Chaux de Fonds, #54844; Swiss bar movement, stem wind, pin set, 18kt gold hunting case. A striking case, with a 

superb enameled polychrome portrait of Abraham Lincoln, based on the Berger 'Five Dollar 8111' photograph; the reverse lid of the 
case with a spread-winged American eagle. It ticked off $6,460. An exceptional CDV album was described as: "Containing 97 
cartes, all but 15 pertaining directly to Lincoln, his funeral, and the Civil War. An extraordinary gathering, containing no fewer 
than 25 cartes of the funeral by Garbutt, Fassett and Witt Includes the following: Columbus, OH (3); Chicago, IL (10), featur
ing a numbered series of 8 Garbutt images, beginning with the processional arch, tour different views of the procession, the 
crepe draped City Hall, the railroad car used to transport his coffin, and the locomotive used to pull the funeral train; Spring

field, IL (12) including the hearse, the Old State Capitol, a rare image of his bedroom in the Springfield house; a view of Lin· 
coin's horse 'Old Bob' and his black groom standing before the Lincoln home; three separate images of mourning groups at the 

Lincoln Home and at the birthplace of Robert Todd Lincoln, and four different images of the cemetery and temporary tomb. Many of 
these are illustrated in Twenty Days (Kunhardt and Kunhardt 1965). The remaining cartes include views of the Springfield home with Lincoln and Tad 
standing in front; a tinted image of Lincoln's boyhood home; number of copy views of Lincoln and his family; vignettes of Lincoln and his cabinet; Army 
commanders; the Military Guard of Honor; various drawings of the bedroom in which he died; interior scenes of the funeral; the Emancipation Procla
mation ... " Several of the images were unpublished views. The "extraordinary" collection brought an extraordinary $27,025. 
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HCA continues to feature great Americana in five auctions each year. A couple of fun Items of late - a Civil War soldier's letter, written April 12, 1863 
by Lt. Col. Myron Baker of Indiana {KIA at Atlanta, August 5, 1864), discusses the upcoming presidential election. " ... you wanted to know whether 

I would vote for old Abe it he was nominated again. I can tell you very plainly that I would not ... I can't vote for an abolitionist like old Abe. He likes the 
niggers too well and I am not a friend of the niggers. I am for the Union not for the nigger. i would vote for McClellan if he was nominated but you did· 
n't tell me your opinion about old Abe. I would like to know what you think about Abe and you said there was quite a number out of the ninth and forty 
eight at home on furlough that they had reenlisted. that shows that they are good soldiers and are willing to fight for their country ... "($2, 115.) A 15 x 20 
1/2" printing on silk of the "Ordinance of Secession. Republic of Georgia", confirms the ratification by popular vote on January 19, 1861 of the ordinance 
of secession adopted in convention on January 2nd. This document was signed In the state capital, Milledgeville, and printed by the Constitutionalist 
Steam Press of Augusta. The heading, "Republic of Georgia", Indicates that Georgians considered themselves part of an independent republic, unaligned 
with other southern states. Six of the delegates, however, issued a protest, indicative of things to come. While endorsing secession, these gentlemen 
urged an alliance or confederation with other states who had or were on the verge of severing ties with the USA. This protest is amended at the bottom. 
The Raynor boys say they sold a paper example of this for $20,000 in 2006. This silk example was acquired in the late Spring at Reagan-Watson Auc
tions of Milford, DE tor $9,000. Estimated at $15-20,000, it has advanced only slightly, selling for $11,750. An 1864 soldier's letter by Rufus Ford of the 

•-------'- 93rd IL comments on the election: "But they will remain behind and call us here failures and run a man tor President that 
would ruin them as well as our country forever. .. But Thank God ... he can't get the Presidency for old Abe Is going to keep 
his seat and stretch forth that long arm and bring in the followers of one eyed Jeff, both North & South, under shot and 
shell If talk won't do ... ff I had $20,000 to bet, I would bet Abe Lincoln would be our next President. Little Mac is done up 
as sure as the Devil. There are too many rotten planks in his platform even for his own party. They could not see it alike, 
so they have split, and where will they be in November. .. If Mac resigns from the army, he will have to hire out on a farm 
or in some R.R. depot." ($535.) A Civil War era CDV, allegedly originating from 
Indiana, shows an outdoor political event. A very long and narrow banner inscribed ~ 
"Democracy" hangs vertically suspended from a tree branch. Several men appear 
in the process of raising hickory poles. The wooden framework for a house or shed 
lies on the ground. The overall Impression is that these men are setting up a cam· 
paign headquarters, or "wigwam." Although unmarked and undated, the photo

•-------• graph has a strong Civil War feel and look to it. A real neat Item that sold for $350. 
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Heritage Galleries of Dallas, TX sold the Lincoln Collection of the late Dr. John K. Lattimer in November 2008. The Lattimer Sale may very well come 
to be viewed as a once-in-a-lifetime event. Comparisons may reasonably be drawn with landmark sales such as Barrett and Sang although the 

nature of the offerings. Dr. Lattimer was, in many ways, a Renaissance man. A world-class amateur athlete, he was an esteemed medical practitioner and 
teacher, serving as head of Urology at Columbia-Presbyterian Hospital In Manhattan. He served in the U.S. Army during World War II and was assigned 
the dubious distinction of serving as Herman Goering's personal physician during the Nuremberg Trials. He also counted many celebrities among his 
patients, including Katherine Hepburn. His Lincoln collection was amassed over a period of decades. He was a selective buyer at all the major sales as 
well as patronizing book and autograph dealers. The 269 lots in the sale reflect his focus, Interest and Individuality. These Included relics, autographs 
and ephemera related to Lincoln, family members, associates and the conspirators in his assassination. This latter topic --------~ 
constituted the key focus of his collection. The Rail Splitter was honored to host the only exhibition of the entire Lattimer 
Collection back in 1995, during our first "Lincoln in New York" celebration. Every lot in tl:ie sale was assigned a minimum 
bid which was listed in a separate sheet accompanying the catalog. Since the ENTIRE catalog is a worthy read, we present 
here but a small sampling. When the Lincoln's left Springfield en route to Washington, they left a dilapidated, shabby old 
steamer trunk in the care of Mary Todd's cousin, Elizabeth Todd Grimsley. No doubt, Mary Todd would have felt mortified 
taking such a trunk to the White House and, in fact. bought new trunks for the trip East. This trunk contained some old 
clothes that the Lincoln's felt like keeping for after they left the White House. Lincoln also gave Grimsley a carpetbag full .===============:::: 

IJo(Ut, 1 of correspondence. "Cousin Lizzie" used up or gave away the contents of the trunk, gave out some letters as souvenirs, 
while the balance of the letters were thrown into the fire as refuse by an overzealous servant. $21,510. An phenomenal 
rarity was found In an engraved admittance card for the 1865 Inauguration. With some discoloration, it sold for an 
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astounding $14,340. Considered a "Holy Grail" piece of Lincoln ephemera, the only other example to come to the auction lda,i1 

block was also sold by Heritage; that specimen bringing $11,350. The black lace bonnet veil worn by Mrs. Lincoln at Ford's 
Theatre on the night of the assassination also had documentation. It was given by the First Lady to her seamstress, Eliz-l===========.I 
abeth Keckley, along with her earrings, bonnet and cloak. Kackley held on to these relics until 1890 when she sold them 
to Charles F. Gunther. The accompanying note, signed by Keckley, reads "This veil was worn the night of A. Lincoln assas
sination by Mrs. Lincoln." $52,280. Another assassination relic is a bloodstained shirt cuff worn by Lincoln. It is inscribed 
''This cuff was cut from the shirt worn by Abraham Lincoln when assassinated at Ford's Theatre April 14th 1865 by J. 
Wilkes Booth." It was owned by John T. Farnham, a clerk in the Adjutant General's office. His diary entry, describing the 
night of the assassination, accompanied the lot. Along with Tad, he happened to be attending the performance of "Aladdin 
and His Wonderful Lamp" at Grover's Theatre. The play was cut short when news of the assassination was announced. '-"r==.:=:::==::::==:==, 
The audience dispersed and Farnham headed towards Ford's Theatre. He was not one of the "untold" number of people 
apocryphally crammed into the Peterson House bedroom. He did view the body of Lincoln as it lay in state at the White 
House the next day ("The features looked rather painful and a white powder had been sprinkled on the face. A sad scene.") 
On May 18, he called upon "Miss Coleman who gave me a relic of A. Lincoln, a cuff cut from the shirt he wore when assas
sinated. I was glad to get the relic." The piece passed from Farnham's heirs to King Hostick, thence to Dr. Lattimer. --=========::'..., 

... !JIJUI 11!, 

x..t..,- ~ "'· ,..t,,J .. t /6 ""r $23,900. A printed and manuscript pass issued to Provost Marshal James Rowan O'Beime sheds light on the early pur- " 
suit of Booth and his accomplices. O'Beirne was initially the head guy in this operation. His operatives had discovered 
Booth's connection to George Azterodt, a resident of Port Tobacco. The pass reads "Pass Major O'Beirne Special Prov 
Marshal and assistants to Port Tobacco & vicinity by the Potomac River on important service. All officers are enjoined 
to render him any aid he requires." Ironically, Booth was eventually hunted down and killed in the area of Port Tobac-
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co. O'Beirne received $2,000 in reward money for his part. $3,585. A presidential pardon for Dr. Samuel Mudd, dated .__ ________ _, 
February 6, 1869, and signed by President Andrew Johnson, was offered (as well as, separately, Johnson's pardon for Edman Spangler). Mudd and some 
of his convicted co-conspirators were sent to the Dry Tortugas. After a failed escape attempt, Mudd rendered useful medical assistance during a yellow 
fever outbreak. Johnson did not show mercy to Mary Surratt or Andersonville Commandant Wirz, but his attitude softened somewhat as his term of office 
came to an end. $16,730. Another neat pass was offered. Dated April 28, 1865, and signed by Navy Secretary Gideon Welles and 
Secretary of War Edwin Stanton, it reads: "Pass Col. Baker & Major Eckert & guard on the iron clads Montauk & Saugus." 
Lafayette Baker was the head of the Secret Service. He had come up with the ruse of dumping Booth's body into the Potomac (or, 
at least, making bystanders think that's what he was doing I) Eckert came up with the Idea of taking the captured conspirators to 
the Old Capital Prison. An autopsy was performed on Booth on the "Montauk". The day after this pass was issued, the gentlemen 
referred to transported the remains of Booth, along with Davy Herold. Lewis Payne, Michael O'Laughlin and Samuel Arnold to the 
Washington prison for safekeeping. Booth was temporarily buried within the prison confines. $2,630. The total for the 269 lots 
came to $1.58M, averaging $5,900 a lot. Seven lots sold for over $50,000, while two lots broke the $1 OOK barrier. In-between 
were a great many lots that sold for nominal amounts. We assume the "pundits" will be analyzing the sale for a long time to come. 
In other recent Heritage auctions-. a sixth-plate dag of Judah P. Benjamin, touted as the earliest known portrait of the Confeder
ate statesman (and the only dag) was estimated at $50-70,000. Although unmarked, it is thought to have been taken by a Louisiana 
photographer. Benjamin was a prominent lawyer and Senator from Louisiana in the antebellum period. $29,875. A small silver 
badge worn by a "U. S. Military Detective" seemed unusual. This unit, under the command of Col. Lafayette C. Baker, was a precur
sor to the Secret Service and was charged with the enforcement of the draft, arresting deserters, investigating payroll thefts and mur
ders. They were active participants in the pursuit of the conspirators and arrested Dr. Samuel Mudd. $5,375. A cigar box inner label 
proof for "John Hay Cigars" shows him in his capacity as Secretary of State and Ambassador to Great Britain. His earliest job, as private 

continued, top of next page 
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-~ 
secretary to Abraham Lincoln, is not highlighted. $310. When Abraham Lincoln first arrived in •... ,~ !~.;\!.'.! 
Illinois in 1830, he helped build a log cabin for his father. Assisting in that chore were his • 1~ '
cousin Dennis Hanks and Hanks' son, John. The three also built a barn and smokehouse on the o>G 

site. When Lincoln ran for president in 1860, relic canes were made from logs used in that con- \, • 
structlon. Heritage offered one such cane, inscribed on the gold knob "Wm. B. Mills from J. & D. \ P~ ~ 

.__ ____ ___. Hanks" and, on the side of the handle, "A stick from the log cabin built by A. Lincoln, J. and D. Hanks, • ' ~ 
in Macon County, Illinois, A.O. 1830." Mills was a resident of Charleston, Illinois and a prominent Mason. No sale, against 
a $7,500 start. A relic key to Lincoln's tomb "From lock north door·, ex: Herbert Wells Fay Collection (longtime custodian of 
the tomb), made $2,270. It was likely salvaged in 1931 when the badly-deteriorated tomb got a makeover. A great matched pafr of 
Lincoln and Douglas ribbons, each emblazoned with the popular nickname of the presidential contender, were offered as one lot. 
These typically come on colored silk (blue, rose, salmon or pink), but these were printed on white and the Douglas example was 
wider than usual. They went out the door, arm-in-arm, for $11,950. A 17 .5" x 20" banner, pieced together from components of cam
paign flags, features the youthful, tousled hair portrait of Lincoln. Research indicates the item was assembled around the time of the 
campaign. The Lincoln Museum in Ft. Wayne owns a complete flag which appears to be the only extant example. Accordingly, this 
artifact possesses both affordability and availability. $7,170 on a single bid. The rarest of the Currier & Ives' Grand National Banners 
is the Breckinridge & Lane. We estimate that no more than five examples exist. Bill Mastro sold one five years ago for close to 
$13,000. The one offered here was purchased some years back for a mere pittance from a Maryland book auction. The key to com
pleting the series, it made $23,900 (Heritage sold the Lincoln-Johnson in this sale for just under S15,000). Even rarer is the Breck-L------'----' 

inridge portrait flag, unlisted and unknown in the hobby. The 27" x 17" flag offered here was found beneath the floorboards of a Philadelphia row house. 
Breck seemed to enjoy a loyal following in Philadelphia and the Northeast and would likely have been elected If Involved in a one-on-one contest with 
Lincoln (somehow people managed without CNN polls back then). $95,600. Another incredible survivor is the paper McClellan lantern. Measuring 9" all 
around, it has Mac's portrait and the slogans "The Union and Liberty", "Shodyites Are Nowhere!" and "Laws and No Jokes!" (the latter slogans referring 
to disreputable government contractors who supplied shoddy uniforms. and Lincoln's seeming lack of gravitas in the face of high Union casualties). This 
is one of two similar lanterns acquired by hobby leading-light Chick Harris. The first one was auctioned off with the bulk of his collection around 1 O years 
ago, realizing $7,500. Subsequently, Tom Slater auctioned off a portrait example with some faults, price realized never published. This one was recently 
discovered during a clean-out of 
Chick·s retirement residence prior 
to Its sale, narrowly escaping a trip 
to the dumpster or Goodwlll Indus
tries. S7,170. Although there were 
a few bargains to be had, they were 
few and far-between. Unlike the 
economy, the market tor Llncolni
ana has not collapsed. 

Wanted: Articles, photographs, features, letters ... 
in short, contributions of material for our launch of 

The Roil Splitter on the internet. 
This is a member-driven effort. Please consider writing 
a short piece or sending us a photograph with details 

on a recent find. We need your help to make our 
on-line journal informative and interesting! 

Who says the mar-
ket is weak? On ~ 
Ebay: a Gardner ~ 

carte of conspira- ,._ 
tor Davey Herold. 

$2,000. 

Any Ideas? Rail Splitter Ted Hake 
wants to identify the subject of 
this cartoon CDV. We have seen 
olhe r examples but have never 

determined the object of derision. 

The Bicentennial produced quite a 
bit of kitsch ... we personally love 

the Abe pencil eraser heads! 

---------------------- S3 

Harvard University's Houghton Library cele
brated the bicentennial of Lincoln's birth 
with Harvard's Lincoln, an exhibition of high-

lights from its extensive Lincoln collection. 
The exhibit was on view January through April 
2009. On the last weekend of the exhibition, 
Houghton Library, along with the Lincoln 
Forum, the Massachusetts Lincoln Bicentenni
al Commission, and the Lincoln Group of 
Boston, hosted a two-day symposium, Abro
ham Lincoln at 
200: New Perspec
tives on His life 
and legacy. Con
graulations to Rail 
Splitter Dr. Thomas 
A. Horrocks of 
Houghton Library, 
who hosted the 
program and 
curated the mag
nificent exhibit. 
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A TALE OF Two LINCOLN PAINTERS 

Steve Coon kept up this pastime throughout his stay 
in the White House. Eisenhower kept a 
small studio in a small room on the sec-

I twas February 1948 in New York and ond noor of the executive mansion where 
Dwight D. Eisenhower had recently he could stop in to paint as time permit-
accepted a position as President of ted il even for only a few minutes. 

Columbia College. Thomas Edgar Painting became a passion Eisenhow-
Stephens, a New York portrait artist, was er shared with Winston Churchill, and the 
busy working on a portrait of Mamie two world leaders would write letters to 
Eisenhower, and Dwight watched the one another nearly always ending with 
process with keen interest. comments on their latest paintings and or 

While the artist and subject toured artistic issues. Ike would continue to 
the college president's house to look for paint until the end of his life in 1969. 
the right place to hang the finished por- Thomas Edgar Stephens was born in 
trait, Ike decided to try his hand at paint- Cardiff, Wales in 1886. He studied at the 
ing using Stephens' brushes and mixed Art School of Cardiff University, the 
paints. He and an aide jury-rigged a can- Heatherly Sch.ool in London, and then at 
vas by stretching a clean dust cloth over the Academie Julian in Paris. 
a piece of cardboard. Little is known of Stephens' early 

By the time his wife and Stephens works from his European beginnings. ln 
returned, Ike had completed his first 1929 he came to the United States to 
painting. "I displayed my version of apply his craft. He set up a studio in New 
Mamie," Ike wrote, "weird and wonderful York and would remain there for the rest 
to behold, and we all laughed heartily." of his life. lntially, he began building his 

Although encouraged by Stephens to portfolio by painting famous historic 
keep painting, Eisenhower initially decid- American figures. One of the first por-
ed that art was beyond him. However, a traits painted in the states was that of 
few days later, Stephens mailed to Eisen- Abraham Lincoln which Stephens com-
hower a complete paint set and portable pleted in 1930. He coincidentally refer-
easel in a package Eisenhower said enced a Gardner photo for this painting. 
included "everything I could possibly As an aside, Railsplitters, several famous 
need - except ability- to start painting." Lincoln poses came from Gardner's stu-

Eisenhower at first ignored the art dio. ln addition to Stephens' and Eisen-
supplies but his curiosity got the better hower's chosen poses, the profile pose 
of him, and it wasn't long before he found used on the penny was also taken on that 
a hobby which would indulge him when same day in 1863. 
bad weather or lack of time prevented Stephens' reputation as a portrait 
him from playing goli. He once mused painter continued to grow over the next 
how nice it would be if he could "install a two decades. After completing his por-
compact painting outfit on a goli cart." traits of the Eisenhowers in the late '40s 

In 1953, during his first term as pres- Stephens developed a relationship with 
ident, Ike felt confident enough to Ike that lasted until Stephens' death In 
attempt a portrait of the great civil war 1966. Ike became so enamored of 
president whom he greatly --------- Stephens work that he was 
admired. He referenced Lin- commissioned to paint all of 
coin's image from a Gardner the members of Ike's cabinet. 
photograph taken two weeks He also painted George C. 
before Lincoln delivered his Marshall, Douglas MacArthur, 
Gettysburg Address. This and other foremost generals 
painting became one of of World War ll for which he 
Eisenhower's most popular was commissioned by the 
paintings and now hangs in U.S. Military Academy. Harry 
his presidential museum in S. Truman commissioned 
Abilene, Kansas. Stephens for a portrait. He 

Painting provided a nee- even ventured back to Eng-
essary outlet for Ike, who 1,,.;,_,.,_,._ land to paint the Duke of 

Windsor as well as the last from-life por
trait of Winston Churchill. One of 
Stephens' most famous portraits of 
Eisenhower graced the cover of Time 
magazine at the time of Ike's passing in 
1969. 

Stephens' works are displayed in the 
White House, National Gallery of Art, U.S. 
Supreme Court, The Pentagon, Walter 
Reed Hospital, U.S. Military Academy, 
Naval Academy, Eisenhower Museum, 
Legion of Honor Gallery, Paris; U.S. 
Embassy, London, I. 8. M. , Cornell Uni
versity, Columbia University, Harvard 
University, Harry Truman Library and 
many others. Thomas Edgar Stephens 
died in 1966 in New York. '6n 

Dwight David Eisenhower, 1947, Oil on 
canvas by Thomas Edgar Stephens. 
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Charleston Slave Hire Badges 

A few years ago, Stack's had lhe privilege of selling the Paul West Collection of Charleston and Charleston 
Neck Slave Hire Badges - some examples pictured here. This one-man offering of 65 badges repre
sented, by far, the largest collection of its type ever assembled. (In contrast, the legendary John Ford 
Collection contained but 14 examples.) Although slaves were routinely hired out in the rural antebel-

lum South, the practice was regulated in cities such as Savannah, Mobile, New Orleans and Charleston (the 
only site which produced identification tags which have survived to this day). 

Rail Splitter Tom Slater of Heritage Galleries recently told us that these relics were among the most 
"problematic" of all collectibles; fake slave-tags have been made in huge numbers and have flooded into 
the market. This had us wondering about their history. The impetus for regulation of slaves for hire came 
from white artisans, who early on found themselves competing for jobs with slaves whose wages were 
much lower than those demanded by the whites. As early as 1712, Charleston slaves hired out by their 
masters were required to have a certificate specifying the terms of their outside employment. In 1751, 
slave artisans were ordered to wear badges identifying their trade and in 1783 the city of Charleston 
extended the requirement to slave vendors of fruits and vegetables, as well as fishermen. Free Blacks were 
also required to wear an identification badge at all times. 

This earty "Porter" badge is 
the largest example known, 

3 1/2" across. The large 
size served to alert citizens 
of the city that the unsuper
vised slave was engaged in 

lawful employment. 

The city ordinances of 1783 were repealed six years later and in 1790 hire badges were no longer required because their cost 
had been found to be burdensome on the owners. Ten years later, however, Charleston reinstated the slave hire law. 

According to the Charleston ordinance of 1800, all slaves hired out by their masters were required once again to wear identi
fication badges showing the trade they were licensed to practice. Badges were purchased annually from the city treasurer on a 
sliding fee schedule. Trades that competed heavily with white occupations were subject to higher fees. As amended In 1806, these 
badges were to show year of issue, licensed occupation, and license number. The treasurer was required to 
register the owner's and his slave's names and the licensed occupation. The city marshals were ordered to 
construct and maintain stands for hiring porters and other day laborers, and also to set allowable working 
hours and wage schedules. These two ordinances, with some minor later amendments, governed the slave 
hire system In Charleston until the Union siege after 1863 began to break down the city's social structures. 

It appears that 12 to 30% of Charleston's slaves (numbering around 15,000) may have been engaged in 
service for hire from the 1820s onward. Collection figures of the badge license fees also suggest how wide
spread lhe practice of slavery for hire was. Charleston collected $14,000 in fees in 1848. Eleven years later, 
the city took In $26,000, nearly twice as much. Since individual fees ranged from $7 for the most expensive 
tradesman's badges to $2 for the commoner servant's licenses, a large percentage of Charleston's slaves must 
have been been engaged in some work for hire business. It appears the slaves were able to retain a small per
centage of the wages collected for their labor and, in such a way, some were able to buy their freedom. 

Slave for hire badges were ephemeral items. Each badge represented a license to ply a trade and each 
license was for a single year's term. Once expired, a license number became invalid and thus the badge was 
then nothing more than a small piece of copper or brass. Rarely, a badge was reused in an immediately fol
lowing year but this seems to have been allowed only once, probably because badges only have two sides 
on which a license number can be displayed. Ordinarily, once a slave's license had expired, the badge was 
either discarded or used for some unrelated purpose. In either case, it was essentially lost as a collectible. 
Given this fact, it should come as no surprise that many of the examples that wsurface" are found in the 
ground through the use of metal detectors. 

Badges are known that date between 1800 and 1864. They come in various shapes and sizes, with 

"Carpenter" badge 
from 1807, one of only 
four known represent
ing that occupation. 

engraved and punched numbers. The earliest badges were made by Ralph Atmar. Jr. and C. Prince. By the "Fruiterer· badge, 1813. 
1810s, John Josepb Lafar's name is found on slave badges. The small handful of badges known stamped The"& c." constitutes a 

Charleston Neck allowed the slave to work unsupervised on the peninsula outside the 
Charleston city limits. Lafar was a Charleston silversmith from 1805-1849. More impor-

tantly, he was also a city marshal and It will be remembered that the marshals were 

mystery as to what addi
tional activities were cov

ered by this license. 
responsible for setting wages and working hours for hired slaves. Lafar's metal work- -------

"Mechanic" badge from 
1825. Not only a rare 

occupation, but a non
excavated example. 

Ing trade and his civil office probably combined to make him the likeliest candidate 
for selection as the manufacturer of the official license badges. 

Slave hire badges were made from thin copper sheet cut to size and shape. Most 
were square, about 40 mm. on each side. In general, early badges issued before the 
1820s are larger and the very earliest seem to be round. Other shapes include dia
mond, rectangular with scalloped corners and square with clipped corners. All are 
holed for suspension. As the popularity of slave hire badges has grown with collec
tors, so has the problem of fakes. The soundest advice is to deal with knowledgeable 
and reputable dealers who will stand behind what they sell. R-, 
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Osborn H. Oldroyd: 
Author, Diarist and Civil War Soldier, Collector 

of Lincolniana, Custodian of Lincoln Home 

LINCOLN'S NUMBER ONE FAN 

Sgt. Osborn H. Oldroyd, Co. E, 20th Ohio Volunteer Infantry 

"For two hours, Lhe contest raged furiously ... The Creek wa~ running red 
with the precious blood spilt for our country." (May 12. 1863, from 
A Soldier's Story of the Siege of Vicksbr1rg by Osborn H. Oldroyd.) 

Dr. Melanie A. Martin 

T hose of us who collect historical items understand the true 
meaning of the word "obsession". Some of us see things in 
our area of interest that we "have to have", and we go to 

great lengths to obtain our object of desire. Others dress, with 
meticulous authenticity, in the manner of a historical personage, 
just to "live the part". Others make pilgrimages to places that 
hold special signHicance to them, perhaps even move and llve 
there, if they can. The fanatical desire to know all about a par
ticular time of history, or a particular person, is for some people 
a road map for how to live their lives. During the traumatic years 
of the Civil War, people longed for a national hero, an idol, and 
Abraham Lincoln was the choice for many. But not all of the hun
dreds of thousands who actually put their lives on the line dur
ing the Civil War believed in Abraham Lincoln's message. Not all 
idolized him - some fought for the Union and disparaged its 
leader at the same time. But one young soldier from Ohio 
revered Lincoln so much - and became so obsessed with him -
that he went to great lengths to buy items that Lincoln sat on, 
slept in, and ate off of. It was not enough to walk the routes Lin
coln walked, and live in the town where Lincoln lived. His desire, 
combined with fate, would ensure that he ate and slept in the 
same houses that Lincoln ate and slept in - and died in. The by
product of this obsession was one of the greatest collections of 
items relating to Abraham Lincoln's life and death that anyone has 
ever seen. And I, for one, would love to have been in his shoes! 

This devoted collector was an unassuming man with an 
unforgettable name. Osborn Hamiline Oldroyd was born July 31, 
1842 in Mount Vernon, Ohio to William Oldroyd and Mary Eliza 

Singer Oldroyd. William Oldroyd, Osborn's father, was born in 
England about 1817. He came to the United States in 1819 with 
his father Charles, and brother Henry. Charles had been a fuller 
(metalsmith) by trade in his nat1ve England, but left England with 
his family and came to America. He settled in Wayne County, 
Ohio, where he resided until his death. 

ln the 1850 census, 8 year-old Osborn is shown living with 
his mother and sister Olivia (age 6) in his Uncle Henry's house
hold in Clinton Township, Wayne County, Ohio. It was a large 
household; in addition to Henry, his wife Hannah and five sons, 
were Osborn's grandfather Charles and his grandmother Jane. 
Where Osborn's father is at this time is a bit of a mystery, but he 
does not appear to be residing with the rest of the family. He may 
have been working to establish a business back in Osborn's 
birthplace, for in The History of Knox County: Its Past and Present 
it is recorded that among the businessmen of Mt. Vernon in 1850, 
"the photographers were Ayers & Larabee, William Oldroyd." 

Evidently, his photography business was successful. By 
1860, Wtlliam had moved his wife and family back to Mount Ver
non. At this time, the census records indicate that their house
hold consisted of 20 year old Sophia, 17 year old Osborn, 16 year 
old Olivia, and Julia, age 7. William was working as a watchmak
er, and Osborn, who kept a newsstand, was listed as a "periodi
cal agent". ln the 1870 and 1880 censuses, William is again listed 
as a "photographer". 

One Saturday night in August 1860, Osborn was in the store 
with the local boys who would all gather, waiting for the New 
York papers to find out what happened in the "continued sto
ries". He later recalled, "I used to get the Eastern papers from 
Pittsburgh, and if there was anything new in the paper line the 
dealer would put up a sample copy and I could return it or pay 
for it when I settled up with him." One evening, there was a little, 
paper-covered book in the bundle titled The Life, Speeches, and 
Public Service of Abram Lincoln. This particular edition, written 
by William Dean Howells, was known as the "Wigwam Edition", 
named for the building in Chicago which had housed the Repub
lican Convention of 1860 where Lincoln had been nominated. It 
sold for 25 cents a copy at the time. Young Oldroyd read the 
book and was so stirred by Lincoln's achievements that he began 
a collection of campaign pamphlets and badges. Little did he 
realize, at that time, where his collecting instincts would lead 
him in the years to come! Like other similarly-minded young men 
of his age, he was caught up in the political fervor for his new
found idol. He joined the "Wide Awakes" club, and proceeded to 
cheer for Lincoln's election in torch-lit parades. 

These young men's lives would forever change the following 
April, when war broke out. Nineteen-year old Osborn did what 
most others his age did - he enlisted to fight the rebellion. On 
October 15, 1861 he joined Company E of the 20th Ohio Volun
teer Infantry as a Private and was promoted to Fifth Sergeant. At 
the time of enlistment, his physical description was: "Height 5 
feet 8 1/2 inches; complexion light; color of eyes blue; hair light; 
occupation silversmith." 

In the summer of 1863, his unit was part of the Vicksburg 
Campaign. At the Battle of Raymond, Mississippi on May 12, 
1863, he found himself in command of his company when his 
commanding officers were wounded and killed. During the years 
he spent in the Union Army, he kept a diary in which he record
ed historical data as well as his personal observations of the war. 
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His book, A Soldier's Story of the Siege of Vicksburg, published in 1885, gives a sixty-five day account of the Vicksburg Campaign - begin
ning May 1, 1863, after Grant landed his army on the east bank of the Mississippi River, and ending July 4, 1863, with the surrender of 
Vicksburg. Following the Vicksburg Campaign, Oldroyd re-enlisted but was not physically fit for duty. His asthma kept him in and out 
of the regimental hospital. In May of 1864, he was admitted to an army hospital In Mound City, Illinois, complaining of intermittent fever. 

As Osborn recalled years later, he was with his regiment in Murfreesboro on the fateful morning of April 15, 1865: "That morning 
there was a sort of jubilation parade because of the surrender and the prospect of everything being settled. The band was playing 'The 
Girl I Left Behind Me' and the boys were all laughing and twitting one another as 
we marched along .... And so we were going along, full of life and spirits, when an 
orderly rode up to the officer and gave him a paper. We were halted ... and the offl-
cer read the news. Lincoln was dead." • 

As soon as the unit was disbanded, Oldroyd went up to a bulletin board in 
camp and saw three dispatches had been tacked up. The first read: "Abraham Lin
coln was shot In Ford's Theatre. Mortally wounded." The second was: "Abraham 
Lincoln not expected to live." And the third was: "Abraham Lincoln died at 22 min
utes past 7 this morning." His hopes of ever meeting his hero were dashed, but his 
obsession with Lincoln was re-kindled. Oldroyd impulsively asked the adjutant if 
he could keep the bulletins when they were through with them, expressing hope 

l '~:::---c>-. H·. oi.onov-o,-·.·.~:~~I 
_ urJ.n-:.u tl\ . • , 

,EM~E~N l.tTERA_RVAND NE.AfE:ftS 
PERIODICALS-AND CHEAP pUSLI.CATIQNS, : · :, 

t)FIFIC---•OPPOSIT&- kENVQH )tou••· . . • 
Ji{t. V11TDOn, oiito.: : 

that they would not be torn or mutilated by that time. The man was kind enough Rare Business Card of Osborn H. Oldroyd, circa 1860 
to re-write the dispatches, then took down the originals and gave them to Oldroyd. 
So began what would be a lifetime hobby (passion is really a more appropriate description) of collecting Llncolnlana, which would cul
minate in a collection of over 4,000 authentic Lincoln mementos and eventually be sold for $50,000. 

Following his discha.rge in July of 1865, Oldroyd returned to Ohio, where he was affectionately known as "Captain" by his friends 
and co-workers. For two years he worked as Assistant Steward of the National Soldiers' Home in Dayton Ohio, and then ln November 
1869 was Steward in the Southern Ohio Lunatic Asylum ln Dayton. A stroke of chance sent Oldroyd to Lincoln's hometown of Spring
field, Illinois where, on April 23, 1873 at the age of thirty-one, he married Lida A. Stoneberger. The family moved to Dayton, Ohio for a 
period of five years, during which lime they had one child, a daughter Daisy, born in May of 1874. When they returned to Springfield 
in 1880, Oldroyd lived on Seventh Street and worked as a "book keeper". He actively pursued his hobby during this time, recalling "I 
saved everything I could get hold of that had anything to do with the life and acts of Lincoln." As his obsession - and collection - grew, 

continued next page 
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Osborn Oldroyd, cont. 
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Oldroyd's souvenir postcard, a signed copy of his booklet, and examples of his elaborate stationery. " I • 
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>l.lJ1 11.1 .,. ■ .l■■i •'TM. his plans became more grandiose. He conceived of constructing 

a "Lincoln Memorial HaU" in Springfield, in which he would 
house his collection. In 1882 he wrote to Lincoln friend and biog
rapher Jesse W. Fell, asking him to donate the original autobio
graphical sketch that Lincoln had given to Fell. Fell obliged his 
request and sent the two manuscripts, Lincoln's sketch and the 
cover letter which accompanied it. The following letter is his 
response to Oldroyd's request: 

Normal, Illinois, March 9, 1882. 
My Dear Sir: It is with much pleasure that I have learned of 

your purpose to erect at Springfield, Illinois, a "Memorial Hall," in 
which is to be stored whatever is interesting as connected with, or 
illustrating the life and character of that most remarkable man 
and patriot, Abraham Lincoln. In answer to your polite request for 
the original manuscript of what is known as the "Autobiography 
of Abraham Lincoln," l herewith present you that paper, to be 
placed in your large and valuable collection of memorials of Mr. 
Lincoln. Not doubting your great success in so patriotic an under
taking, lam with sincere respect, Yours truly, Jesse W. Fell 

Lincoln's borne on Eighth and Jackson was a short walk from 
where Oldroyd lived. Though still owned by the Lincoln family, a 
variety of tenants had lived there since the Lincoln's departure 
for Washington in 1861. In 1880, a 37 year-old German physician, 
Dr. Gustave Wendlandt and his wife occupied the house, renting 
it from Robert Lincoln. Oldroyd determined that when the gen
tleman moved out, he wanted to live in the home of the man 
whom he had loved and revered. In the spring of 1883, that 
opportunity presented itself, and Oldroyd became the fifth (and 
final) tenant of the house, renting it at 80 dollars a month. When 
the Lincolns had moved to Washington in 1861, they sold all their 
household belongings, many of which were now owned by neigh
bors in the community. Oldroyd gradually managed to secure 
many pieces of the original furniture to add to his collection. 
Abandoning his plans for a separate "Memorial Hall", he decided 
instead to turn Lincoln's home into a showcase for his collection. 
After remodeling the inside and outside of the house, he opened 
"The Lincoln Museum" on April 14, 1884. Oldroyd charged admis
sion to tour the home and view the "Oldroyd Lincoln Memorial 
Collection", and even sold actual pieces of the house and other 
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site reatures to turn a 
profit. Eventually he 
stopped paying rent to 
Robert Lincoln, who 
referred to Oldroyd as a 
"dead beat." In 1887, he wrote to Robert Lincoln, ask-
ing him if he might consider presenting the house to the State. 
Lincoln was reluctant to do so without lirst being asked, lest it be 
construed as a political move. The State asked, and in June 1887 
Robert Lincoln deeded the house to the State of Illinois, with two 
conditions: "that said homestead shall be, forever, kept in good 
repair and free of access to the public." Oldroyd was named the 
first caretaker of the Lincoln Home, given a salary of 1000 dollars 
per year, and lived on the second floor. For several years, the 
house and Oldroyd's collection were on display. A new governor 
was elected in 1892, John Peter Altgelt, and he was not willing for 
the State to carry the financial burden of the home. Oldroyd was 
given two weeks to move out. Letters were written in support of 
Oldroyd and his passionate efforts to amass a collection of Lin
coln-related material that he had hoped would serve as a legacy 
for generations to come. Just when he was considering auction
ing off his collection, the Lincoln Memorial Association in Wash
ington wrote to him, asking him to bring it to Washington and 
display it at the house where Lincoln died. 

Oldroyd lept at the offer, and in 1893, moved his family and 
the entire Oldroyd collection to the former Peterson home at 516 
Tenth St., Washington. D.C., where Abraham Lincoln had drawn 
his final breath nearly 30 years earlier. He lived in the house rent
free, and charged the public 25 cents a head to view his Lincoln 
memorabilia. 

His idolization of Lincoln and avid pedestrian habits made 
for an interesting combination, and several incidents betray his 
obsessive fascination with his hero. He once walked from Spring
field to New Sal.em, a round trip of 50 miles, for the sole purpose 
of interviewing those who lived along the way to ascertain if 
their recollections lent any veracity to the stories of Lincoln 
making that trek while reading law books (of course, they did). In 
May of 190 I he undertook a famous "tramping tour" of John 
Wilkes Booth's route of flight and capture, a journey of eighty 
miles from Washington, D.C. into Maryland and Virginia. With his 
characteristic knapsack and umbrella/walking stick, he visited 



people and places along the route, interviewing several individuals who aided the assassin during his escape. He 
spoke with the widow of Dr. Richard Mudd, who allegedly sheltered Booth during his flight, as well as the Garrett 
brothers, who owned the farm where Booth was shot and died. Later that year, he wrote and published the details 
and photographs of his journey in The Assassination of Abraham Lincoln, which discussed events surrounding the 
murder and death of his hero. Overnight, the book became one of the best sellers of the time. His fondness for 
walking continued into older age. At 63, he walked from Washington, D.C. to Philadelphia, sailed from there to Eng
land, and walked another 1200 miles throughout the British Isles. In 1913, at the age of 71, he needed to conduct 
some business in New York City, so he walked there - from Washington. 

Despite his obvious endurance, by 1926, Oldroyd was in failing health. After years of offers and counter
offers, he finally sold his entire collection to the government for $50,000. This accumulation of 66 years of work 
included rare books, photographs, mementos, and Lincoln's original furniture. Oldroyd's wish was that the col
lection would stay in Washington, "Where any one might come and see them and at the same time see where the 
great man died." The exhibit was eventually moved across the street in 1932, and the Oldroyd Lincoln Memorial 
Collection found its permanent home as the nucleus of the exhibits in the new Lincoln Museum in the basement 
of Ford's Theatre, the site of Lincoln's assassination. 

Sgt. Osborn H. 
Oldroyd circa 1922, 

proudly displaying his 
GAR medal. 

Sadly, Oldroyd had only a short time to enjoy the financial success gained from the purchase of his beloved 
collection. In February of 1929, he applied for a pension, citing old age and senility. At the time, his health was so feeble that he could 
scarcely write his name on the designated form. Oldroyd passed away in October of 1930 at the age of eighty-eight. His beloved wife 
Lida outlived him by four years. 

In addition to The Assassination of Abraham Lincoln, he left a legacy of other writings, including A Soldier's Story of the Siege of 
Vicksburg and The life of Osborn H. Oldroyd: Founder and Collector of Lincoln Mementos. But without a doubt, his biggest legacy of all 
was his treasured collection of Abraham Lincoln mementos. Though some might levy accusations of opportunism against Oldroyd, 
one can hardly deny that as a consequence of his passion and foresight - and yes, obsession- an astounding collection of Lincolniana 
was preserved for generations to enjoy. His collection not only brought him much personal joy and satisfaction, but then and now, 
enabled thousands of others to gaze upon the relics and remembrances of his hero which might otherwise, like Lincoln himself, 
"belong to the ages." ,e., 

The Lincoln bicentennial witnessed an explosion of new 
books. Generally, these focus on some "neglected" 
aspect of Lincoln's career or a critical moment in time. 
Some are simply new interpretations of themes that 
haven't been covered in a long, long time. Dr. Norm 
Boas of Seaport Autographs is both a dealer and col
lector of manuscripts related to Lincoln and his associ
ates. Norm thought a need existed for a biographical 
dictionary of these individuals, as well as Lincoln fami
ly members. The only prior attempt along these lines is 
Mark Neely's The Abraham Lincoln Encyclopedia, pub
lished in 1982. That volume has portraits of the sub
jects, but It Is far from comprehensive and there are 
many omissions. Norm has labored on this project 
long-and-hard and has finally privately-published Abra
ham Lincoln Illustrated Biographical Dictionary Family 
and Associates 1809-1861. The 518-page volume has 
625 brief biographies of Lincoln associates with auto
graph examples for each, along with a fine mix of por-

traits. Norm has done the 
ABRAIIAM l.INCOU\ collecting and academic 
...,,,."\'".!"t~0"!::;:;;,':''''"'"" community a great service 

.,.,,, by assembling this vast 
store of information in a 
compact, easily referenced 
volume which deserves to 
be a standard reference. It 
is unlike any other Lincoln 
book out there. For infor
mation on how to get your 
copy, contact Norm 
through www.seaportau-

,_, ..... ,. tographs.com. 

Begun in 1985, the Lincoln Legal Project has ceased operations with the publication 
of the second major work, The Papers of Abraham Lincoln: Legal Documents and Cases. 
The four-volume work, published by the University of Virginia Press, joins the three DVD
ROM set, The Law Practice of Abraham Lincoln: Complete Documentary Edition (Urbana: 
University of lllinois Press, 2000) as the official publications of the massive undertaking. 

The Lincoln Legal Project began as an effort to collect all the known legal papers con
nected to Abraham Lincoln's law practice in order to assemble the most complete exam
ination of Lincoln's law practice as possible. While the Complete Documentary Edition 
sought to publish scans of all known legal documents, The Papers of Abraham Lincoln: 
Legal Documents and Cases takes a more in-depth look at fifty of Lincoln's most impor
tant and interesting legal cases. Along the way more than 750 Lincoln legal documents are 
transcribed, with annotated comments provided to contextualize each. Commentary is 
provided by one of the editors to place each case in Its historical and legal context. Three 
additional chapters, two commenting on Lincoln's travels around the Eighth Judicial Cir
cuit and one devoted to a term of the Sangamon County Circuit Court are also provided. 

The four volume sllpcased set of The Papers of Abraham Lincoln: Legal Documents 
and Cases retails for $300. Members of the Abraham Lincoln Association receive a dis
count through orders placed directly with the publishers, The University of Virginia Press. 

With the official end of the Lincoln Legal Project, their 
quarterly newsletter, the Lincoln Legal Briefs has also ceased .--.ii,--,- . .,.•.-. 
after eighty-five issues. This publication, which began in 
December of 1987, kept interested parties abreast of the :I~E~ ~:i~ =: ~i~ 
progress the project was making over the past twenty years. - ·- 1= - ·-" 

It should be noted, however, that while the Lincoln Legal ...::;~-..:;;-:.. --:::-•• ..:::: .. 
Papers mission has been fulfilled, new documents and addi· t-=---"" • 

tional information continues to be collected through the larger 
project of The Papers of Abraham Lincoln. This continuing 
project is seeking to assemble all of Lincoln's incoming and 
outgoing correspondence in an effort to expand and update the 
1953 publication of The Collected Works of Abraham Lincoln. 
Their efforts can be followed through the publication of their 
own newsletter, the Lincoln Editor or by going to their website, ~ ~ ! ! 
www.papersofabrahamlincoln.org. 
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Jack the Ripper and the Lincoln Assassination 

W 
e recently found this interesting association piece in the inventory of an antiquarian book 
dealer - offered for $750. A delicate rarity in pink pictorial wraps, it is quite a fascinating 
story of the Lincoln "Conspirator" you likely knew nothing about! 

Kidnapping Of Dr. Tumblety By Order Of The Secretary Of War Of The US. 
[A Few Passages In The life Of Dr. Francis Tumblety, The Indian Herb Doctor, Including His 

Experience In The Old Capitol Prison, To Which He Was Consigned, With A Wanton Disregard To 
Justice And Liberty, By Order Of Edwin Stanton, Secretary Of War.] Dr Francis Tumblety. (Cincin
nati, Published by the author. 1866.) 82 pages. 

Tumblety produced this little book to exonerate himself after he was arrested and held for 
a time as a conspirator in the Lincoln assassination. This was apparently just a case of mistak
en identity due to the fact that he used an alias that happened to be that of a suspect. He was a 
quack doctor who obtained significant wealth but was always on the move due to one trouble 
or another. But he is of primary interest in that in recent years he has become one of several 
suspects in the Whitechapel "Jack the Ripper" murders. 

D'. TUMBLETY. 

It is believed that Tumblety himself sent a letter to Washington insinuating his involvement 
in the conspiracy. But, those in his circle likewise believed he did so in the assumption he would 
be taken to the center of the turmoil and made the center of attention. He wrote a letter to pur
posely get himself arrested ... and would get lots of press as he fought for his innocence. 

David Herrold was at the time said by one witness to work for an herb doctor who other people assumed was "The Indian Herb 
Doctor," an appellation that Tumblety oft used. The short pamphlet he authored was an attempt to clear his name and re-establish his 
good-faith with the public. In reality, the book is little more than a series of paranoid ramblings and fraudulent testimonials. 

As to the more salacious crime ... 
The story of Francis Tumblety and his connections to the Ripper crimes emerged only a few years ago in 1993, when a researcher, 

Stewart Evans, "acquired" what has now become known as the Littlechild letter. It was a letter purportedly penned by Chief Inspector 
John Littlechild in 1913 in response to some questions asked of him by journalist G.R. Sims. The authenticity of the letter has been 
established by numerous scientific and historical tests, and is not challenged by any researcher. The letter mentions the name Tum
blety as 'a very likely suspect,' and provided the first insight into a Scotland Yard suspect whose name was lost for 105 years. Evans 
continued to research the suspect with co-author Paul Gainey for two years before publishing the first edition of his work, The lodger, 
which would be titled in subsequent editions Jack the Ripper: First American Serial Killer. 

The news of this new suspect was indeed one of the most celebrated discoveries of the past decades, and many top-named 
researchers admit that Tumblety's case is one of the most persuasive to have emerged in recent years. Evans and Gainey outline nume
orus reasons why they believe Tumblety should be considered a top suspect in the Wbitechapel murders: 

• Tumblety fits many requirements of what we now know as the 'serial killer profile.' 
• He had a supposed hatred of women and prostitutes (the abortion with the prostitute Dumas, his alleged failed marriage to an 

ex-prostitute, his collection of uteri, etc.) 
• Tumblety was in London at the time and may indeed have been the infamous 'Batty Street Lodger' - he therefore may have had 

fair knowledge of the East End environs. 
• Tumblety may have had some anatomical knowledge, as inferred by his collection of wombs, his 'medical' practice, and his 

short-term work with Dr. Lispenard in Rochester. 
• He was arrested in the midst of the Autumn of Terror on suspicion of having committed the murders. 
• There were no more murders after he fled England on the 24th November, if one counts only the canonical 

five murders. 
• Chief Inspector Littlechild, a top name in Scotland Yard, believed him a 'very likely suspect,' and he was 

not alone in his convictions. 
• Tumblety was fond of using aliases, disappearing without a trace, and was the subject of police enquiries 

before his arrest. 
• Scotland Yard and the American police had been in touch numerous times concerning Tumblety's Uight 

from France to New York. 
• Several acquaintances of his in America believed it likely that he was the Ripper when interviewer! in 1888. 

Investigations by other Ripperologists, however, have shown that Tumblety left England just prior to the The one known portrait 
commission of the last "accepted" murder ... the most horrific of the five known Ripper killings. He fled from Lon- of Tumblety, 1889. 
don after being released from custody a few days after Mary Kelly's murder. He had also been charged with 
committing "gross indecency upon a young man" on the day of one of the murders leaving him, as one scholar 
phrased it, "otherwise engaged." 

Turnblety returned to Rochester and moved in with an elderly female relative. He continued his "medical practice" in that house, 
dying in 1903 of heart disease in St. Louis, Missouri. Lincoln's assassination and the Ripper's murders ... who knew?! 
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THE SOIDIER'S HOME: LINCOLN'S GETAWAY 

Alison Mitchell 

In 1842, George Washington Riggs 
commissioned a large, Gothic Revival 
cottage to be built on a hilltop overlook
ing the center of Washington, DC. Riggs 
was a prominent businessman in antebel
lum Washington and co-founder of what 
would become Riggs Bank. The Federal 
government purchased the property 
from Riggs in 1851 to found the 

their plans. The Civil War had begun. 
The following spring, Mary again wrote to 
her friends of the family's impending 
move to the Soldiers' Home. This year, 
there was greater urgency in her words. 
Their son Willie had died that February 
and the concerns over unhealthy condi
tions at the White House coupled' with 
the commotion of the parades and mili
tary drills in downtown Washington led 

war, President Lincoln was said to have 
preferred living at the Cottage over the 
White House and used it as a place of 
both relaxation and work. Here he met 
with political allies and adversaries, and 
wrestled with the difficult decisions that 
helped to end the war and shape our 
country's future - the most significant 
being the decision to issue the Emancipa
tion Proclamation. 

U.S. Military Asylum, the first ===== 
Today the Cottage is still 

within the campus of the 
Armed Forces Retirement 
Home (AFRH), as it is called 
today, and boasts the same vis
tas and cool breezes enjoyed 
by the Lincolns. Approximately 
L,200 veterans live at the Home 
today. The Cottage itself has 
been used continuously over 
time and has been used for 
everything from an infirmary to 
a lounge to administrative 
offices. The administration of 
the Home never forgot the his
torical significance of the Cot
tage, and employees, residents, 
and neighbors rallied to save 
the Cottage from demolition in 
1901. It was designated a 

national home for retired and dis
abled soldiers. The Military Asy
lum was modeled after the Royal 
Chelsea Hospital in London, and 
came to fruition through the per
sistence of three individuals: Gen
eral Winfield Scott, who supplied 
the money to purchase the land 
and build the home using war 
booty from the Mexican-Ameri
can War, Major Robert Anderson, 
and Senator Jefferson Davis, who 
sponsored the bill in Congress to 
round the home. 

Shortly after purchasing the 
estate, the Board of Commission
ers began construction on a large 
structure adjacent to the former 
Riggs cottage to serve as the main resi
dence for the veterans, as well as two 
other villas, Quarters l and Quarters 2, 
that would be used as residences for the 
top administrators. They also changed 
the name or the campus to the Soldiers' 
Home. In 1858, the Soldiers' Home Board 
began the tradition of inviting presidents 
to spend the hot season in a house on the 
grounds. President Buchanan was the 
first to be invited to use the site as a sum
mer home and did so in 1858 and 1859. 
Research indicates Buchanan lived in 
Quarters 1. He informed his niece, Harri
et Lane, that he slept much better at the 
Home than at the White House, which 
was in the swampy low-lying area of the 
city center. 

President Lincoln learned of the Sol
diers' Home around the time or his inau
guration, likely from Buchanan. Lincoln 
wasted no time in visiting the site shortly 
after his inauguration, and that spring the 
family was invited to occupy a house on 
the grounds. Mary Lincoln wrote to 
friends with anticipation or their move, 
but the attack on Fort Sumter dashed 

Mary to write, "in our time of sorrow, 
quiet is very necessary to us." The Lin
colns moved to the Soldiers' Home that 
June and would stay well into November. 
That they were pleased with their retreat 
is evident from Mary's letters, "We are 
truly delighted, with this retreat, the dri
ves and walks around here are delightful, 
and each day brings its visitors." 

While the Home was a sanctuary for 
the Lincoln family, offering a measure of 
privacy and a respite from the continu
ous stream of office seekers at the White 
House, living here brought Lincoln closer 
to the realities of war. While at the Home 
they were neighbors to 100-200 disabled 
veterans. The presidential guard, the 
first permanent security detail for a pres
ident. was stationed on the grounds to 
protect the family, in part because of the 
threats to Lincoln's safety. Lincoln saw 
caravans of wounded on his daily com
mute to and from the White House. The 
first national cemetery, 100 yards from 
where Lincoln rested his head, witnessed 
daily burials of war dead. 

Despite the constant reminders of 

National Historic Landmark in 1973. 
Through it all, the Home's mission has 
always been to serve the residents, not 
run a public museum, so they continued 
to use the Cottage as offices. 

ln 1999, there was renewed interest 
in restoring the Cottage as it fell further 
into disrepair. Restoring the house prop
erly required a significant amout of 
expertise, research, fundraising, and 
oversight at a time when the Home had 
fallen on hard financial times. Several 
individuals alerted the National Trust for 
Historic Preservation (NTHP) about the 
Cottage. President Richard Moe visited 
the site and immediately recognized its 
importance to national and local history. 
The NTHP put the Cottage on its 11 Most 
Endangered Historic Places list in 2000, 
entered into a cooperative agreement 
with the AFRH whereby the NTHP would 
steward the restoration, development, 
and management of President Lincoln's 
Cottage for public visitation. In July 2000 
President Clinton declared the Cottage a 
National Monument in recognition of its 
importance to national history and our 

continued next page 
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understanding of Lincoln's Presidency 
and the important decisions he made 
about the war while living here. 

The National Trust for Historic 
Preservation then began the research 
and planning required to properly 
restore and interpret President Lin
coln's Cottage for the public. Despite 
the transformations 
the Cottage underwent 
over the years, an 
incredible wealth of 
historical material was 
intact underneath lay
ers of paint, flooring 
and 20th century 
mechanical systems. 
The authentic Cottage 
survived. 

his presidency, for which he is most 
remembered. The history of the site is 
significant when examining Lincoln's 
life because it is the only place, aside 
from the White House, directly con
nected to his presidency and offers 
greater accessibility to Lincoln's life 
and leadership during the Civil War. 

President Lin-
coln's Cottage wiU•be 
joining the Lincoln 
Bicentennial celebra
tion through a variety 
of programs. The spe
cial exhibition, "My 
Abraham Lincoln," 
will open on February 
12, 2009. This exhibi
tion will display the 
collections of Lincoln 
enthusiasts, including 
everything from his
torical documents to 
Lincoln memorabiJia. 
These private collec
tions will examine 

After the exterior 
restoration was com
pleted in 2005, work on 
the interior began. The 
NTHP also began the 
restoration of what is 
now known as the 
Robert H. Smith Visi
tor Education Center, 
a circa 1905 building, 

"Abraham Lincoln and His Horse". a how Lincoln has been 
rather self-evident title for the new statue remembered and hon

on the grounds of the historic site. 
and 2.3 acres of the -------------

ored in the past and 
the way we view him 

today. A statue of Lincoln and his horse 
commissioned specifically for the site 
will be dedicated that same day. The 
sculpture will depict President Lincoln 
in a moment familiar to his years at the 
Home, as he arrives at or departs from 
the Cottage on daily business. This his
toric site of the National Trust for His
toric Preservation will also be recog
nizing its first anniversary as a public 
historic site. 

landscape surrounding the two struc
tures. The Visitor Education Center 
originally housed administrative 
offices for the Home and now holds 
exhibition galleries on Lincoln's rise to 
the presidency, war-time Washington, 
and the history of the Soldiers' Home, 
an award-winning interactive program, 
"Lincoln's Toughest Decisions," and a 
special exhibition gallery. The restora
tion of the interior of the Cottage and 
the renovation of the Robert H. Smith 
Visitor Education Center were complet
ed in January of 2008 and opened to 
the public for the first time on Febru
ary 19, 2008. 

The timing of the opening could 
not have been better as the nation 
looks forward to the Bicentennial of 
Lincoln's birth in 2009. The Cottage 
was referred to as a treasure "hidden in 
plain sight" and that is exactly why its 
reemergence as historically significant 
is an integral part of the Bicentennial 
ce.lebration. Although L.incoln began 
his life in Kentucky, he lived and 
worked at the Soldiers' Home while 
president and it is his leadership and 
the critical decisions he made during 

As the nation remembers Abraham 
Lincoln, President Lincoln's Cottage 
will keep his legacy alive by offering 
educational opportunities to a variety 
of audiences interested in Lincoln's 
ideas and how he was able to navigate 
the war and preserve the Union for 
democracy. e:i 

(The author is the Development Coordinator 
at President Lincoln's Cottage, A National 
Trust Historic Site.] 

#T~ 
""'-- Two prints of George and Martha 

Washington were recently returned 
to President Lincoln's Cottage. 

Research confirms that the prints, 
circa 1850s, which hung in the Cottage 
through the early 20th century, were very like
ly in the Cottage while President Lincoln and 
his family were living there. An article about 
President Lincoln's Cottage inspired Mr. 
George Grimes of Florida to generously donate 
these prints that had once belonged to his 
step-grandfather, Colonel Claire Raymond Ben
nett, who served as Secretary-Treasurer of the 
Soldiers' Home from 1940 through the early 
1950s. These prints also happen to be nearly 
identical to two that hang in the Lincoln Home 
in Springfield, though the National Park Ser
vice has them on display as "representative" 
of what the Lincoln's might have hung in their 
parlor based on sketches created after Lincoln 
was elected President. President Lincoln's Cot
tage plans to display the prints in the Cottage 
starting in February 2009. 

,,,tic'~ The Armed Forces Retirement Home 
used the Cottage for a variety of pur
poses in the 20th century including: 

first dormitory for women veterans, 
administrative offices, guest house for veter
ans' visiting family members, and a bar and 
lounge for members. As a result of the various 
uses, the National Trust for Historic Preserva
tion spent a great deal of time documenting, 
removing, and keeping representative samples 
of such 20th century layers as bathroom sinks 
and tiles that had been installed in the Parlor 
of the Cottage when it was converted to dor
mitory use. The Trust was then able to metic
ulously restore the many intact authentic fea
tures of the Cottage including the flooring, 
many of the window and doors, all of the man
tels, the stairs and main banister. 

•-,;:,>.,. 

The Soldiers' Home cemetery 
became what was meant to be a tem
porary graveyard for Civil War sol

diers in 1861. By 1864 thousands of 
Civil War dead were buried in the cemetery, 
when Robert E. Lee's farm was converted to a 
new. larger n.:1tional cemetery. Many Civil War 
dead were later disinterred from the Soldiers' 
Home National Cemetery, including over 100 
Confederates, but over 5,000 Civil War graves 
remain there to this day. The U.S. Soldiers' 
and Airmen's Home National Cemetery, as it is 
now called, is managed by Arlington National 
Cemetery under the Department of the Army. 
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NOT EXACTLY 
A CLEAN BREAK 

Michael Kaufman 

[Editor: One of the most enduring falsehoods related to the assassination 
is the belief that John Wilkes Booth broke his leg when he jumped from the 
President's box to the stage. We asked the foremost living expert on the 
assassination, Mike Kaufman, to set the record straight.] 

hands noted that David Herold's horse was severely injured on 
its left shoulder, and had a gash on its left front leg. From the 
description, they were clearly referring to the bright bay mare 
that Booth had ridden out of Baptist Alley. For years it was weU 
known that Booth and Herold had switched horses, but some
how that information didn't make it into the history books. At 
any rate, it's not hard to see why Booth would want to make the 
switch. Herold's rented horse was a single-footed pacer that was 
very gentle to ride. Booth's rented horse, on the other hand, was 
a highly spirited mare. Booth had bragged a couple of times on 
the 14th that she was a "bad little bitch" but he could handle her. 
He was very proud of his horsemanship. 

By the time Booth started writing entries in his pocket diary, 

I he had already read the newspapers. He was stewing over the 
approach this story strictly through the eyes of the partici- suggestion that the assassination was an act of cowardice, and 
pants, and use only the facts that unfolded in the immediate he wanted to set the record "straight." Prefacing his own account 

aftermath of the events themselves. I don't take important infor- by saying, "l acted boldly, and not as the papers say," he went on 
mation from any third-hand source, and in the case of contem- to say that a colonel was by his side (implying that he had got-
porary information, I use a rigorous vetting process that I devel- ten past an armed officer, though Rathbone was unarmed, in 
oped myseU after decades of studying memory, perception, and civilian clothes, and completely unaware of Booth's presence). 
contextual history. I make a special point of avoiding any kind of He said that he had cried "Sic Semper before I fired" (his empha-
synthesis from the work of modern historians, which in this par- sis], which was untrue. He rode sixty miles that night, with "the 
ticular field (Lincoln assassination) has been too careless, bone of the leg tearing the flesh at every jump." As we know, it 
incredulous, and fraudulent to take was thirty miles, and the fracture did 
·seriously for any purpose. ~-----------,----,,...,...,..----,-,.,.

1

--, not tear the flesh at all. Clearly, nothing 
In the I980s, I re-read the original / Booth said in that diary has ever been 

sources in search of the moment when I L taken seriously, except the passage 
government authorities first learned of -; ,:j where he wrote "in jumping broke my 
Booth's broken leg. Like most people, I \ leg," which implies that the injury 
assumed that this became obvious occurred during the assassination. He 
with the first rush of eyewitness didn't actually say that, and as far as I 
accounts. To my surprise, though, know, he never said it outright, but 
nobody reported seeing Booth limp that's what we've all taken his words to 
across the stage at Ford's Theatre. mean. [t is, of course, wrapped in his 
Nobody reported seeing him show own hype about the dangers he faced in 
signs of pain either in the theater, the committing a "heroic" deed. Under the 
alley, or at the Navy Yard Bridge. From circumstances, he could hardly admit 
the accounts of Joseph (Peanuts) Bor- that he wasn't such a good horseman 
rows and Joseph Stewart, it appears L...-----~~-'---------__J after all - that he had tripped, like a 
that Booth's sudden appearance in the alley spooked his horse, klutz, somewhere out in the hinterlands of southern Maryland. 
and he had to spend a moment or two with his left loot in the The stage story was so much better, so much more heroic, and 
stirrup and all of his weight on the left leg. Again, no signs that so very theatrical. When Booth arrived in Virginia, he stopped 
this was painful to Booth. telling people about the horse accident and started telling them 

Sgt. Cobb indicated that he allowed Booth to cross the that he had been wounded below Petersburg. This, too, was 
bridge, in part, because he seemed so nonchalant and well-<.:om- heroic, and it was also false. In aU of the original sources, not one 
posed. Cobb had heard nothing about the assassination, and person reported hearing Booth say that he had broken his leg at 
there was nothing in Booth's manner to give away his own anxi- the theater, even though a number of these people knew (or 
ety about getting out of the city. From the interrogation of Sgt. should have known) that he had killed the president. (When I 
Cobb, it appears that Booth was still on the bright bay mare as refer to original sources, I mean those that were recorded with-
he left the city. Neither Booth nor his horse showed any signs of out "contamination" from later news accounts.) 
being injured. The National Library of Medicine keeps statistics on eques-

Booth first mentioned the fracture on his stop at the Sur- trian injuries, and according to them, the second most common 
rattsville Tavern, when he told John Lloyd that he had broken his injury occurs when a horse trips and rolls on its side. The rider 
leg when his horse fell on him. He also said, "I'm pretty sure we is unable to get his fool out of the stirrup, an.d the girth of the 
have killed the president and secretary of state." Booth asked if horse presses outward on the lower leg, snapping the fibula 
there was a doctor in the neighborhood, and Lloyd told him that a straight across, just a couple of inches above the ankle. This is 
nearby physician had retired. The fugitives continued southward. precisely the injury that Booth suffered, and I've found medical 

Feel free to ignore what Booth said to Mudd, as it adds no records of Civil War soldiers who suffered the same injury in the 
weight to either side of the argument. However, Mudd's farm same way (Capt. James McCamly, for example). According to 

continued next page 
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Booth's Bad Break, cont. 
several doctors who offered their opin
ions on my tours, this kind of injury can
not happen from a leap. The pressure in 
such a case would be downward, and the 
fracture would not be transverse, but 
oblique. 

I am asked what possible motive 
Booth could have for lying about the bro
ken leg, and I think you answered your 
own question in the following sentence: 
He valued his reputation. As the list of his 
documented lies is nearly endless, I take 
it for granted that he did not value his 
reputation for honesty, but only for 
"heroics." 

As a post-script, it might be worth 
noting that the "flag" story was slow to 
catch on. It first appeared in the newspa
pers just after Everton Conger brought 
Booth's djary back to Washington. As it 
didn't square with the eyewitness recol
lections, only a few people took it seri
ously. Bishop Mathew Simpson men
tioned It in his Lincoln funeral oration, 
and called attention to the irony of Old 

Rail Splinters 
~ We LOVE "discoveries" of 

• unpublished photographs 
sent in by the hopeful. (Is that hopeful or 
hopeless?f) A CDV was recently oCfered to 
the Huntington Library. The owner claimed 
it showed the President lying-In-state ... an 
unpublished post-mortem he knew was 
priceless. (Fortunately, the Library took a 
pass!) We also present an "unknown" por
trait of Mary Todd... once again, the 
owner knows for certain the identity having 

Glory getting her own revenge. But oth
erwise it remained more or less unno
ticed until around the turn of the century. 

I'm not sure why it has gotten so 
much play lately, but I always feel a bit 
under siege when the subject comes up, 
and I am amazed at the lengths people 
have gone to in order to make the coun
tervamng argument. Whenever I gave the 
Booth Escape tours for the Surratt 
House, the tourists received a booklet 
about the escape, which was written by 
James 0. Hall. Recent versions of the 
booklet included a specific quote from 
"Peanuts" Borrows, to the effect that 
Booth "hoped [hopped)" out of the back 
door. This Is a direct contradiction of my 
own claim that nobody saw Booth limp 
that night, and its publication has caused 
more than a few people to conclude that 
I had not done as much research as I 
should have. But the quote is a fabrica
tion, but as far as I can tell, the museum 
director al the Surratt House continues 
to believe it, as well as anything else she 

may have heard from James 0. Hall. 
That's a mistake I made back in the mid
I 970s, but never since then. 

I'm a little puzzled by skepticism 
about the "suicide by cop" theory. Booth 
didn't have to see anyone outside the 
barn. He certainly knew that the soldiers 
were the.re, and given the choice of cap
ture (and death on the gallows) or cer
tain death in a hail of bullets, Booth 
chose the latter. It promised to be quick
er, less agonizing, and more in line with 
his idea of martyrdom than the humiliat
ing alternative. Sure by April 26th, Booth 
had come to realize how strongly the 
nation - and even the South - con
demned him as a mere murderer. So he 
lunged for the door, having almost no 
chance of surviving beyond the next 
minute or so. 

As I keep telling myself, if we have 
nothing to argue about, we would have 
nothing to talk about. These controver
sies keep the interest alive. 1'M 

~ This 1 3/4" x 1 3/8" campaign 
~ stickpin recently sold on 
eBay for $1,625. It measures l 3/4" x I I 3/8" and 
is made of nickel or chrome plated brass with 
black enameled incused lettering. The seller, 
based in California, indicated it was an "attic 
find." With no accompanying provenance, the 
decision to buy it for ones collection becomes a 
personal one. The consensus among the handlul of 
collectors we contacted was that the item did not date 

done his own "analysis." (Perhaps it is the owner needing ana/y
sisf) And, what is represented by a dealer well-known In the 
trade for discovering unattributed photographs is this whole 

from 1860. Some were adamant in this opinion - others less so. 
The "unscientific" or subjective analysis is that the item doesn't 
look right... it doesn't have the "!eel or look" of known and 
accepted specimens. It reminds us of sheriff and inspector 
badges of the 1890-1920 period. Most political badges of the 
1860s were brass or copper shell, often silvered or gilded. This is 
a die-cut section of sheet metal. The typical attachment mecha
nism on such badges is a hinged "T bar" and loop. The design 
usually incorporates some decorative elements, in contrast to 
the stark, bold lettering seen oo this example. The lettering on 
this example also appears somewhat amateurish. II is not per
fectly a)jgned; some letters are higher than ,.....,---------. 
others or slightly angled. The exclamation _ ~'.!: ~ap~ & i"r,. 

plate dag of a gentle
man he is convinced ===I"."""'.:-:=== 
is John Wilkes Booth. 
He has been showing 
this lo potential cus
tomers for the past 
fifteen years... odd, 
for such a historic 
piece, still no nib
bles. We appreciate 
that "identifications" =-....;..:;.;..;...z;.;..;;.;;;.i~ 

can be problematic at times ... but .. .! Keep them corning! 
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marks seem to be afterthoughts and 
crammed into a space barPly large enough 
to accommodate them. The use of two 
exclamation marks is also peculiar and a 
little unsettling. It may, of course, be "good 
as gold." A definitive answer may never be 
forthcoming. An 1860 gem, a recent con
coction or a re-enactment piece of 1909 
vintage? You "pays your money and you 
takes your chances!" 

..... i-._.,._, _ _....,......, 

~- 1'L~A,t-:;,;--,_ 



More Splinters! 

~ Who has it now? We sometimes become 
- ,...._ "'- aware of an item, or a collection, that someone 

bad years ago and wonder who has it now? Does it still exist"? ln 
going over a file of correspondence sent to Henry Luhrs of Ship
pensburg, PA (whose collection was sold by Heritage Galleries 

some years back), we noticed a photo of 
a plaster plaque of Lincoln. The work 
shows a young Lincoln with book in one 
hand and ax in the other with a faithful 
dog curled up by his boot. It was pro
duced by a talented sculptor named 
Olympio Brindisi, circa 1938, at his 15th 
Street Manhattan studio, as a "result of 
contemplating Lincoln's character in his 
early life." There was some talk at the 
time of having Gorham Company make 
reduced bronze castings for sale as 
paperweights. It is unknown whether 
this project ever saw completion. It is 
likewise unknown whether the original 
plaque still exists. If so, who has it? Brin
disi was an art instructor and profes
sional sculptor who submitted entries 
for inclusion in the 1939 New York 
World's Fair and the Stonewall Jackson 

~---------- Monument at Manassas, VA. We 
invite any further information our 
readers can provide. In the same 
vein, we picture another plaster 
sculpture of Lincoln the Rail Split
ter and Lincoln the Christ, titled 
"For This Cause Came I Into This 
World.n It was included in a file of 
correspondence with Helen Dres
sel, a lady who wrote a poem 
called "Lincoln in Prayer" inspired 
by the kneeling statue of Lincoln 
located in the Washington [DC] 
Cathedral. Her poem also spoke of 
Lincoln in connection with Jesus -
a connection Lincoln would no 
doubt have found highly objec
tionable. These two art works are 
very much in the heroic style of 
mainstream 1930s art. 

~ As long as we are asking questions... anyone 
~ know whatever happened to the Gillette Collec-

tion'? That's an easy one, you say - sold by Her
itage in 2008. That was ED Gillette. We're talking 11ho11t H. M. 
(Hezekiah) Gillett. Like Ed, H. M. Gillett was a successful lawyer, 
a resident of Bay City, Michigan. He graduated Cornell Universi
ty in 1874, removed to Bay City in 1876, set up a law practice, 
married twice and was a pillar of the community. He apparently 
became a fan of Lincoln, having been a boy during the Civil War 
- he may even have seen Lincoln during this period or in 1860. In 
1905, a book of cartoons was published containing portraits of 
"Our Michigan Friends As We See Them." In keeping with carica-

tures, these portraits incorporate 
distinguishing things that are asso
ciated with the subject-at-hand. 
Through the courtesy of Ted Hake, 
we publish Gillett's image. He is 
surrounded by a bunch of Lincoln 
relics! (Rail Split by Lincoln, Lin
coln's axe, Lincoln's tooth-brush, 
"Lincoln stuff", etc.) The guy was a 
Lincoln collector! The question is, 
whatever became of his collection. 
Who has it now? Was it dispersed? 
Was it passed down to descen
dents? The Bay City Historical 
Society could not provide any 
other information besides a brief L-:.:-.::-
biographical entry in a reference '--------· ·-------' 
work. Gillett had four children (John, who worked in Cleveland, 
Gladys, Eleanor and Robert). Perhaps some genealogical 
research might locate their off-spring, rewarding the history 
detective with a treasure trove of... LINCOLN STUFF!! 

~ Tales from the Crypt. 
~-'-- During the Civil War, 
several Union forts were located in 
the deserts of the southwest. There 
were even some minor battles fought 
there towards the end of the conflict. 
One of these forts was Fort Craig in 
New Mexico. A cemetery exists on the 
site. It was recently determined that ~__.= __ ....:.... _ _._ 
around twenty of these graves had been looted and desecrated. 
One individual, an amateur historian identified as Dee 
Brecheisen, allegedly displayed the mummified remains of a 
black Union soldier, draped in a Civil War-era uniform, in his 
house (guess who's coming to dinner!). It is not sure if this "ded
icated collector" was guilty of other ghoulish activities; however, 
he has since gone to meet his maker and, if he was smart, chose 
cremation over burial. In an eHort to avoid future desecrations, 
Federal authorities have exhumed all the remaining graves (con
taining 38 men, 2 women and 26 children) and reburied them at 
other national cemeteries. 

~ The Smithsonian lnstitu- .:-:,":,':.':.~~~--
~ tion owns several _ 
objects that belonged to Abra
ham Lincoln, including his 
stovepipe hat, wallet, eye
glasses, leather briefcase and 
a gold pocket watch. In 1861, 
Lincoln gave the watch in for 
repair. The watchmaker, 
Jonathan Dillon by name, did 
his job and then some. He added 
two engraved inscriptions on the 
brass underside of the movement: 
"Jonathan Dillon April 13, 1861 Fort Sumter 
was attacked by the rebels on the above date" and "April 13, 
1861 Thank God we have a government. Jonathan Dillon". Three 

continued next page 
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years later, another repairman, Jess patriotic, added this: "L. E. 
Grof Sept. 1864 Wash D.C. Jeff Davis". In 1906, the 84-year-old Dil
lon was featured in a newspaper article in which he describes 
the events associated with the engraving. He was employed at 
M. W. Gait's watch shop on Pennsylvania Avenue when the 
owner announced the startling news of the assault on Fort 
Sumter, signaling the start of the Civil War. Dillon was working on 
the Lincoln watch at the time and decided to commemorate the 
event with an engraved sentiment. The Irish immigrant claimed 
that "I was the only Union sympathizer working in the shop." 
The Smithsonian acquired the watch in 1958 from a Lincoln 
descendent. Recently, one of Dillon's great-great-grandsons, 
Douglas Stiles of Waukegan, IL, read the article and contacted 
the Smithsonian to verify the story. At a public ceremony, timed 
to coincide with the opening of the exhibit "Abraham Lincoln: An 
Extraordinary Lire", the watch was opened by master watch
maker George Thomas and the inscription exposed for possibly 
the first time since 1864. Although Dillon erred on the date of the 
attack on Fort Sumter (it was April 12th, not the 13th) and got 
"fuzzy" on a few other details in his 1906 article, the basic facts 
proved correct. Unfortunately, the watch had seized up and 
could not be made to run, but the patriotic sentiment of 
Jonathan Dillon remains "frozen in time." 

~ If you have $95 to waste, you might consider 
~~·":'J!l;. becoming a "tenant-in-common" on an unde
veloped parcel of land in the bustling metropolis of Lerna, Illi
nois. This property is located on County Road 30N, 100 miles 
southeast of Springfield, adjacent to the Lincoln Log Cabin State 
Historic Site ("Gooseneck Prairie"). The original lot consisted of 
forty acres, of which four were sold to Daniel Arnold in Septem
ber 2007. Arnold gave title to the "Friends of Abraham Lincoln 
Historical Farm L.L.C." Supposedly, the land in question is the 
same parcel that Abraham Lincoln bought from his father in 
1841 for $200. The elder Lincoln also owned eighty additional 
acres. Abraham inherited the eighty acre lot upon the death of 
his father in 1851, but sold it to John D. Johnston. He retained 
the forty acre lot with the understanding that Sarah Bush John
ston Lincoln could live there until her death. The group has a 
web site, www.lincoLofamilyfarm.com. For $95, they will send 
you a deed "issued for novelty purposes only." This means that 
the deed cannot be used as security nor as an investment. 
Indeed, it is stipulated that the owner cannot sell his interest for 
more than $100 (thereby avoiding the realty transfer fee) or sell 
off portions. For this financial consideration, he becomes a "ten
ant in common" with an "undivided life interest" in the land. 
Typically, tenancy-in-common involves commercial property 
with rental income potential being sold to a group of investors 
who share ownership, but do not manage the property. A "life 
interest" entitles the deed holder to use and occupy the proper
ty during his lifetime. According to the seller, the purchaser of a 
deed is "buying" a piece of land the size of a Lincoln penny, or 
one-fourteenth of a millionth-part of an acre. You can go visit the 
property and tell your friends you own a piece of the Lincoln 
Family Farm, but that's about it. Property taxes and maintenance 
are the responsibility of the managing partners. With your deed 
(additional charges for a frame), you will receive, lf and when 
published, a copy of Kurt Peterson's "Lincoln's Land: The Histo
ry of Abraham Lincoln's Coles County Farm." Peterson is an 

associate professor and Chair, Department of History, at North 
Park University in Chicago. The web site details the chain of 
ownership [or the property, 1835 to the present, with an unex
plained gap trom 1869 to 1888. According to our meager 
research, Thomas Lincoln occupied four different homesteads 
during his time in fllinois. The last place he and Sarah Bush John
ston lived was at Gooseneck Prairie, currently occupied by the 
Lincoln Log Cabin State Historic Site, replete with the requisite 
recreations of original structures (by the way, the original 
Thomas Lincoln cabin was shown at the 1893 Chicago World's 
Fair, then dismantled and used for firewood). Understandably, 
we are a little confused as to whether the Gooseneck Prairie 
property is the one Thomas Lincoln sold to his son in 1841, or 
the "Lincoln Family Farm" property is the one. Perhaps, if you 
decide to spend that $95 and travel to the Coles County Clerk to 
record the deed, you may wish to pore over the records to make 
a determination. Or, you can make another wise investment and 
name a star after someone. They'll record the recipient's name 
in the "Star Registry" and send you a fancy certificate. The 
options are endless. 

~ If you ever have apprehensions that people view 
collecting political items as aberrant behavior, take 

comfort in the following. Thanks to Rail Splitter Robert Chandler, 
we picture the work of "A. Lincoln Paulsen, Wizard Penman" of 
Richmond, CA. It appears Mr. Paulsen plied his trade around 
1950. This copy of ~-----------
"Lincoln's Gettysburg 
Address" was "Execut
ed upside down and 
backward in less than 
three hours by A. L. ,_..,,,,5,in<tl•~llµ.1tu~~'--,;-c 
Paulsen, 'Wizard Pen- . .,; .. ".:. .. ,-:,: ..... ·;f-;;:;.:,, . ..... ~) .. , 
man' Richmond, Cal. J,I.... ..... ...,) .,,. .,.:,,., "'' "'· _ ..... • •• .,. ,,.., • .... ~ .. .n1 ,·, ..,,,,.,_ ... T,,,, ,. ... , n . .,.,, ··~ 

using va.riations of the :;:;;.~-:,:~"'.~ .. ~',c-;::,41:;~1.~: ~.-::;,.::;":.!:; 
• ""'-;•••JI' </I ,,,-~•i•OI ..,.,, ,U•> 6'//1) ,, ..... ,,,.. .... ,. 

figure 'two' only." At ;:,~:::;·,:.:-:::.~;·;~-:_;,;:.:~;-;:::::.:::. ·,:·.~ 
first glancet the '----''.'-' •• "'.:."":.c.::"!....a::''..~::'""!~::.::·c...' .....:..:·..t.·~.:.:::::....;,..:c,"::.:.:•.:..:/."""u:""~;;'"".,_"', _ ..... 

scrawling looks like 
shorthand. When turned upside down, however, one can easily 
make out the words of the Gettysburg Address and, miraculous
ly, the letters are indeed variations of the number 2 in various 
juxtapositions. We hope Mr. Paulsen was able to channel his sin
gular abilities in more productive enterprises! 

the Lincoln ~ Somehow we're not surprised, but 
• • - Ford's Theatre opera r-------==-:::--::--

glasses that have been on the mar- ~=~ 
ket for some time for $SM are still ~ 
available. The owner or bis agent, ~4-,,. 
one Mr. William Kaper, placed the ~~~ 
following full-page color ad in a :,-6~ 

...,.,_,,.,...,,,..,""· 
0,,..,, ..... ..,. 

,..._c.&,,_, 
-ftn-.t,J~ 

.. Jc..lT,', .. "«J1. 

recent periodical. Ln the interest of 
full disclosure and, in the way of 
provenance, the ad reveals they 
were purchased at Christie's in 
2002. What it doesn't mention is the 
price paid at the time, namely 
$424,000. We hope Mr. Kaper is a fan d OlkttdA<SS.l)00,000 ~, ... ,.. 

1,.,.....J pu\Wa~Qo., 
\ft,W'ill-1<.,_jl.f ,,,,,... ....... ,.,.., 

,_114"'-S&l-."«M 
of the opera. 
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~ We report in this issue the sale of signed Lincoln 
• - -:: checks at Sotheby's. Apropos of that, a brief sum-

mary of Lincoln's Jinances might be in order. (With many banks 
named after our 16th president, it should come as no surprise that 
Lincoln was a savvy investor!) Lincoln first earned "real money" as 
an eighteen-year old when he was given two silver dollars for trans
porting some flat boat passengers and their baggage to a nearby 
steamer. Prior to reaching his majority, Lincoln's father would hire 
him out and retain the proceeds, instilling in Lincoln resentment for 
those who would steal the bread earned by the sweat of others. Lin
coln opened his first bank account at the Springfield Marine Bank 
on March 1, 1853, with an initial deposit of $310. ln the fifteen years 
before assuming the presidency, Lincoln made seventeen loans to 
people at about 10% interest. Arriving in Washington in March 1861, 
his net worth was about $15,000. He chose the bank 

Riggs & Corco
ran in which 
to deposit his 
presidential 
salary and 
conduct busi
ness. His first 

paycheck of $2,083.33 
was deposited there. During his term of office, Lincoln received 49 
paychecks or warrants. Twenty-six went to purchase government 
bonds, four were found in llis desk after the assassination, eighteen 
were deposited at Riggs and one mistakenly deposited at the First 
National Bank of Washington. With all the things he had to do, Lin
coln would let paychecks accumulate and at one time had eleven 
sitting about. Two hundred thirty-four checks were drawn on the 
account, totally over $40,000. Eleven checks were drawn against a 
special hospital account established for contributions to wounded 
soldiers. Some of the payees who received checks include: "Tad, 
when he is well enough to present", "Lucy (colored woman)", 
"William", "Mr. Johns, a sick man", 'Tad" for "one gold dollar", 
"Self", "Wife", "Portuguese Lady", and even "Colored Man with one 
leg." The "colored man" was a distinguished looking gentleman 
with gray beard that awaited hand-outs at his usual post on H 
Street between the Old Freeman House and St. John's Church. 
George Riggs contributed daily to his fund, while headed to work. 
Apparently, Lincoln did not carry much cash with him, but found it 
more convenient to write checks. One payee, Isaac Heilprin, who 
sold eyeglasses, never cashed his check for patriotic reasons, try
ing to do his bit. In June 1864, Lincoln gathered together his "finan
cial instruments" totaling $54,515 and gave them over to Secretary 
of the Treasury Salmon Chase, directing that they be converted 
into bonds. Lincoln's estate at the time of his death was $83,343.70. 
Prudent investments by executor David Davis increased its value to 
$110,974.62 which was evenly divided among Mrs. Lincoln, Tad and 
Robert, each receiving $36,991.54. Despite a history of financial dif
ficulties, Mary Todd Lincoln's estate was valued at $84,0~5 at the 
time of her death in 1882. PNC Bank, the successor to Riggs & Com
pany, has carefully preserved bank documents in their possession, 
most of which have recently been donated to George Washington 
University. PNC archivist Mary Beth Corrigan states: "Lincoln's 
checks and account books are the most notable items within a 
large collection that will receive the best treatment possible and, 
where appropriate, will be available for researchers at George 
Washington University." Check it out! 

I WANT YOUR 
AUTOGRAPHS 

If you are recruiting a buyer for your autographs, only 
one company is truly armed and ready. We have paid out 
over $25 million in the last five years alone. University 
Archives has at its disposal an arsenal of superior 
expertise and services. We offer free appraisal by fax, 
phone or e-mail. We are famous for having !he fastest 
check in the business; by FedEx if you desire. 

We buy famjly correspondences, letters, manuscripts, 
relics and documents relating to famous people or events 
in history. 

We are actively seeking items and collections varying 
in value from one hundred to one million dollars for 

outright purchase or rntemet auction consignment. 

Visit our web page al 

University Archives.com 
for complete details and our company profiJe or 

click on eb once on our site to see our auctions. 
Contact us at University ArcWves 

49 Richmondville Ave. • Westport. CT 06880. 
Toll Free 1-800-237-5692 

(203) 454-0111 • Fax (203) 454-3 I 11 

or e-mai I our president john@universit yarcb i ves.com 

llniu,rsllg llrthiues, 
If there's one signature collectors recognize, it's ours. 

Member: ARAA • UACC 
lvfa11uscrip1 Sociely • JADA 
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MORE Splinters! 
~ We picture a 16 x 22" Zachary Taylor broadside that 

• recently traded hands. It stands on its own merits 
as a prime example of political Americana from the antebellum 
period. Reading "between the lines", we find hidden significance. 
The list of speakers for this October rally in Danville, IL includes 
quite a few Lincoln 
associates. Danville is 
east of Springfield, on 
the Indiana border. We 
suspect that Lincoln 
was invited to speak at 
this very rally, but 
decided instead to 
speak at a similar 
event in Beardstown, 
west of Springfield and 
closer to his home 
than Danville. Three of 
the Whig speakers 
(Usher Linder, Orville 
Browning and Stephen 
Logan) were, like Lin
coln, lawyers born in 
Kentucky. Linder 
(1809-76) served with 
Lincoln in the Illinois 
legislature and part
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nered-up with him on several law cases. A resident of Charleston, 
Linder alternated his affiliation between the Democratic and 
Whig parties. He supported the war with Mexico - Lincoln 
strongly advised him on muJtiple occasions to maintain the 
party line against President Polk to assure the success of the 
Whig ticket. Browning (1806-81) was a resident of Quincy and 
served in the Illinois House and Senate during Lincoln's tenure. 
He was defeated for reelection in the Ulinois House by Stephen 
Douglas, but was appointed to fill Douglas' U.S. Senate seat upon 
his death in 1861. Logan (1800-1880), a Springfield resident, was 
Lincoln's second law partner (1841-44). Lincoln replaced Edward 
Baker as junior partner after Logan and Baker broke up due to 
Baker's ineptitude in financial management. In 1848, Logan was 
an unsuccessful candidate to replace Lincoln in the U.S. Con
gress. Edward Baker (1811~1), another lawyer, served with Lin
coln in the Illinois legislature in 1838. He was part of the team 
consisting of John J. Hardin and Lincoln that alternated terms in 
the U. S. Congress. Lincoln named his first-born son after Baker 
and was deeply grieved by his death in the Battle of Ball's Bluff 
in 1861. In 1848, Baker resided in Galena. Dr. Anson Heary (1804-
65), an ardent Whig, was Lincoln's doctor who, along with Lin
coln, stumped the northern counties for Taylor in 1848, like a 
"political tag-team." In 1848, he resided in Springfield. Both Dr. 
Henry and Edward Baker emigrated to Oregon (in 1852 and 1859 
respectively) to pursue political careers and work in government 
posts. After the election of Zachary Taylor, Lincoln angled for a 
government post as Land Commissioner, but was offered the 
office of Governor of the Oregon Territory. IL is interesting to 
speculate what might have happened if he had accepted (no 
doubt, Mary said "If you go to Oregon, you're going by yourself!") 
Dr. Henry was in Washington, DC on patronage matters at the 
time of the assassination. He extended his stay six weeks to con-
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sole the First Lady and ironically drowned on the return trip to 
California. The existence of this broadside leads us to conclude 
that similar broadsides were printed for other Whig rallies that 
Lincoln spoke at that fall, including the one at Beardstown. It is 
also logical to assume that Lincoln was listed as a speaker at 
these other rallies. Wouldn't it be great to find such an item? 
None are currently known, but new discoveries are constantly 
being made, so we live in hope! 

~ Most historians view Lincoln as a mainstream, 
~ conservative politician. This happens to coincide 
with his own personal view. He generally opposed the harsh poli
cies of the Radical Republicans in 
Congress, especially in regard to 
abolition, the use of black troops LO{) J( ()PT 
and reconstruction. After his death, rou 
the Radical Republicans choose to 8 r· k I 

I 'plll'l.Oll','' l'' n ','' associate themselves with the mar- ,., v \. ,., 
tyred president. This 3 x 4" mini-
handbill from 1866 warns would-be 
Radical voters in Bangor, Maine to 
watch out for spurious tickets that 
contain neither the portrait of "Mr. 
Lincoln" nor the word "Union" with 
a star. Lincoln's image would con
tinue to appear on Republican bal
lots for decades to come, regard-
less of shared viewpoints. 

Clc•uuinc Radical TiokctR 

,,n 1'r &--11, ancj ■ i..,.. ~tar 
.1,,.. •he ..--.J -u:"I~ a.a , •. '"' 
tht- r·.,'f'. 

Vole No Other Kind. 
J 'I' K llAYll'.\llll 

~ Shades of 9-11. The Department of Home-
~ land Security did not exist ln 1864, but a 
planned devastating attack on New York City was nevertheless 
thwarted, thereby saving thousands of lives. We recently read an 
account of a Confederate Colonel named Robert Martin who con
spired to set fire to alJ the hotels on Broadway while a group of 
Copperheads were to seize the government offices at City Hall 
and raise the Confederate flag. Part of the plan was discovered 
early on, but, like the Booth conspirators, the cell of terrorists 
opted for Plan B (the "Chicago" plan). They decided to just burn 
the hotels with the hope that the whole city would burn down. 
Martin and seven other agents checked into a series of Broadway 
hotels in late November 1864. They went to some locaJ hardware 
stores and purchased "Greek Fire", a sulphur-quickJime concoc
tion that burst into flames when exposed to air. Employing seam
less coordination, they began their project on the evening of 
November 25, 1864. The first fire broke out at the St. James, but 
was quickly extinguished. The scene was repeated at the St. 
Nicholas, the United States, the Lafarge House, the Metropolitan, 
Lovejoy's, the Belmont, the Everett, the Fifth Avenue and P. T. 
Barnum's American Museum. None of the fires burned long, as 
the miscreants failed to provide an adequate air supply (they 
neglected to open doors and windows - guess they weren't used 
to the cold weather and wanted to keep warm!). Two hundred 
suspects were rounded up, but the arsonists had all escaped to 
Canada. One of them, Robert Cobb Kennedy, was arrested In 
New York two weeks later. He was placed on trial in New York, 
found guiJty, and hanged on March 25, 1865 at Port LaFayette. We 
don't know what his last words were, but they might have been 
"Anybody got a match?" 
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~ Rail Splitter Kurt Kumetat sent in a clipping 
~ from a collection of Civil War newspapers he 
just found. It seemes that Horace Greeley's New-York Tribune, 
normally a pro-administration paper, in their issue of August 15, 
1862, gave an interesting account of President Lincoln's inter
view with a delegation of free Blacks. The President's speech 
must rank as one of the most politically incorrect and insensitive 
ever given. Issued just one month before the publication of the 
preliminary Emancipation Proclamation, it appears to be a last 
ditch effort to "jump-start" colonization of the Black population. 
If given today, it would have made the Don Imus episode look like 
a walk in the park. We excerpt some of ...,,~==------, 
the choicer morsels: " .. .I think your race 
suffer very greatly, many of them by liv
ing among us, while ours suffer from 
your presence ... But even when you '----------1 

cease to be slaves, you are yet far l=========I 
removed from being placed on an equal- , '1'112 ;:~~J;t'k:~:~PLE 
ity with the white race ... on this broad Lalmkw ll1ll> P...rdui Lllcoll. 
continent, not a single man of your race 
is made the equal of a single man of aPa11..c1-1 o,. THli PRce,orNT. 

ours ... But for your race among us there • •• •*• ~~.!~"r.;.t:1"1...,. 
could not be war, although many men 
engaged on either side do not care for ir.i:av~n.1ar!i~;0,~~!:. '° 
you one way or the other .... It is better 11, s.i,,,u c..i,t1 htrk• ., u., 
for us both, therefore, to be separated... c.i .. r. 

---· It is exceedingly important that we have ,..,,,.._.:,;;:i:::.~~C.. 
men at the beginning capable of think- , :::;=N.;::=-:~.,-.:.:~.~ 
ing as white men, and not those who 
have been systematically oppressed. There is much to encour
age you. For the sake of your race you should sacrifice some
thing of your present comfort for the purpose of being as grand 
in that respect as the white people ... The place I am tlhinking 
about having for a colony is in Central America. It is nearer to us 
than Liberia, not much more than one-fourth as far ... If you will 
engage in the enterprise [ will spend some of the money intrust
ed to me. I am not sure you will succeed. The Government may 
lose the money ... The political affairs in Central America are not 
in quite as satisfactory condition as I wish ... To your colored 
race they have no objection ... U I could find twenty-five able-bod
ied men, with a mixture of women and children, good things in 
the family relation, I think I could make a successful commence
ment..." The Chairman of the delegation briefly replied that they 
would hold a consultation and in a short time give an answer. 
The President said: "Take your lull time - no hurry at all." Need
less to say, the Black delegates ix-nayed the proposal. To Lin
coln's credit, he made an abrupt change-of-course. He was cer
tainly not the last president to see his trial balloon never get off 
Lhe ground. He didn't believe in changing "horses in mid-stream" 
in 1864, nor in "beating a dead horse" after this meeting in 1862. 

~ There's good research ... and then there's the need for 
•• • - ~ better research! (Even your best scholars have 
"oops moments.") The excitement of a discovery may prompt a 
conclusion not supported by what appears to have been found. 
A case in point seems illustrated in a recent article by one of our 
friends, Jason Emerson. We point it out simply to reflect how 
even the best scholars need to sometimes think of ways to vet 
assumptions. The author who discovered the so-called Mary 

Todd Lincoln "mad letters" 
and is now preparing a biog
raphy on Robert Todd Lin
coln wrote a piece, "New 
Mary Lincoln Letter Discov
ered" for the Journal of the 
Illinois State Historical Soci
ety. (Fall/Winter 2008.) There he claims the letter was written in 
1867 illuminating a blank period in Mrs. Lincoln's life. He also 
believes it reveals that she made a hitherto unknown visit to San 
Francisco. The letter was written to Myra Bradwell who lobbied 
aggressively for Mrs. Lincoln's release from a Chicago-area sani
tarium, after her commitment there by her only surviving son 
Robert. Rail Splitter Timothy Bakken, who has expertise in the 
field of philately (stamp collecting), read the article and spotted 
an important discrepancy. The stamp on the envelope was not 
issued until 1870. Also, Mrs. Lincoln mentions in her letter the 
death of Cornelia Roosevelt who died in 1876 (which the author 
correctly states in a lootnote). Although datelined 1867, the last 
two numbers may have been accidentally transposed, a common 
error. Mrs. Lincoln had the habit of writing in the margins and 
making marginal corrections and annotations. It appears she 
may have indeed corrected the date in the margin which was 
written over the mourning border making it difficult to discern. 
In any event, the use of the post-1870 stamp and the date of Cor
nelia Roosevelt's death make the 1867 attribution untenable. 
Still, the discovery of a new Mary Lincoln letter is an important 
event - it simply needs to be properly "stamped!" 

~ We received some photos and a copy of a 1930 
- • - newspaper article from Thomas Mackie of Lincoln 

Memorial University in Harrogate. TN. The Richmond News
Leader story, peppered with factual errors, pictures Silas 
Munden of Amelia County, VA along with four pieces of furniture 
he owned. These include a rocking chair, settee and side chair in 
Renaissance Revival style, and a cane-back office chair. Accord
ing to the article, Mr. Munden married Mamie Forbes in 1895. 
Mamie's father was Charles Forbes, a messenger and usher who 
served in the Executive Mansion during Lincoln's presidency. 
Supposedly, Forbes was the attendant who was handed John 
Wilkes Booth's card at the entrance of the Presidential Box at 
Ford's Theatre the night of the assassination. The story claims 
that Mrs. Lincoln offered him a choice of items to take as remem-

brances prior to her vacating the White House. He took these 
four pieces of furniture ("give them a foot stool, they'll take the 
whole dining room set!") Forbes died in 1895, leaving the heir
looms to his daughter. The family believed the three pieces of 
red velvet upholstered furniture were used by the Lincolns and 
that the cane-back chair came from his law office. Mamie passed 
on in 1906 and Silas remarried. In the article, he stated: "Well, I 

continued next page 
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guess I'll dispose of it some of these days: you know, I've always 
been a Democrat." According to Tom Mackie, the lurniture was 
passed down through various relatives, almost got thrown out 
lor lack of room, was stored in several garages and barns, and 
now ls owned by a Richmond art collector named Harry Davis. 
The items are in poor condition(" ... the items have rotted to the 
bare wood and have lost several pieces ... the rocker has lost its 
platform and several small detail pieces ... the settee and side 
chair are complete including remnants of fabric ... "). Even Tom 
doubts whether the cane-back chair came from Lincoln's Spring
field law office. So, we know ''who has it now?" - tbe question is, 
who wants it? 

~ Some items are self~vident in 
• • ' - their nature - others, less so. 
The pictured item falls into that category. 
Another example, with a stickpin attached, 
sold on eBay a few years ago. That example, 
likewise, was holed in the four corners. The 
object measures 3/8" x 5/8" and ls made of 
glided brass with reeded edges and rims. The 
obverse shows a bust of Lincoln facing left, 
beneath an arc of five stars, with the 
date 1864 below. The reverse shows 
an ax embedded in a log, a motif 
repeated on a Lincoln political of 
that year, Sullivan-DeWitt AL-1864-43 
("Good for Another Heat"). The date 
and rail splitter iconography points 
towards a campaign usage. But, it's 
not a token and not a badge, as the reverse would be hidden 
Crom view if used in that manner. Alter giving the matter some 
thought, we have come to the conclusion that it is a link in a 
bracelet. II a complete example ever surfaces, we expect it to 
contain a mixture of components - some with the obverse show
ing and some with the reverse showing. The diminutive size 
probably indicates it was intended lor a ladies or child's wrist. 

~ The ability to document events by eyewit
• - nesses changes with technology. In this day 
and age, something catastrophic occurs, instantly we are del
uged with images, streaming video, etc. Believe it or not, how
ever, eyewitnesses to the Lincoln assassination had appeared in 
the movies and, on television. One very elderly, female eyewit
ness (she claimed to have seen Booth's bone sticking out ol his 
leg as he limped across the stage!) was filmed by newsreel cam
eras. Joseph Hazelton, the program boy at Ford's Theatre, 
appeared in five silent films including one with Mabel Normand 
and one with Jackie Coogan and Lon Chaney. The latter, appar
ently the only of his films to survive, is the 1922 silent film, "Oliv
er Twist," which is now available on DVD. Hazelton played the 
minor role of Mr. Grimwig. It was not one ol Chaney's better 
roles, but Coogan was his usual precocious and adorable self. 
Ford's Theatre actor William J. Ferguson, who wrote J Saw Lin
coln Shot (c. 1930) had a lengthy career as a character actor and 
made a few silent films. None of the films appear to have sur
vived, but in one, "The Battle Cry of Peace", he actually por
trayed President Lincoln! One ol the men who claimed that he 
helped carry Lincoln across the street to the Petersen House 

also appeared in a newsreel - a silent one. Blanche Chapman 
Ford made a couple ol silent films. She married Harry Ford, one 
of the Ford brothers, in the 1880s. As a little girl, she witnessed 
the Booth family's identification of John Wilkes Booth's exhumed 
remains just before interment in Baltimore's Greenmount Ceme
tery in 1869. Should you want to view one of these "relics" your
self, one Samuel J. Seymour, the last surviving witness lo the 
assassination, appeared on the "I've Got a Secret" TV show. The 
network recorded It on lilm (a "kinescope recording") and it has 
been available on the internet. The website YouTube is now mak
ing a 21st-century star of Seymour. The 96-year-old eyewitness 
appeared on the TV game show 
on February 8, 1956. The 
price of his 15 minutes ol 
lame was death - Seymour 
took a bad fall on his way to 
the studio but went on any• 
way, with a bandage covering 
the head injury that killed 
him two months later. The 
New York Times and other papers carried his obituary on [ cue 
eerie music here] April 14, 1956. You can watch Seymour being 
questioned by Lucy, Desi, and Bill Cullen (who guessed the 
secret) on the web. A living link to Seymour, by the way, is the 
NYT columnist Maureen Dowd, whose parents befriended "Pop" 
Seymour, their elderly next-door neighbor in Washington, D.C. 

~ The Publisher of this fine publication grew up 
~~ in the San Francisco Bay area. Recently, on a 
return visit to "home turf," he encountered a building he had 
never run across ... with fun association. The historic plaque 
details the small brick edifice as the Site of the Bank of Lucas, 
Turner & Co. (Sherman's Bank). William Tecumseh Sherman 
established the branch bank of Lucas, Turner & Co. in 1853. He 
settled the lirm in their own building on the northeast corner of 
Jackson and Montgomery Streets. Sherman successfully carried 
the bank through the financial crisis of 1855, and remained until 
they discontinued business in 1857. Who knew that Sherman was 

.,. 
., 

-=-•-· --·-........ ~,... ..... ~-... ·----1,~ •• -
a "Gold Rush Banker" during a brief hiatus from 
career? Apparently anything documenting this 
is considered rare. Pacilic Book Auctions 
recently sold a letter by the man later known to 
his soldiers as "Uncle Billy" concerning an eco
nomic slump and the threat of massive defaults 
on debt: "In looking over the files of Banking 
Magazines in the office, I find some of the statis
tical information asked for by you... You will find 
in one of the numbers the aggregate debt of each 
state and of the chief cities ... It is to the interest of 

his military 
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every man in California that debts already contracted should be 
acknowledged on demand as soon as possible. Certainty in money 
contracts is an element of great importance and all I hope for is that 
some positive definite plan be adopted this session for al/ floating 
debts, & then stringent provisions be made against any future 
debts ... " The rather dry missive sold for $1,200. 

~ The perfidy (deliberate treachery) of dealers 
• • •· • - at tourist destinations is legendary. A particu
larly egregious example is found at Pier 39 in San Francisco, a 
tourist-trap if there ever was one. Nestled among the purveyors 
of Alcatraz T-shirts, walk-away crab cocktails, funnel-cakes, etc., 
is a shop selling "authentic antiquities." The stock-in-trade, auto
graphs, mainly represent the fields of sports and entertainment... 
lots of signed guitars and baseball caps. But they also have a 
"fine selection" of historic signatures. As you walk into the shop 
off the boardwalk, signs warning "No Photographs Al[owed" 
immediately greet you. To enforce that policy, two huge guards 
watch over the area. (fhese guys make the bodyguards on a 
Rolling Stones tour 
seem diminutive!) 
Now, why would 
there be such a 
strictly enforced rule 

' against taking pho
tos? No doubt the 
management realizes 
it would make it too ..., _____________ _,. 

easy to check on 
items and determine their authenticity! Almost every autograph 
of import we saw was a blatant forgery. No ... not open to ques
tion, fake, fake, fake! Despite the menacing looks, we managed to 
take a photograph of one item: a clipped Abraham Lincoln sig
nature framed in a gawdy presentation, offered at a mere $22,000. 
(Those camera-phones can be quite handy.) When the salesman 
was asked of the authenticity, he assured us "experts" had 
inspected everything. When confronted by reality, the aforemen
tioned guards politely - but firmly - escorted us out. Sad to say, 
venues such as this thrive and seldom face any consequences. 

~ Speaking of "bad merchandise," a few items to 
.. - review for your amusement. Two bogus Lincoln 
banners recently were listed on Ebay concurrently, one by a New 
Hampshire vendor and the other by a Washington State vendor. 
Each had stenciled inscriptions on linen or cotton material. The 
first consisted of two panels measuring 19 x 32" inscribed "A. Lin
coln For Pres. 1864." The other was quite similar, but was com-
posed of four panels inscribed "A. Lin- ,...... ______ _ 
coin For Pres. 1864. A. Johnson F'or V. 
Pres. Don't Swap Horses." It measured 

34 x 44". These may be of recent man
ufacture, although the first reported
ly came out of a Connecticut estate 
some 35 years ago. They may also 
have been produced for some cen
tennial or re-enactment celebration, 
or perhaps used in a movie. In any 
event, neither was produced in 1864, 
of that you can be sure! A lot of on
the-ball collectors must have 
dropped a dime on these guys, as 
Ebay cancelled both listings. 
And, as Jong as we are doing 
some house cleaning... the 
"campaign ribbon" and "cam
paign flag" pictured here are far 
from period textiles. The rib
bon, also offered on Ebay, looks 
like it was made for a specific 
occasion, likely as an anniver

AbrahaJt\ 
LINCOLN 

sary souvenir. Perhaps some Lincoln club decided to create a 
keepsake for their dinner in 1909 during the Centennial? We may 
never know when it was fabricated (pun intended!), just know it 
wasn't in 1860. The flag, on the other 
hand, strikes us as intentionally made 
to decieve. Recently offered to our 
friend Ted Hake, he intuitively knew 
it was suspect. We concurred with 
his opinion. Your eyes don't deceive 
you: the "block lettering" is bold 
while the canton and field are com
pletely "washed out." We suspect 
someone tried to artificially age the 
piece by running it through the 
laundry a few times! And, finally, 
there was this reward broadside. The seller, also on "the Bay", 
was quite adamant: "For sale is an extremely rare Civil War-era 
broadside announcing the $100,000 reward for the capture of John 
Wilkes Booth. .. It is an exact match of the poster shown on the site 
'Lincoln at 200.' This poster was passed down through the Harper 
family of long Island, New York. It is on correct period 1860's 
paper, is a lilhograph (not a half-tone) and shows all the detailed 
nuances of the true original poster. .. We will provide a lifetime COA 
with this item: in other words, this poster is guaranteed to be JOO% 
authentic and we will stand behind this evaluation without a time 
constraint... We specialize in vintage paper, and are JOO% certain 
that this is a true vintage Civil War broadside used to aid in Booth's 
capture. The size, pape,; printing, and printer are all exactly cor
rect. This is not a reissue or a facsimile. IT IS AN ORIGINAL WAm-
ED POSTER, CREATED IN 1865 ... The printer, George Nesbitt of 
New York produced these posters ... Never offered before for sale ... 
Bid with confidence, knowing your purchase is protected by a life
time guarantee ofauthenticity. SIZE: 10.5 by 13.5 inches, not includ
ing vintage frame. From a local New Jersey family's estate." Only 
problem: it is a REPRODUCTION. A rare item for certain, but Rail 
Splitter broadside expert Ken Ritchey found an example on the 
cover of an old Goodspeed's Book Shop catalog (#596, ca. 1981). 
The real "Nesbitt broadside," that sold 29 years ago for $4,500, 
measured 24" tall. These small issues were made years later. 
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T
he confulence of historical events and social movements makes for interesting study. For example, there are occasions that 
illustrate those in the Suffrage movement champ:ioning the cause of abolitionism. Rail Splitter David Lesser, a leading authori
ty on 19th century imprints, recently brokered an ephemeral item that speaks to all of this. Cataloged as: [Anthony, Susan B. 
and Stanton, Elizabeth Cady J WOMEN'S ... TO THE SENATE AND HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVF.S OF THE UNITED STATES: THE 
UNDERSIGNED, WOMEN OF THE UNITED STATES ABOVE THE AGE OF EIGHTEEN YEARS, EARNESTLY PRAY THAT YOUR HON

ORABLE BODY WILL PASS, AT THE EARLIEST PRACTICABLE DAY, AN ACT EMANCIPATING ALL PERSONS OF AFRJCAN DESCENT HEW 
TO INVOLUNTARY SERVICE OR LABOR IN THE UNITED STATES. [ 1863}. Broadside, 8.5" x I J ". The instructions caution, "Let there be 
no signatures on back of petition. When this sheet is filled, add others of the same width to the foot of ii, with paste or mucilage. The 
signatures should be by the persons themselves, or else written at their request. Add, at close of each petition the number of signatures 
contained, and name of Town, County, and State whence it comes." The Women's Loyal National League was organized in 1863 by Eliz
abeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony. At its May 1863 meeting the League resolved, 'That for the present this League will concen
trate all its efforts upon the single object of procuring to be signed by one million women and upward, and of preparing for presentation 
to Congress, within the first week of its next session, a petition in the following words, to wit .. .[words of this Petition follow]." Congres
sional action - sought first through enactment of a statute and then by what would become the Thirteenth Constitutional Amendment -
would buttress the Emancipation Proclamation. Pairing up with the American Anti-Slavery Society, the League circulated petitions 
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through Senator Charles Sumner's office [using his franking-privilege], in a fevered campaign 
from fall 1863 through early summer 1864. The League presented signed petitions to Sumner in 
February 1864; signatures would eventually exceed 400,000, with some estimates above one mil
lion. On February 9, /864, Senator Sumner gave a speech commemorating receipt of the first 
100,000 signatures. Entitled 'The Prayer of One Hundred Thousand,' the Speech is a ringing 
endorsement of the petition and a call to congressional action. 

The fact that the woman's movement suspended agitation on behalf of their own rights 
in order to concentrate on the abolition of slavery speaks to the urgency of the day . 

We only occasionally follow the philat-
elic market, but some items are just too nifty to overlook. 
Among the numerous pieces of Americana tied to Lincoln's 
assassination, this cover (envelope) from the Floyd Risvold 
Collection sold by Shreve's represents a rare item that opens 
a window to the days between the assassination and Booth's 
capture and death. Sold by a Washington bookseller within 20 
days of the assassination, this cover was sent to PorUand, 
Maine on May 3, 1865 bearing a printed legend below the por-
trait: "Hunt the villain down." This pointed message was cer-
tainly printed sometime after the April 14 murder, but before 
Sergeant Boston Corbett shot and killed Lincoln's assassin on 
April 16, making this a possibly unique item. No other cover 
depicling Booth is known; this is the only postal-used speci-
men. With a $1500/2000 estimate, it sold for $20,800. 
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SUTLER CURRENCY OF THE CIVIL WAR 

I
n previous issues, we have discussed 
postage and fractional currency, as 
well as encased postage stamps. Like 
Civil War tokens, these were issued 
to facilitate commerce and lessen the 
shortage of "small change". Another 

war-time phenomenon was "money" 
issued by sutler's, in the form of notes, 
scrip and chits. All these genres of alter
native monies are actively collected 
today. 

The word "sutler" is derived from the 
Dutch "soetelaar" or "zoetelaar" which 
originally connotated a menial laborer, 
but came to denote a low-end tradesman 
or peddler. In the Civil War, sutlers were 
civilian merchants who obtained special 
appointments to supply troops with 
goods not provided by the government. 
They set up shop within military encamp
ments and were subject to military law. 
No competing peddlers were allowed in 
the camps, so the sutlers enjoyed a virtu
al monopoly on many goods and were 

J
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A cardboard chit tor New York's militia. 

A $2 note issued by New Orleans arms 
manufacturer Cook & Brother, printed on 
yellow paper in March 1862, prior to the 

Union occupation of that city. 

A lithographic proof on card stock for a 
private issuer from Canastota, New 

York, undated and uninscribed. 

able to charge whatever the market 
would bear. The quartermasters supplied 
troops with rations of meat, hardtack, 
flour and coffee. All other commodities 
came within the purview or the sutlers. 
They typically tripled their inv~tment 
and were notorious for poor quality and 
short weights. Because troops often 
lacked sufficient pocket change, sutlers 
printed up their own currency which was 
redeemable only at their tents or stores. 

Military rules restricted sutlers from 
extending credit to individual soldiers 
exceeding one-third of their monthly 
salaries. Sutlers always showed up on 
paydays, as the paymasters first deduct
ed the soldiers' indebtedness, before 
remitting the balance to the troops. In 
that way, sutlers had a reliable source of 
income. Sutlers were typically taxed a 
surcharge by the units they serviced, 
based on their monthly gross sales. Such 
monies were set aside by the regiments 
and used to purchase special items for 

wounded members of the unit. 
Sutlers existed in both the Union and 

Confederate armies. Understandably, 
there were far fewer operating in the 
South, as commodities were in much 
shorter supply. Most of the notes incor
porated vignettes popular on bank notes 
of the period. Portraits of politicians and 
other "dead presidents" were avoided, 
likely in a conscious effort to differentiate 
this form of currency from official gov
ernment issue. The different types known 
are catalogued in a standard reference 
work: Kenneth Keller's Sutler Paper 
Money. 

A $1 note issued by sutler Henry Gottig 
In Magnolia, MS on March 1, 1862. 

5-cent cavalry note. 25-cent note for the sutler of 47th Ohio. 5-cent note issued by sutler 
Mooney McMillan . 

...... -•·◄•-··~ __ .. _ 
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Rare Confederate $1 note for the sut
ler of the 34th Alabama. 

A 50-cent note for the sutler of the 47th 
Regiment of Ohio Volunteer Infantry. 

Issued at Cincinnati in 1862 and printed 
by Ehrgott, Forbriger & Company. 
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3-cent note for 1st N.J. sutler. 

A great Civil War sutler rarity ... a $2 note printed 
on cloth, Issued in Mesilla, Arizona Territory, 

October 30, 1862. The note is actually signed by 
both the merchant and a second lieutenant in the 

1st California Volunteers. 
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"► This wondeful Lincoln Jetter (one of our favorites!) proves the rule 
that if you are in business long enough, items you once sold may 
return to sell again. Bruce Gimelson sold this missive to a Rail Split
ter about twenty years ago ... who just sold it back to the prominent 
dealer. Bruce now has it available on his website: www.brucegimel

son.com (price on request). Widely known as the "white rabbit lettern Ot 
always infuriated Bruce when we called it the "bunny letter"), it enjoys 
some rich provenance having once belonged to the likes of Oliver R. Bar
rett and Frederick HUI Meserve. Written in the hand of John Hay and 
signed by Lincoln, it was sent from the Executive Mansion, April 2, 1862, 
to a Michael Crock, Esq. The Lincolns had just lost their son Willie to 
typhoid fever Jess than two months before this letter was written. 
Touched by his death, a kind Samaritan, Michael Crock, who otherwise 
has been lost to history, sent two white rabbits for Tad, the only Lincoln 
son still in the White House - Robert being away at Harvard. 

My Dear Sir Allow me to thank you in behalf of my little son for your 
present of White Rabbits. He is very much pleased with them. 

Andrew Johnson: Lincoln's Unsuccessful Successor 
The Campaign and Election of 1866 

Although not a presidential election, the off-year Congressional election of 1866 was in fact a referendum 
election for Andrew Johnson. By the summer of 1866, Johnson had lost support within the Republican Party for 
his Reconstruction policies. After a unity meeting of 7,000 delegates at the National Union Convention - which 
met in Philadelphia on August 14 - failed to bridge the growing gap between Johnson and the Republicans, the 
determined President decided to take the issue to the people. Beginning on August 28, accompanied by such 
notables as Civil War hero Admiral David Farragut, Johnson launched an unprecedented speaking tour in the 
hopes of regaining public and political support. He traveled from Philadelphia to New York City, then through 
upstate New York and west to Ohio before heading back to Washington, D.C. This "swing around the circle" was 
marked by an intemperate campaign style in which Johnson personally attacked his Republican opponents in 
vile and abusive language reminiscent of his Tennessee stump speech harangues. On several occasions, it also 
appeared that the President had had too mucl1 to drink, nearly stumbling from the platform. In the end, the 
campaign was a disaster for Johnson. One observer later said that the President lost one million Northern vot
ers as a result of his tour. In the election, the anti-Johnson Republicans won two-thirds of both houses, thus 
sealing Johnson's doom and giving his opponents enough power to override his programs. Later, the House or 
Representatives, in voting Its articles of impeachment against Johnson, would charge him with disgracing his 
office by attempting to appeal directly to the people for support in the 1866 elections - something that was con
sidered to be demagogic and beneath the dignity of a President at the time . 

... Leading into The Campaign and Election of 1868 

Having escaped conviction in his May 1868 impeachment trial by one vote, 
Johnson had no chance of being reelected as President. He attempted to win the 
Democratic nomination at the convention in Tammany Hall in New York. He told 
his supporters that a united Democratic Party, with him at its helm, stood the 
best chance of blocking the drive for black political equality in the South. At the 
convention, Johnson came in second in the balloting on the first vote, trailing 
first-place leader George H. Pendleton of Ohio 105 to 65. After that ballot, which 
was a face-saving vote for Johnson by the Democrats, the incumbent President 

Prior to commencing his ill· 
fated trip "around the cir
cle," Johnson received a 
send-off by a Philadelphia 
reception committee. This 
rare relic from that presi
dential tour recently sur-
faced in a family Bible. 

never surfaced again. Instead of Johnson, the Democrats ran Horatio Seymour, -------
the former wartime governor of New York, who was the presiding officer of the convention, and Francis 
P. Blair of Missouri. The Republicans bitterly attacked Johnson as a traitor to Lincoln and the nation in 
their convention in Chicago, nominating General Ulysses S. Grant and House Speaker Schuyler Colfax of 
Indiana as President and Vice President, respectively. Running a "bloody shirt" campaign, which tagged 
the Democrats as the party of secession and treason, the Republicans swept to victory, winning 53 per

cent of the popular vote to Seymour's 47 percent. Johnson took a limited role in the campaign for Seymour. 
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WHETIIER YOU ARE BUYING OR SELLING 
POLITI CAL & AMER'.IC~NA AUCTION LINCOLNIANA, PLEASE DON'T MISS OUR 
MAY 17-18 • DALLAS • LIVE & ONLINE 1WICE-YEARLY AMERICANAAUCTIONSI 
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I. Lincoln & Johnson: Key 1864 
Currier "Grand Nalional Banner" 
Campaign Po:;ter 
SOLO! SU,937 
November 2009 

J 

Over the past five years, Heritage has hand.led more quality Lincoln items than 
any other auction firm. 
,.. Campaign memorabilia 
,.. Manuscript material 

,.. Personal relics ,.. Phocographs 
.- Assassination-related items ,.. And more! 

Literally hundreds of period Lincoln items of all types! We encourage you to visit our 
web site, HA.com, co Learn more about Heritage. Among the many features on our sire, 
you will find our Auction Archives, which pictures, describes, and prices every one of 
the some TI:-IREE MILLION lots sold by Heritage! You can easily peruse all Lincoln 
items, or narrow the search to your area of special imerest. 

OUR NEXT AMERICANA SALE IS SCHEDULED FOR MAY L7, 2010. The entire 
auction will be up for viewing and interactive bidding at HAcom several weeks before 
the auction, or if you prefer a printed catalog, please contact us at 866-835-3243. 

DO YOU HAVE SIGNIFICANT LINCOLN MATERIAL YOU MAY WISH TO SELL? 
We are interested in collections as well as outstanding single items. Nor sure if you want 
to sell, or if this is the right time? We are happy ro present opcioos and help you reach 
the best decision for you. 

Contact Tom Slater at 214-409-1441 ( email: TomS@HA.com) 
to discuss your selling options. 

5 

2. A P,1ir of Spectacles that 
Belonged to /\braham Lincoln 
SOLO! $179,250 

3. 1865 Inauguration Ticket: 
A prohibitively rare licket 
SOLO! $14,340 
November 2008 

4, Abraham Lincoln Aulograph 
Lettel Signed as President Two Days 
Before Civil War Begins 

November 2008 SOLO! $13,145 
October 2008 

Reaive ~ frtt copy of a calolog from•") Herimge category. Register o,,linc at Hl\.com/RAIL18.169 or c.,11 066-835-JlU and 
m,c,nli()n n•£erence RAIL18369. All ca:lalog., :.re ;wailabfe for viewing o1nd bidding c,nfi~ at HA,com/HisloriGll. 

5. Abraham Lincoln: Magnificent, 
Colorful Banner 
SOLD! $7,170 

WE ARE ALWAYS ACCEPTING CONSIGNMENTS IN THE FOLLOWING CATEGORIES: November 2009 
rlno & De<omive Ari>. Mtlqu..., k.uc• CoiM & Currenq, lllu,tratl<>n /\rt. Comics & C,,mic Art. Civil War & Amerlr,m•. Amorlc.i.n lndl,n An, 
Rar'l" 8<x:>lcs & Manuscripts, Mu"J.ic ,\ En1crr,1ioment Jflwelt} & Trmepf«rs, Natura.I t·fotory. 5-pt,ru Collc-n,bl". Vmt.1ge Mc.l\llt l'ostm and Sl.tnlfl'>. 
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~notber ~reat jf tnb! Rail Splitter Wynn Kintz recently obtained a most unusual 
presidential memento. It is a lead pocket or lield mirror for 
Abraham Lincoln. Similar to examples produced in France 
for Zachary Taylor and Franklin Pierce, this one has a por-
trait of Lincoln facing right, surrounded by the words 

PRESTOENT LTNCOLN. It is missing the loop and easel on the back, but is otherwise 
remarkably well-preserved. One never knows what will show up! Some other 

great finds worthy of these pages, include: a Mathew Brady CDV of the "Man
agers of the House of Representatives of the Impeachment of Andrew John
son." A nice item which occasionally 
appears on the market, but how many 
have you seen with the autographs of 
ALL seven managers on the verso? 
Needless to say, that makes it special 
and a REAL FIND. If you're into cam

paign imprints, those of J. E. Feeks are 
among the most desirable. Feeks ran his 

printing operation on Ann Street in New 
York, a narrow and winding lane in the shadow 

of City Hall and Publisher's Row. He specialized in 
anti-Lincoln publications. One of the better ones he printed in 1864 
was "Lincolnana, or the Humors of Uncle Abe. 'That reminds me of a little 
story.'" It shows the Rall Splitter president splitting the Union apart and 
draws into question whether he had the gravitas needed for the task at hand. 
Surprisingly, the voters thought Lincoln's propensity for humor and story
telling an asset, and returned him to office. One other item to report... this 
related to Lincoln's only surviving son, Robert Todd Lincoln, often considered 
a presidential hopeful. He served as Secretary of War in the administrations of 
James Garfield and Chester Alan Arthur and consistently denied being inter
ested in the nomination of his party. He received a few votes at the national 
convention in 1884 and a few in 1888. In 1888, some politicos suggested a pres
ident's sons ticket of Robert Todd Lincoln for President and Frederick Grant for 
Vice-President. This "dream ticket" -came unraveled when Grant lost his bid for 
election as New York Secretary of State. Magazines have often served as spring

SEE 
boards for presidential hopefuls. George Dewey was touted 
as presidential timber in "Judge" in 1900 and Woodrow Wil-

,, 
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The Continent 
FOR APRIL. 

son was endorsed as early as 1906 in "Harvey's Weekly" and appeared on the front 
cover of that magazine in 1908, labeled "Our Next President." In 1888, The Continent 
magazine publlshed this poster of Robert Todd Lincoln advertising a story in their April 
issue promoting him as their choice for president. Even with their backing, the boom
let went bust. The "call" never went out to Robert Todd Lincoln, who enjoyed a suc
cessful career out of the public limelight, serving as Minister to Great Britain during the 
Harrison administration and president of the Pullman Sleeping Car Company. 
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WE.X:T PRESIDENT 
UNITED STATES, 

See you on the internet! 

WWW.RAILSPLIITER.COM 
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The Rail Splitter 
Post Office Box 275 
New York, New York 10044 
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